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Mass
Suicide
Reason for 39 deaths:
Cult members hoped
for cosmic rendezvous

Calloway Co.
stops Carlisle
under lights
Page 28
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Easter egg
hunt set
Froggy 103.7 FM will hold a gigantic Easter egg hunt Saturday at 930 a.m. in the MurrayCalloway County Park off Arcadia Drive.
The Easter egg hunt is open
to children ages 2-12 and hunting licenses will be available at
several local businesses.

Thursday afternoon.

• See Page 3A

Alexander co-chairing new committee
•CHE hoping advisory committee
will help Murray-Paducah relations
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander
will serve as co-chairman of the Regional Center Advisory Committee named Monday by the Council on Higher
Education.
The CHE hopes the new committee will improve relations between Murray and Paducah leaders, who have
been at odds over higher education since 1995.
The responsibilities of that committee will be to enhance cooperation between MSU and Paducah Community College officials, to recommend courses that should
be taught at Murray State's planned regional facility and
to keep the CHE informed of its progress.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Two
teams of researchers working
independently have identified a
mutated gene that fosters aggressive forms of brain, breast
and prostate cancer.
Discovery of the gene may
lead to a test to help identify
cancers that are fast growing
and which should be treated
with stronger therapy, researchers said in studies published today.

Legislature
targets child
insurance plan

Today...Partly sunny. Becoming breezy...With a 50 percent
chance of thunderstorms redeveloping in the afternoon. High
70 to 75. Southwest wind 15 to
25 mph and gusty.
Tonight...Cloudy with a
chance of evening thunderstorms...Then decreasing
clouds. Low 45 to 50. Northwest wind 10 to 15 mph.
Chance of rain 50 percent.
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THE START OF A LONG SEASON: After dusting off his riding mower, Frank Towery puts it to-use on his front lawn

NATIONAL

WASHINGTON (AP) — Providing health insurance to children looks to be a winner on Capitol Hill this year, not to mention in the states, where many
legislatures are considering
new ways to insure millions of
uninsured kids.
Tax credits, grants to states
and vouchers are among the
ideas.
"What they're not saying is
'let's create a Medicare for
children," said conservative
analyst Merrill Matthews of the
National Center for Policy
Analysis.
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By DEBORAH HASTINGS
Associated Press Writer
RANCHO SANTA FE, Calif. (AP) —
The New Age cult leader who died with
38 followers in a mass suicide was a former music teacher who was preaching a
bizarre mix of Scripture and UFOs as far
back as the '70s.
Marshall Applewhite, 66, was identified today as one of those found dead
Wednesday at the cult's palatial home
near San Diego. Investigators believe the
21 women and 18 men drank a lethal mixture of phenobarbital and vodka and then
settled back to die.
"We couldn't be happier about what
we're about to do. Doubt was never an
issue," a woman says in a videotaped
farewell statement.

"The thing that
will help us most
with Paducah is the
governor's recommendation of separating the community
colleges from the
University of
Kentucky.'
Dr. Kern Alexander
MSU President

Alexander said the formation of the committee was
agreed upon by the schools and the CHE.
"It has no statutory authority as a board," said Alexan-

der in a Ledger interview. "It's just a committee of citizens. The council thought that it would be a good idea to
do this. They put this into the agreement and we
complied."
The new committee, Alexander said, will also address
the needs of the Paducah area.
"We will talk about what the needs are in the Paducah
area and Murray State will provide the programs in our
extended campus to meet those needs," he explained.
"But this (committee) doesn't govern our extended campus. Owl board of regents does that.
"This will help us in an advisory capacity to get
broader representation for the wants, needs and desires
from Paducah expressed to us. It's just another vehicle to
determine what the needs are."
In 1995, it was agreed that a committee of this nature
was one of several possible answers in solving a dispute

• See Page 3A

Murray City Council

Seed Sorting

Glendale retirement plan
seeks $5 million in bonds
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Murray City Council
Thursday authorized the Glendale
Retirement Housing Association
to issue more than $5 million in
bonds for the construction of a
retirement complex.
According to City Administrator Don Elias, the association had
to get the city's permission to
issue the bonds because it is a
not-for-profit entity.
The group plans to build an
84-unit retirement complex on
land near the Glendale Road
Church of Christ, according to its

president Charles Olree.
Olree told council members the
association has almost half of the
complex reserved with people
who have already put a $1,000
down payment on units and
doesn't expect to have trouble
getting the rest of the complex
filled.
"We've had only two or three
ask for their money back," Olree
said. "But we haven't even
started advertising for the complex yet. We don't plan on doing
that until we get the financing
complete."
Elias said the association has

several bond options and the city
is in no way responsible for the
money loaned to the group.
Council member Don Henry
commended the association for
its venture and said the complex
will be a great asset to the
community.
In other business, the council:
*Authorized Elias to solicit
bids on a feasibility study for city
hall.
In February, Mayor Bill Cherry
broke the council into two groups
and asked them to look into scvII See Page 3A

Phone home
Graves Co. man establishes own service
HARDMONEY, Ky. (AP) —
Frustrated by his long-distance
phone rates when calling his
daughter and son-in-law, Graves
County farmer Phillip Rodgers
took matters into his own hands.
He created his own telephone
network, and his family chaued
away unencumbered by longdistance charges for nearly seven
years until trouble finally arrived.
Rodgers lives at the edge of
the BellSouth telephone service
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area. The line dividing the territ- fourth mile from his daughter's
ory from that of Mayfield-based
house. Then, at his own expense,
West Kentucky-Rural Telephone
he buried a 2,000-foot phone
Cooperative crosses the Rodgers cable, ran it through a large
farm, and his daughter's home is drainage pipe beneath Kentucky
about half a mile away on the
1684 and connected it --to his
other side.
daughter's house. That gave her a
Phone companies are keenly
phone number in the Paducah
aware of where each house near exchange.
the border is.
Six years and nine months
Rodgers ordered a BellSouth
elapsed without a problem.
line installed at a guest house on
the family's land about one•Sae Page 3A
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NO SMALL JOB: Tony Jotton drops ono tobacco seed Into each
of the 288 squares as he wefts on a tobacco-seeding operation at
Morton Farms Thursday afternoon. TM seeds, win in
the 10P Web
are coated with a red clay In order to make them easier
to handle.
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Scrumptious Seafood Savings

w&hi

Staff

#

Murra

Fried Fish
& Chicken
5

Flounder Dinner 14 pieces of lightly breaded flounder, fries, slaw &2hushpuppies.) 4.99
Catfish Dinner 14-6 pieces of corn meal breaded catfish, fries, slaw & 2 hushpuppies.) $4.99
2 Piece Fish Dinner(2 pieces of baiter dipped fish, fries, slaw & 2 hushpuppies.) " 3.98
3Piece Fish Dinner(3 pieces of batter dipped fish, fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies.) '4.87
Jumbo Fish Dinner(4 pieces of batter dipped fish. fries. slaw & 3 hushpuppies.) '5.76
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Country Style Fish Dinner(4-6 Meets aaus Meal breaded fish. hies.slew & 2husbpappies.) 4.87
2 Piece Fish & Fries (2 piton of batter dipped fish.fries & 2 hushpuppies.)
'2.99
Fish
&
Fries
(3
pieces
of
better
dipped fish. fries & 2 hushpuppiew)..
3 Piece
'3.88
Chicken Dinner (4 chicken strips, fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies;
54.99
Fish & Chicken Dinner op**el baser dipped fish. 2chicl.ien strips.kes.slaw & 2 hushpa1pies.)430

Add.piece of Fish for 89e'Add a piece ofChicken,* 790•Add 3 Shrimpfor $1.00•Add a ,tieffed Crab or a Seafood Half-Shellfor 990

Broiled Fish & Chicken
Broiled Fish Platter

-4.99 Broiled Chicken Luncheon
'3.89
(A broiled chicken breast, rice, vegetable medley & a bread stick.)
53.59 Broiled Fish & Chicken Platter
'5.49
(1/2 portion of chicken breast, I piece fish.rice. vegetable medley. baked potato. bread stick &salad or slaw.)

(2 pieces of broiled fish, rice, vegetable medley. baked potato, a bread sack & salad or slaw.)

Broiled Fish Luncheon
(2 pieces of broiled fish, rice, vegetable medley &lucid stick.)

Broiled Chicken Platter

$5.64 Broiled Fish & Chicken Luncheon

(A broiled chicken breast, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread stick & salad orslaw.)

f

$3.79

(1/2 portion of broiled chicken breast. I piece broiled fish,rice, vegetable medley & a bread stick.)
Blacken any dinnerfor 30e.

1

Fried Seafood

Oyster Dinner(6 to 9oysters. depending on size, fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)
'4.99
10 Piece Shrimp Dinner(10 breaded shrimp,fries, ilaw & 2 hushpuppies.)
$4.99
16 Piece Shrimp Dinner (16 breaded shrimp, fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)
6.99
Calabash Shrimp Dinner (Portion of small lightly banteed shrimp. fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)..4.99
Bite-Size Shrimp Dinner (Portion of small breaded shrimp, fries, slaw & 2 hushpappies.).$4.59

Stuffed Crab Dinner(3 stuffed crabs fries.slaw & 2 hushpuppies)
$4.29
1/2 Pound Clam Dinner (One-half pound ofclam strips.fries. slaw & 2'hushpuppies.) S3.99
Seafood Dinner (1 pc. batter dipped fish, 1 stuffed crab, 3 breaded shrimp.fries,slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)'4•99
Deluxe Seafood Platter(2 pcs.of hatter dipped fish, 5 shrimp. I stuffed crab.fries, slaw & 2 hushpuppies.) $6.59
Add a piece of Fahfee89e'tide piece @jadeitefor lfke *Add 3Skimp*$1.*•Me MOO Ova ore Ste/ea!Wad fie @et

Broiled Seafood
Broiled Shrimp Platter

55.99 Broiled Scallop Platter

(10 marinated shrimp,rice, vegetable medley, baked potato, a bread stick & salad or slaw.)
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55.99

( Broiled scallops:vegeta le medley, rice, baked potato, a bread stick & salad oesTaiii.)

Broiled Shrimp Luncheon
(10 marinated shrimp, rice, vegetable medley & a bread stick.)
Broiled Seafood Supreme Platter

'3.99 Broiled Orange Roughy Platter

'5.99

( A piece of broiled Orange Roughy, rice, baked potato, a bread stick & salad or slaw.)

Snow Crab Legs Platter

'9.99

(2 pcs. of fish. 5 shrimp. 2 half-shells, rice, vegetable medley, baked potato; bread stick & salad or slay, )
( I pound of snow crab legs, fries. slaw & 2 hushpuppies.)
Blacken espy dinnerfor 30o.

Appetizers

Side Orders

Cheesesticks
Jalapeno Cheese Bites
Seafood Gumbo
Shrimp Cocktail

'2.29
2.29
1.59
1.99

Fries
6 Hushpuppies
Cole Slaw
3 Breadsticks
\Corn On The Cob

99'
99'
99'
99'
99'

Baked Potato
Side Salad
Green Beans
Rice
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Substitute any side item on tiny dinner.

Sandwiches & Sandwich Combos
Giant Fish Sandwich (2 pieces fish. tartar sauce.)
Regular Fish Sandwich (1 piece fish, tartar sauce.)
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1.88 Broiled Chicken Sandwich (Boneless chicken breast, lettuce & mayonnaise.) 2.69 ,
.99 Double Burger (Two hamburger patties, pickles,' mustard, ketchup.)
$2.49
Combo any sandwich for $1.50•Combos includefries and a medium drink.

tpuipm

Now AVAILABLE

Desserts
Cheesecake With Strawberry Topping.. 1.29
Chocolate Cake
'1.19
Pineapple Cream Cheesecake
'1.19
Pecan Pie
'1.19

Drinks
Unlimited Free Refills In Our Dining Room

-77-77•7"--

CAPTAIN D's
Now HAS A NEW FISH
MARKET MENU
THAT OFFERS OUR
CUSTOMERS
THE BEST OF THE S.

Iced Tea, Coke, Diet Coke,Sprite, Mello
Yellow, Mr. Pibb, MinuteMaid Lemonade
Small 94'
Medium 99'
Large'1.09
Coffee
75'

AVAILABLE ON THE
FISH MARKET MENU
Here's How To

Kid's Menu

A Crab LegIt's a Snap!

Includes a Small Drink & Unlimited Refills In Our Dining Room

Kid's-Fish & Fry
(One piece battered dipped fish, fries & 1 hushpuppie.)
(One half order hue sire shrimp, fries & I hushpuppie.)

'2.39

Kid's Burger

3

(Burger with mustard, ketchup. pickles & fries.)

Kid's Chicken
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Seafood Feast Pack (Feeds 6-81
(12 batter dipped fish. 10 shrimp.;stuffed crab. 12 hushpuppies. fries, A pint of slaw.)

'
17.99

V Market Items Are Subject To Market Availability
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'2.69

(Two chicken strips. fries & I hushpuppie.)

4.•
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'2.69

Kid's Shrimp

The Fish Market Menu Is
Available Daily At Captain D's.
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Snow Crab
Plate Dinner
*Offer not valid with other
discounts or promotions.
Offer expires April 28, 1997.
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We appreciate your business and hope you will enjoy your meal. Please call me if your order is
not satisfactory, and 1 will personally do whatever is necessary to make it right. 1 am the
General Manager Tim Edmonson 753-9383. P.S. If for any reason you can't reach Tim or have
the need to speak to someone
......• ).... I.
else, call me, Sam Beavers at
•f ..,' . "h...
800-285-1077. I am responsible
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Chestnut Hills • Murray
(502) 753-9383
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I Any Complete
I Broiled
I Platters
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We have an extensive Senior Menu with discounts for 55 years+.
All Menu Items Can Be Packed To Go • Order Inside Or Via Drive-Thru
Call-In Orders Are Welcome (502) 753-9383
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Captain D's Seafood
Restaurant
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Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Several people were arrested
by county authorities Thursday
in two unrelated incidents.
In the first incident, the Calloway County Sheriff's Department arrested three individuals
on drug possession charges.
According to Sheriff Stan
Scott, Richard Rankin, 33, and
Deborah Simmons, 48, were
both arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana under
• eight ounces and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
A third individual, Vernita
Largin, 29, was also arrested
and charged with possession of
marijuana under eight ounces.
Scott said the arrests were
made as deputies were serving
court papers at a residence on
Eighth Street about 8 p.m.
"As the deputy approached
the residence, he said he could
smell a strong odor of marijuana. He then said he saw a

bag of marijuana in plain sight
inside the residence," Scott
said.
Scott said the Murray Police
Department's drug enforcement
officers Steve Robinson and
Max assisted in the arrest.
In the second incident, Scott
said authorities were called to
the residence of Gary Overby,
41, about 11 p.m. on a call of a
domestic dispute.
"When we got to this residence, (Overby) had locked
himself inside the residence and
was threatening to kill himself
and (female)," he said.
Kentucky State Police troopers and sheriff's deputies eventually coaxed Overby out of the
house and charged him with
disorderly conduct and menacing. Authorities confiscated
several weapons from the residence, Scott said.
MPD also assisted in this incident. All four people were taken to the Calloway County
Detention Center.

wrestled with a dizzying onslaught of information about the
Heaven's Gate cult from multiple
sources — a book, the Internet,
acquaintances from Michigan to
New Mexico and calls from relatives of the victims.
The victims apparently believed that their human bodies
were just temporary vessels and
that their deaths would lead to a
rendezvous with a UFO trailing
the Hale-Bopp comet, which
passed closest to Earth last
weekend. The group had posted a
statement on its World Wide Web
site that said, "Hale-Bopp's approach is the 'marker' we've
been waiting for. We are happily
prepared to leave 'this world."
Group members, who supported themselves by running a
computer business, had sent but
videos in which their leader described the hoped-for space encounter. Member) came before
the camera two at a time, side by
side, to say their last goodbyes.
"Maybe they're crazy for all I
know, but I don't have any

choice but to go for it because
I've been on this planet for 31
years and there's nothing here for
me," one woman said.
"It's just the happiest day of
my life," said a man. "I've been
looking forward to this for so
long."
The people were taped seated
in chairs outdoors, as trees and
bushes swayed in the background. Most smiled as they
talked of taking their lives. Some
laughed. One woman cried.
"People who thought I completely lost my marbles, they're
not right." said one person to
laughter.
We take off the virtual reality
helmet. We take off the vehicle
that we've used for this task," a
man said, an apparent reference
to their bodies.
The cult published a 4-inchthick book last year and posted
part of it on one of its Web sites,
Heaven's Gate. It contains a
strange blend of Christianity and
outer space similar to Applewhite's former proselytizing.
The book contains "exit statements" that resemble suicide
notes.

Ledger &Times
"Survival requires that you allow nothing of this human existence to tie you here," wrote one
cult member, identified only as
Anlody.
"No wealth, no position, no
prestige, no family, no physical
pleasure, and no religion spouting
to hang on to any of the above
will enable you to -survive. They
are only entrapments."
A writer calling himself "Do,"
apparently Applewhite, said,
"We take the prize, I guess, of
being the cult of cults."
Back in 1975, Applewhite,
along with a colleague named
Bonnie Lu Trusdale Nettles, persuaded hundreds of people in California, Colorado, New Mexico
and Oregon to leave their families and belongings behind and
join them.
They were known then as the
"UFO Cult," and Applewhite
and Ms. Nettles referred to themselves then as "The Two." The
Heaven's Gate web site refers to
its Thunders as "The Two" and
said they began "rounding up
their crew in '75."
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MISS YOUR PAPER?
followed an executive session nex 54.3 acres of land owned by
where the council discussed a Clarence Goforth located at the
land purchase.
end of Doran Road and west of
•Joined other cities around the Martin Chapel Road. Seargent
state in petitioning the United told the council Goforth plans to
States Congress to amend its gas construct a subdivision on the
tax policy.
land.
Elias told the council that Gov.
The council authorized OverPaul Patton was urging cities to bey to draw several ordinances
sign the petition known as the rezoning land in the University
Streamlined Transportation Effi- Heights from R-2 to R-4 (multiciency Program for the 21st Cen- family residential) and land lotury, or STEP 21.
cated on S. Fourth St. as B-2
According to Elias, Kentucky (business).
only receives 72 cents of every
The council will also have
dollar that is sent to the federal Overbey draw an ordinance abangovernment for the National doning a grading easement on
Highway Trust Fund.
land just north of Kroger. The
The STEP 21 program is peti- easement is part of construction
tioning the federal government to plans for a new Burger King regive "at least" 95 cents back to staurant which will be built on
the state.
the site.
"The STEP 21 program would
*Passed the second reading of
result in $20 Million to $30 million additional highway funds annually for use in Kentucky," the
resolution said.
*Passed several rezoning and
annexation recommendations
FROM PAGE 1
from the Murray Planning
"It felt a lot better having to
Commission.
In the first recommendation, pay a $35 bill than a $150 bill,"
the council authorized City Attor- said Rodgers, a farmer and former machinist.
ney Don Overbey lp draw an orBut when a subdivision was
dinance annexing property owned
built between his daughter's
by Michael Derra at 1401 Garhome and the telephone boundland Dr. in the Spring Creek
ary, new homeowners — some of
Oaks Subdivision.
According to Butch Seargent, whom worked in Paducah —
were curious as to why Rodgers'
Dern has paid taxes on the tract
family had a Paducah telephone
of land for two years because of a
number and they could get one
mistake in tax collection.
only in Mayfield.
The council also plans to an-

an ordinance rezoning land at
1604 N. 16th St. as highway business. The land is owned by
Howard Brandon.
'Passed two resolutions honoring local residents.
In the first resolution, the
council honored the Murray High
School girl's basketball team
which recently made its first apt
pearance ever at the state tournament and ended its season with
the most wins in school history
(21-9)'.
In the second resolution, the
council honored the late Leon
Perry Miller.
'Voted to appoint Sally Hopkins and Paul McNeary to the
city's cable commission which
will begin to review its contract
with the local cable TV company.
The contract expires in 1999.

mittee will help our situation," he
said. "The thing that will help us
most with Paducah is the governor's recommendation of separating the community colleges from
the University of Kentucky.
"If Paducah Community College is not a part of the University of Kentucky, then it's free to
work with Murray State. We need
to create a new axis with PCC
and Hopkinsville. The axis is not
from Paducah to Hopkinsville to
Lexington, it's within this region.
We can go directly to them and
work without the intervention of
the University of Kentucky."
The commiuee includes: cochairmen Alexander and Paducah
Community College President
Len O'Hara; Shannon Chambers,
chairman, Marshall County
Chamber of Commerce; Louise
Cooper, retired educator, Paducah; Dick Fotsch, vice president
of Briggs and Stratton, Murray;
Dr. Billy Hurt, Baptist minister,

Nothing Beats "Word Of Mouth"!
Based on your comments ar.1 the
nurnber of new visibrs...these
messages have been very successful...
but remember
Nothing Is Bettor Than Our
Customers Going Horn* and Tolling
Their Friends About Us!

Benton; Stuart Poston, president
and chief executive officer,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital; Don Sparks, retired superintendent, Mayfield; Dwane
Tucker, regional manager of BellSouth Corp., Paducah; LaVerne
Waldrop, Columbia PirieLake Regional Hospital, Mayfield; Don
Walker, Apex Engineering,
Calvert City and Sandra Wilson,
public affairs manager, Westvaco
Corp., Wickliffe.

dept. between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday at 753-1916.
Call the circulation
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•Phone line...

III Alexander...
FROM PAGE 1
between MSU and PCC.
Both western Kentucky cities
have become bitter rivals since
1995 when it was announced that
the University of Kentucky
would offer four-year engineering
degrees in Paducah.
The idea was met with opposition by MSU officials. Many
Murrayans felt that a four-year
degree program in Paducah was
the beginning of a new four-year
school for western Kentucky.
The dispute was somewhat
settled in November 1995 with an
agreement to allow the four-year
engineering program. MSU was
compensated in the deal with an
agreement for a regional training
facility in Paducah.
But, despite the agreement, the
dispute lingers on.
While resolving that dispute is
a major goal of the committee,
Alexander has his doubts.
"I don't know that this com-
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•City council...
FROM PAGE 1
eral issues concerning the construction of a new city hall
complex.
Cherry instructed the sixmember groups to look at topics
such as where a new building
Should be located, what personnel
(city offices) should be in city
hall among others.
The two groups brought their
recommendations to the council
floot Thursday.
The group's first recommendation is for city hall to remain in
the downtown area if feasible and
if property can be obtained at a
reasonable price.
The group also recommended
that city offi, which are currently scatte1ed throughout the
city, be consolidated for the convenience of the citizens and that
the downtown station of the Murray Fire Department be located in
an area that will maximize its
coverage area.
"To address these three issues,
we recommend that we undergo a
comprehensive feasibility
study...it is our recommendation
that the city seek professional
services to obtain these goals,"
the council's recommendation
said.
Council member Bill Adams
said the study will give the council a better understanding of the
issues mapped out in the recommendation and will help in making decisions on a new city hall
complex.
The written recommendation

..
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County authorities arrest •Suicide...
PAGE 1
four in unrelated incidents FROM
Meanwhile, authorities
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"I guess someone called the
phone cops, because they visited
me," Rodgers said. "I figured I
had run the line entirely on my
land and what I did on my land
was my own business."
But BellSouth thought differently and pulled the plug in
December.
Rodgers' daughter and. son-inlaw, Kim and Josh Moore, then
had to get a Mayfield number
from West Kentucky Rural Telephone Cooperative.
Dwane Tucker, BellSouth's regional manager in Paducah, said
the company had indeed received
a complaint. An inspection found
Rodgers "had an arrangement
connected to the network that
was out of compliance with state
law," Tucker said.
Family phone bills and frustrations again rose.
He sought another solution,
eventually finding a sympathetic
ear at the Kentucky Public Service Commission.
When regional telephone companies were formed in the 1980s,
the Federal Communications
Commission wrote rules to referee boundary disputes.

111 North 12th Street
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Higher Limits for Nonworking
Spousal IRAs

Nutrena.Feeds
Effective with the 1997 tax year, a new tax law now allows
a nonworking spouse to contribute up to $2,000 annually
to a spousal IRA (Individual Retirement Annuity).
This means a couple with one working spouse who qualifies to make an IRA contribution and one nonworking
spouse can contribute and receive an annual income tax
deduction of as much as $4,000 per year between two
spousal IRAs.

They've marked for three generations
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A real gentlewoman

Murray Ledger & Times
WALTER L. APPERSON

(Mike Royko is on vacation this
week. In his absence, we are reprinting some old favorites. This
column was originally published
on March 23, 1980.)
"Isn't this shocking?" the young
liberated woman said to me in a
voice filled with horror.
She was reading aloud from an
appointment book published by
Virginia Slims, the cigarette company that aims its advertising at
modern women.
Scattered through the book were
selections from 19th century manuals on female etiquette, household
tips, and other advice for ladies of
that era, as well as examples of oldtime male chauvinism.
"Listen to this," she said, and
read:
"How To Be A Better Wife'
(1987)
'1. Start each day- with a cheerful
countenance and pleasant conversation.
'2. Turn the harsh utterances of a
scolding tongue into kind and gentle
words, and you will be rewarded
with a more agreeable nature.
'3. Learn to bake juicy fruit pies
and do so frequently.
'4. Smooth out wrinkles in your
brow by thiniing serene thoughts.
'5. Do not interrupt your Husband
when he is speaking, thinking or
reading.'"
She looked up from the book,
scowled,and said:"Can you believe
that?"
I told her I thought it was sound
advice.
She stormed away before I could
explain that most men would probably feel that way. While I agree it
was terrible that women were
treated like foolish, weak creatures,
it was a good deal for the men of that
day. And I'd have to be dumb not to
recognize a good deal when I saw it.
I've since obtained a copy of the
Virginia Slims appointment book so

GENA HANCOCK
Managing Editor

ALICE ROUSE
General Manager

'here there is no vision, the people perish.'
Pt BLISHEI) BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

FROM OUR READERS

Yambert praises League
Dear F-ditor:
It was a pleasure to read Ben Hall's thoughts regarding the most nearly
satisfactory solution to the problems facing all of us and our Land
Between the Lakes. It is unfortunate that he apparently-did not have,or
belierve he had,sufficient space to share with us any details of the serious thought and research which undoubtedly preceded the League's
conclusion that "if TVA is allowed to relinquish its control of the area,
management should be turned over to the U.S. Forest Service."
Each of us sharing the League's concerns about LBL could benefit
from both the set of criteria they used and the detailed analysis required,
to provide informed answers to the baffling array of challenging and
relevant questions we face:
If LBL received the average appropriation for U.S. Forest Service
units of its size, where would the other $4.5 million annually that LBL
currently is receiving - and claiming to be grossly inadequate - come
from?
With reference to compliance with the laws of the land, did the
League's research show the USFS to be superior to all other possible
successor agencies re: National Environmental Policy Act? Americans
with Disabilities Act? Endangered Species Act?
Since 5 percent of TVA's power revenues(other than those from other
fedAal agencies) go to payments in lieu of taxes, did the League receive
assurances that the USFS,or some other federal entity, would be willing
to pick up the tab?
Assuming,as seems apparent in this region,that most people share the
League's belief that there are valid ethical and legal reasons for retaining
LBL's mission, what sanctions has the League concluded would be most
effective in ensuring this end?
Regarding the mission, how did the possible successor agencies rank
in the League's assessment of their demonstrated commitment to, and
competence in, fulfilling a Mission similar to that of LBL?.
Assuming that the League's analysis went into specifics of the
mission, it would also be helpful,for those of us still striving to reach an
informed decision, to see how the League ranked each of the potential
successor agencies regarding the three major mission components of
LBL: namely outdoor recreation, environmental education, and stimulating development in the surrounding region - all in the context of the
research, test and demonstrate" phrasing which was used to justify
LBL's creation and uniqueness back in 1964.
We applaud the League for the thorough evaluation it has done and
ask only that it share more details of its findings with those of us who also
own and enjoy LBL.
Paul A. Yambert
Route 5, Murray, KY 42071

March 24 — The Advocate, Baton Rouge, La., on Gingrich
getting a bum rap:
This time House -Speaker Newt Gingrich is making excellent
sense, and he's getting a bum rap from some of his fellow
conservatives.
That's a mind-boggling reversal from a few months ago, when he
was getting support from misguided conservatives at a time when
he deserved condemnation for ethical lapses.
Gingrich seems to have come around to the eminently sensible,
totally logical idea that the budget should be balanced before taxes
are cut. You Can't get any more fiscally conservative than that. ...

Thr Messenger-Inquirer, Owensboro
Anyone who has had to endure Ohio River Valley air during al\ season knows the effect what we breathe can have on our
quality of life.
hut new clean air standards being proposed by the Environment:II Protection Agency have raised concerns.
In a March 4 letter to the administrator of the EPA, Sen. Wendell
Ford joined four other high ranking Democratic senators in urging
th
PA to "stop and take stock of our situation" before adopting
the new standards. The argument they make is worthy of

March 24 — Dayton (Ohio) Daily News, on LiggeWs admissions about cigarettes:
The Liggett Group, maker of Chesterfield and Lark cigarettes,
has come clean and made damning admissions and agreed to fines.
Liggett also admitted it marketed smokes to kids as young as 14
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Finally, there is a quotation from
someone identified only as H. Wilson (1891) on the subject of ambi
tious women: "Aspiring to the pinnacles of success can cause a woman to experience spells of
dizziness and fits of giddiness."'
I hope nobody thinks that because I printed these items I approve
of them.
Not at all. Two weeks' vacation in
the mountains is too generous.
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to get them hooked on its brands.
Maybe the effort to cut sales to youngsters can help some here
and there; at least the effort carries a steady message, even if kids
have ways of getting cigarettes anyway. ...

Mum

March 21 — Telegraph Herald, Dubuque, Iowa, on dollar
coin:
Snakebit by the Susan B. Anthony dollar coin fiasco of two decades ago, the federal government has shied away from minting a
coin worth $1.
So shy, in fact, that the last Susan B. Anthony dollar was minted
16 years ago. Only now are government stocks of that coin running
low.
Everybody who had or handled that dollar coin knew the problem: It was too much like a quarter. So people stopped using them.
Yet that experience should not stand in the way of saving hundreds of millions of dollars in currency manufacturing expense. ...
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Manufacturers turn back on space

cortideration.
Ole new rules would place strict restrictions on ozone and the
prc•ence of tiny particles in the air, effecting everything from back-

The Paducah Sun
Only a minority of Kentucky's residents arc old enough to remember the great Ohio River flood of 1937. For those that do,
early March's events provide about the closest imitation yet of that
epic catastrophe.
What the Ohio River Valley is experiencing this year, while not
yet comparable to the disaster of 60 years ago, is bad enough. The
toll a major flood takes in terms of material losses, physical danger,
emotional distress, disease potential and general human misery is
almost beyond calculation.
No one who remains dry can imagine what it is like to watch
flood water rising toward one's home. Some of the most poignant
scenes arc those of people wading waist-deep to salvage what belongings they can from their inundated dwellings. Often the possessions that can be carried away are pitifully few.
Typically, it takes heroic efforts to keep the flood waters at bay,
and too frequently they are insufficient. Water on the rampage
tends to surprise us with its destructive power and resistance to
control, while inside their batiks, the same rivers arc deceptively
docile.
In these conflicts between river and man, the river almost always
wins, leaving much in the way of relief work to do. Fortunately,
various agencies, churches, and individuals responded admirably as
they usually do in such circumstances.

is at last able to perfect the virtues of
a Good and Honourable Wife:
"Steadfastness in the face of hard
work. Obedience. Pleasantness at
mealtimes. Lilting laughter. Modesty of dress and demeanor.
Strength of character, arms, legs,
back. Unworldliness in politics,
economics and foreign novellas.
Disinterest in card games, musical
games, word games and all other
games of,chance,"
.
And if you could teach her to bark
at burglars, what more could a man
ask?
Another section dealt with having a picnic'in the park. It tells her
how to prepare food and pack the
hamper. But the most specific advice is on how to sit on a blanket. It
says:
"The manner in which a gentlewoman composes herself upon a
blanket should be a demonstration
of her modest demeang, She should
accept the support of her escort by
lightly laying her gloved hand upon
his arm and allowing herself to be
lowered to the blanket as effortlessly and gracefully as a leaf wafts
down from a tree on a gentle breeze.
"When seated, her limbs should
be discreetly turned to the side and
their form well-disguised beneath
the folds of her many skirts. She
should sit with her back straight and
her hands at rest in her lap. She
should never lean, slouch, cup her
chin in her hand or raise her arms
above her head."
You don't see that in a disco joint.

East

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL

yard barbecues to the gas tanks of cars.
.! tie benefits — which would cost $8.5 billion, according to the
EP
-- would be small.
'.nd in the case of particulate matter, the EPA admits that it has
little information about the problems it actually causes.
New air standards already have caught many states in a constant
shuffle as old air quality plans must be revised every time new federal standards are adopted.
If science supported the standards as conclusively beneficial, we
would support this. But the science, in this case, is spotty or
nonexistent.
Rather than proposing new rules, the federal government should
do everything it can to help states and counties struggling to meet
existing rules. Only then will we be able to fairly assess the need
for tougher standards.

I can share with men the joys that
their great-grandfathers had.
This selection is called "The Wise
Woman's Guide to the Art of Breakfast":
"As wife to your Husband, it is
your most fervent duty to present
him with your most agreeable manner at breakfast, as well as to
provide him with the comforts of a
well-provisioned table.
A carelessly poached egg, a spotted cloth or hasty, fretful words can
be ruinous to the harmony of his
day.
Set before him a hearty breakfast
of fresh sausages, boiled eggs, a
cold ham,porridge with fresh cream
and butter, kippers, a pheasant pie,
fresh curds and whey,corn muffins,
fresh bread, marmalade, honey,coffee and tea.
Keep your words cheerful and
encouraging for they are as much an
aid to the digestion as they are a
balm to the spirit.
Never use red and white checkered cloth on the breakfast table.
The small pattern is upsetting to
morning digestion.
Always fold the morning paper
from right to left and place it on the
seat of his chair."
After that, I'd give her the rest of
the morning off.
Another page carried this description of:"The Happiest Day of a
Woman's Life":
"It is indeed the fortunate young
woman who becomes a bride. For
oncot woman becomes a bride,she

Proper dining habits for a gentlewoman" were discussed:
"The unfolding of the napkin
should be transacted in a manner
that reflects breeding and taste. A
woman who picks up the napkin
between thumb and forefinger and
then shakes it open exhibits a laxity
of principle and looseness of character.
"A gentlewoman cuts all pieces
of food into tiny morsels, which she
decorously raises to her mouth only
when her husband's eyes are averted. She never bites, chews or
crunches her food but nibbles noiselessly and daintily."
How many women today are
careful to wait until the man's eyes
are averted before they chomp their
pizza? Damned few.
Men in some parts of the country
advertised for. wives. One.such ad
gave these requirements, which
strike me as being reasonable:
"Fine, upstanding gentleman
seeks fine, upstanding woman for
purposes of marriage and bearing
children. Must have reliable physical qualities, including strong back,
arms and legs. Duties to include
caring for large five-bedroom
house, grounds and stable. Must
have sense of humor and play a
musical instrument. Two weeks'
vacation at mountains every June.
No woman who talks loudly in
restaurants, reads romantic novels
or smokes cigarettes need apply."

By HARRY F. ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Long
before Americans landed on the
moon, space enthusiasts were
promising cities in orbit, space
factories turning out. exotic proacts and hotels Where tourists
could play in zero gravity.
Almost 40 years since America
launched its first satellite, and
billions of taxpayer dollars later,
none of this has come to pass. No
one is recovering from heart
surgery in the weightlessness of a
space hotel, no superpure medicines are being produced in orbiting mini-labs, and no child can
claim birth away from Mother
Earth.
Commercial ventures that have
come to fruition include satellites
that relay telephone and television signals, photograph the
weather on Earth, discover mineral deposits and advise farmers
where to plant and when.
Through global positioning, satellites can let the driver of a car
pinpoint his location.
Other than that, the business
community has turned its back on
space.
"Corporations contacted tend
to assume that space access is,
and will remain for some time,
impractical, dampening enthusiasm for ventures which require
human space flight," says the
Potomac Institute for Policy Studies. "Without the eager partici-

ANALYSIS
It worked, but advances in
genetics made space manufacturing for the drug superfluous.
How can government help?
"With something that is considered a dirty, obscene act these
days: Use federal money and research to assume a lot of the risk
for industry," says Walker, who
now markets space services and
products for McDonnell Douglas.
Edward Gabris, who heads
NASA's space development and
commercial research division,
says industry doesn't view NASA
pation of an innovative private
sector, commercialization cannot
develop wings."
In Congress there is a periodic
clamor to "privatize" space —
taking it out of the hands of the
government. But the fact is that
space is a beautiful woman without a suitor. Research is too expensive and profits too iffy for
even the largest corporations.
"To this day, industry access
to space is much more complicated, much more regulated and
much more expensive than the
usual research and development
costs here on Earth." says Charles D. Walker, who flew on three
shutdellights in the mid-1980s to
run a drug purifying experiment
with great commercial promise.

as a reliable partner.
"There's nobody beating down
our doors," he says. "When we
begin to have truly recognized
breakthroughs, space research
will take off on its own. Clearly
the communications industry
did."
He points out that throughout
American history, there has been
partnership between government
and industry. The spike that completed a transcontinental railroad
track in 1869 was driven into
land owned by Uncle Sam.
The first satellite successfully
rocketed into orbit by the United
States in February 1958. But it
still costs $10,000 to put one
pound of anything into space, a
fact that clearly distresses NASA
Administrator Daniel S. Goldin.
He wants it cut to $1,000 a pound
in 10 years and to hundreds of
dollars a pound in 20.
Gabris says that a locker-sized
experiment flown on the space
shuttle would go down from today's $70,000 to $3,500. The
shuttle has flown between 60 and
80 such payloads in each of the
last three years.
The space station, when it finally is completed early in the
next decade, should ease the access problem. The United States
would have a continuous pre-

sence in orbit, with facilities to
keep experiments running.
Not so in 1997.
"We have not had sufficient
flight opportunities over the past
decade to clearly demonstrate the
benefits of weightlessness," says
Mark Uhran, NASA's manager of
space station utilization planning.
"We do research maybe 10
days, twice a year," he says. "A
laboratory on the ground works
365 days a year.''
He said Goldin is considering
establishment of a space venture
fund to help industry finance experiments. In the space station
era, he said, the pace of research
should quicken and returns
should be more readily apparent.
"What we really hope is that
eventually any products that are
prdduced (in space) would provide incentive to the private sector to build its own free-flying
platform, laboratories and production facilities.
"We don't want the government to be in the business of
building production facilities,"
Uhran says. "We want the government to do the up-front development work, the basic research,
that enables industry to pursue
the production facilities at their
own costs."
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EDITOR'S NOTE: Harry r.
Rosenthal has covered space for
The Associated Press since
1965.
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Today
Murray Family YMCA has
events scheduled for week

Easter sunrise service planned
An Easter sunrise service will be Sunday, March 30, at 6:30 a.m.
at Playhouse in the Park at Murray-Calloway County Park. Dr. Terry
Ellis, pastor of First Baptist Church, Murray, will be the speaker.
The service is being sponsored by the Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association. Each one should bring a lawn chair. The Rev.
Mike Rumble, president of the association, invites the public to
attend.

Churches plan sunrise service
The annual Easter Sunrise service held by Cherry Corner, Elm
Grove and Poplar Spring Baptist Churches will be Sunday, March
30, at 6 p.m. at Chirry Corner Baptist Church. The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor'at Poplar Spring, will bring the message. Breakfast will
be served in the church annex following the service. The public is
invited to attend.

1111
Rebecca Wright holds the plaque she received as being named as the
"Emerging Leader" for 1996-97 by the Western District Kentucky Dietetic Association.

Churches plan sunrise service
Liberty, Oak Grove and North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Churches will have an Easter sunrise service on Sunday,
March 30, at 6 p.m. at the Liberty church, located off Highway 94
East. Russ Milton will be the speaker. Breakfast will be served folletwir,g the service. The Rev. Don Faulkner, host pastor, invites the
public to attend.

Celebration at Brooks Chapel
The sixth annual Easter Victory Celebration will be tonight and
Saturday, March 28 and 29, from 7 to 9 p.m. at Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church. This is an outdoor drama of the Crucifixion
of Christ with 11 different scenes, and a combined effort of several
churches and several different derawinations in the surrounding
counties. The church is located l'A miles east of Dexter off
Roosevelt Road (Hwy. 1346) on Brooks Chapel Church Road.

Easter pageant at Westside
Westside Baptist Chiirch will present an Easter musical drama,
"He's Alive," tonight (Friday) and Sunday, March 30, at 7 p.m.
Tommy Scott is the director for the pageant. The public is invited to
attend. The church is located at 300 Johnny Robertson Rd., Murray.

Easter Egg hunt at local park
The Froggy 103 Gigantic Easter Egg Hunt featuring Mr. Froggy
and 10,000 colorful Easter eggs will be Saturday, March 29, at 9:30
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Park. Age groups are 2-3; 4-5; 6-8;
and 9-12. To hunt children need to pick up a hunting license at local
business places. In case of rain, the hunt will be Easter Sunday at 2
p.m. at the same location. For information call 753-2400.

Rebecca Wright was recently
named as the "Emerging Leader"
for 1996-97 by the Western District Kentucky Dietetic
Association.
Wright has been a dietitian on
the nutrition staff at MurrayCalloway County Hospital for the
past 8'/2 years. She is nationally
registered and licensed by the
state of Kentucky as a dietitian.
This award is presented to
someone who ha sserved the last
five to 10 years in the district as
a registered dietitian and demonstrated leadership in the field of
dietetics.
Wright earned her Master of
Science degree at Murray State
University.
She has served as an officer
and/or committee member of sev-

eral professional and community
organizations. Wright is the cochair of the Committee on Eating
Disorders, board member of
Diabetics Taking Control Support
Group, board member of LifeHouse Care Center for Women,
and guest speaker for the Life
Adjustment Workshops.
Wright holds memberships in
the 404
.
nerican and Kentucky
Dietetic Associations, Western
District Kentucky Dietetic Assocition, Murray Area Nutrition's
Association, Dietitians in Nutrition Support Practice Group and
Pediatric Nutrition Practice
Group.
Rebecca and her husband, Dan
Wright, reside in Murray. Her
two children are Aaron Noffsinger and Ashley Noffsinger.

Five generations together

West Fork plans egg hunt

By KATHY PERKINS
YMCA Staff Writer
The Murray Family YMCA has
planned activities for the week
starting March 31.
Various aerobics and exercise
classes, Monday through Friday,
at 10 a.m., 3:40, 4:30, 5:30 and
6:30 p.m. will be at the 12th
Street facility. Persons may call
for specific schedule.
Senior Fitness is at 7:30 p.m.,
Monday and Thursday.
Free babysitting is available at
10 a.m., 3:40, 4:30 and 5:30 p.m.
for members while working out.
Aerobics/toning is Saturday. at
9:30 and 10:30 a.m. at the 12th
Street facility.
Youth Strength Training Class
for 11-17 year olds is at 3:30
p.m., Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. Youth Aerobics for 7
+years is at 3:30 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday. These are at the
University Branch facility.
Lap Swim will be at 7:30 a.m.
and 8:30 p.m. on Tuesday and
'Thursday at the Murray State
Carr Health facility..Water aqua
aerobics will be at 8:30 and 9:30
a,m. Monday through Thursday,
and at 8:30 p.m. Tuesday and
Thursday. Arthritis aqua aerobics
classes will be at 9:30 a.m., Monday through Thursday.
In order to participate in classes and use, the facilities you
must have a YMCA facility
membership. Call 759-9622 or
753-0228 for class details, fees
and full facility hours.
U.S.A.C.A. Aerobics Certification will be Saturday, April 19.
Persons may contact Brenda at
753-4295 for details.
Children's Programs and special events include child care being provided at the three county

elementary schools from 2:30 to
5:30 p.m.
Spring break day camp con
Onues through Monday, April 7.
at North tlennentary. Preregister
for day camp at the University
Branch YMCA, 1510 Chestnut
St. The YMCA all-day Summer
Day Camp for children, age,
5-12, will begin Monday, June 2,
at East Elementary School. Fi
nancial assistance is available for
day camps and summer day camp
and most other children's prog
rams as well.
YMCA Spash, an innovative
program to teach kids and families to be safer in and around water will be held the week of
March 31 at 10:30 a.m. and 11:30
a.m. at Carr Health Building,
MSU. This will be for boys and
girls, 6 to 12. The cost will be
$10 per child. Register at 1510
Chestnut St.
A cheerleading clinic for 6 to
8-year-olds will be Saturday,
April 12, from 10 to noon. The
cost will be $10 per child.
Contact Janice Fountain at
753-0228 for information about
children's programs.
An Earthquake Day Camp will
be Friday, April 4, at Carr Health
building, MSU. This event is in
conjunction with 4-H.
Fitness facilities are located at
209 North 12th St., and 1510
Chestnut St. The business office
and program office are in the
Chestnut Street 'facility.
The Murray Family YMCA is
a United Way agency, As noted
above, financial assistance, based
on income, uses a sliding fee
scale and is available for all
children's programs and some facility memberships.
At the Murray FamilY YMCA
we strive to build strong kids,
strong families, and strong
communities. .„

HOSPITAL

West Fork Baptist Church will host an Easter Egg Hunt for community children on Saturday, March 29, at 2 p.m. at the church. All
children who live in or near the Stella area are invited to attend.
Each child should bring a basket for eggs. Small children who may
need assistance should be accompanied by an adult. This event will
be canceled in case of rain. For information call the Rev. Richard
Edmiston, pastor, at 759-5987.

REPORTS

Murray club plans events
Murray Country Club will be serving its annual Easter brunch on
Sunday, March 30, from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. This is for members and their guests, but please call 753-6113 for reservations. An
Easter Egg Hunt will be at 1:30 p.m. Sunday at the club.

Library will be closed Sunday
Calloway County Public Library will close Sunday, March 30, in
observance of Easter. The library will reopen on Monday, March 31.

Democratic Committee will meet
Calloway County Democratic Executive Committee will meet
Monday, March 31, at 7 p.m. at Murray City Hall. Members are expected to attend. Precinct representatives are encouraged to come
and visitors are welcome.

Church men to serve breakfast
Methodist Men of Good Shepherd United Methodist Church will
serve breakfast on Easter Sunday, March 30, at 8:30 a.m. The Rev.
William Tate is church pastor.

Five generations are pictured together. Tristian Long, baby, is being
held by his mother, Michelle Scarbrough, kneeling in front. Pictured
standing, in center, is•Brenda Scarbrough, grandmother of Tristian and
mother of Michelle; at right is Kay Van Mierlo, great-grandmother of
Tristian, grandmother of Michelle, and mother of Brenda; and at left is
Betty Davis, great-great-grandmother of Tristian, great-grandmother of
Michelle, grandmother of Brenda, and mother of Kay.

Greater Hope plans program
Greater Hope Missionary Baptist Church will have a special
Youth Easter program on Sunday, March 30, at 5 p.m. at the Main
Street Youth Center, North Fourth Street, Murray. The public is invited to attend.

Support Local Arts

Two newborn admissions, disTheatres
missals and one expiration at •
Murray-Calloway County Hospi- • Program Info. ('all 753-3314
tal for Wednesday, March 26,
Devil's Own
have been released as follows:
•
Newborn admissions
R 1:15 3:30 7:05 9:25
Vaughn baby boy, parents, Tara •
and Michael, Benton;
•
Lewis baby boy, parents. Kelly and • Liar, Liar
Timothy, Almo.
• PG 1:15 3:20 7.30 9:30
Dismissals
•
Mrs. Duma F. Rogers, Mayfield; • Jungle 2 Jungle
Mrs. Mildred Green, Hazel; Robert •
James Mitchell, New Concord;
S PG 1:30 3:40 7:05 9:15
a
Mrs. Marcia D. Hunt and baby boy,
Benton; Miss Kimberly Nicole Evitts, • Return of the Jedi
Milburn; Mrs. Alma Seeley, Princeton;
Mrs. Laura E. Schroader, Dexter; • PG 1:00 3:35 7:10 9.45
Mrs. Margaret Smith, Hamlin, Casper •
• Sling Blade
L. Driskell, Calvert City;
James H. Thurman, Mrs. Thelma
R 1:00 3:40 7:00 9:35
Depriest, Mrs. Francis J. Arcoli, Ms.
•
Tennessee Outland,
Matinees Saturday
•
Mrs. Marelle B. Farless, Mrs. Tina •
& Sunday
S. Carraway, Mrs. Bessie Lee Baker, •
Only!
Miss Jantzen L. Sparks, Mrs. Dor- •
othy Rae Travis, and Thomas J. EwCilikl
m
il
il
en
i
ing, all of Murray.
TO SO
•
Expiration
•
Rent
Your Motifs At The Moties!
Henry Vernon Garner, Murray.
•
• • • •
•

Bible Believers plan service
Bible Believers will have services in the rear of the Weaks Community Center, Murray. The first service will be on Easter Sunday,
March 30, at 10:30 a.m. Services will be at that time for each coming Sunday. "Bible Believers is a non-denominational group of Bible
believers," said Burlin Woods who will be the speaker. For more
information call 753-3625 or 753-4222.

Now Thru Saturday, March 29th

EASTER
Merchandise
Plus All

BASKETS

20%
Pill imports*
Off

,

Reg.
Prices

We are pleased to
announce that Melinda
Plunkett, bride-elect of
Brent Rudder, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Melinda and Brent
will be married May 4,
1997.

We are pleased to
announce that Cindy
Andrews,bride-elect of
Alan Thompson, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Cindy and Alan will
, be married May 11,
1997.

*Closed Easter Sunday, March 30th

Univers'

Plus • Chestnut St. • MUM
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Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray
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Project receives donation

CALENDAR
Friday, March 2$
Calloway County Courthouse offices
will close at 11 am in observance of
Good Friday
Sixth annual Easter Victory
Celetwatiorv7-9 p.m./Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Palestine United Methodist Church
pre-Easter service/7 p.m.
Easter musical, •Has Alive/7
p.m./Westsicle Baptist Church, Murray.
Hazel Center open 10 am.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Center open 8 a.m.-4 p.m. for
senior citizens' activities.
AA and Al-Anon open to newcomers/
beginners at 8 p.m./American Legion
Building Info/759-9882.
Main Street Youth Center, 205 North
Fourth St /open 6-11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN

Friday, March 2$
Bingo sponsored by Shriners/7
p.m./building at Fairgrounds. Public
invited.
St. John Episcopal Church Stations
of the Cross/3 p.m.; Good Friday
service/7 p.m.
Si. Leo Catholic Church Celebration
of tie Passion Service/7 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church leave/5 p m
to attend Easter Pageant at Trace
Creek Baptist Church, Mayfield.
First Presbyterian Church leave/5
p.m. for Good Friday service at Westminister, Paducah.
"The Diary of Anne Frank•
production/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.

Campus Connection
needs more volunteers
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center. a division of American

Humanics, is searching for volunteers among Murray State University's faculty, students and staff.
The 4-H Council and the Main
Street Youth Center need volunteers
with sewing experience on Saturdays in March and April.
The Murray-Calloway County

Soccer Association also needs volunteers that are well versed in
soccer that would be interested in
helping coach or help with practices.
Anyone interested in these or
other
volunteer
opportunities
should contact Lindy Beemer at
(502) 762-6117 or 762-3808.

We are pleased to
announce that Susan
Jones, bride-elect of
Dusty Darnell, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Susan and Dusty
will be married May
26, 1997.

We are pleased to
announce that Mina
Kouklan, bride-elect of
Chris Voden, has made
her domestic and
household selections.
through our bridal
registry.
Mina and Chris will
be married May 30,
1997.

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Hwy. 641 North
Murray

Friday, March 2$
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m -4 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-415 p.m.
National Scouting Museum Trading
Post hours/10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Saturday, March 29
Valerie Anti Barren and Hugh Miller
Lively III wedding/1 p.m./Green Plain
Church of Christ. Reception at University Branch of Peoples First Bank.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Brendon 50th
wedding anniversary reception/dinner
at Curris Center, MSU.
Randy Kursavo 70th birthday
celebration/6:30-8:30 p.m./North
Branch of Peoples Bank. Family requests guests not bring gihgs.
Sixth annual Easter Victory
Celebration/7-9 p.m./Brooks Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Froggy 103 Gigantic Easter Egg
Hunt/9:30 a.m./Murray-Calloway
County park ball field area.
Info/753-2400.
West Fork Baptist Church Easter Egg
Hunt for community children/2 p.m.
University Church of Christ egg hunt
for children of congregation/10 a.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church
Reconciliation/3:30 p.m.; Easter Vigil
Mass/7:30 p.m.
St. John Episcopal Church Easter
Vigi1/8 p.m.
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 5 to 11 p.m. Info/
753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon open meeting/8
p.m./American Legion building.
Info/759-9882.

We are pleased to
announce that Shodi
Collins, bride-elect of
Thomas Bailey, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Shondi and Thomas
will be married June
14, 1997.

JCPenney®
LOVE

YOUR

STYLE'

• • Easter Celebration .
Saturday, March 29 Tr
at JCPenney Murray, Ky only

COME WIN A PRIZE
FOR EASTER!
The first 95 adults will
have the chance to win a ft,‘
-,,i•
$95 gift certificate by
\
picking an Easter egg.
_
The other 94 customers
will receive 25%, 30% or
40% off one purchase.
t

From 1-3 p.m. the Easter Bunny
will be handing out candy
to the children.
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759-1400
Monday - Sa urday 10 a m. to 9 pm — Sunday 12 30 p.m. to 5 30 p

=

Saturday, March 29
"The Diary of Anne Frank production/7 p.m./Johnson Theatre,
FA Center, MSU. Info/762-4421.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery at MSU/open
noon-4 p.m
National Scouting Museum open 9
a m -430 p.m.
Sunday, March 30
Calloway County Public Library
closed today for Easter observance.
Easter Sunrise service/6:30
a.m./Playhouse in the Park, sponsored
by Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Association.
Easter Sunrise service/6 p.m. at Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian Church
with Oak Grove and North Pleasant
Grove CP churches.
Easter Sunrise service/6 p.m./Cherry
Corner Baptist Church with Elm Grove
and Poplar Spring Baptist Churches.
Easter Sunrise service/5:30
a.m./South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
Easter musical, 'He's Alive/7
p.m./Westside Baptist Church, Murray.
Easter Ecumenical Community Sunrise service/6 a.m./Garden Room of
Kenlake State Park Hotel.
Good Shepherd United Methodist
Church Men will serve Easter
breakfast/8:30 a.m.
Overeaters Anonymous/7:30
p.m./private dining room, MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
AA and Al-Anon/closed meetings/9
a.m. and 4 p.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136.
First Baptist Church Intercessory
Prayer, Saints Alive Choir rehearsal/5
p.m.; Library open/5:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Choir Practice
and Youth Bible Study/5 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
MSU/open 1-4 p.m.
Eagle Gallery in Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 1-4 p.m.
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open
noon-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum
open/12:30-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

BRADFORD, England (AP) —
In a centuries-old tradition,
71-year-old Queen Elizabeth 11
handed silver coins to 71 men
and 71 women on Maundy Thursday in recognition of their Christian service to their communities.
More than 1,000 people packed
into Bradford Cathedral to watch
the queen present the specially
minted Maundy money in red and
white leather bags to the men and
women, all retirees.
Prince Philip, the queen's husband, read the second lesson during the hourlong service.
The Maundy service, which
can be traced back to the 12th
century, is held every year on
Maundy Thursday, the day before
Good Friday.
The number of recipients of
Maundy money has been linked
to the monarch's age since the
15th century.

Denny Lane, second right, of Peoples Bank of Murray, presents a check
from the bank to Karen Darnell, faculty coordinator for Project Graduation for Calloway County High School. Pictured at left is Josh McKeel,
class presidewnt, and at right is Crystal Nadeau, class treasurer. Project Graduation will be the night of May 27 following graduation exercises of the Senior Class of CCHS. This is an all-night activity for the
seniors. Donations for Project Graduation may be mailed to Calloway
County High School, 2108 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071.

Creative Arts group meets

CREATIVE ARTS DEPARTMENT photos

Gene Wrather is pictured working with paints at a meeting of Creative
Arts Department of Murray Woman's Club held at Tole Gate. Pictured in
the bottom photo are Virginia Ellis, left, and Rose Marie Bryan by some
of the many items at Tole Gate. The next meeting will be Monday, April
28, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house.

Su
Su
Su

Herman girl
is born here
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Herman
of 1471 Almo-Shiloh Rd., Murray, are the parents of a daughter,
Montana Teresa Marie Herman,
born on Friday, March 21, 1997,
at 8:44 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 11 ounces and measured
203/4 inches. The mother is the
former Deborah Haefner.
Grandparents are Fred and Debbie Hill of Columbus, N.C.,
Sheila Haefner of Mt. Morris,
N.Y., Bill and Sharon Haefner of
Rochester, N.Y., and Dick and
Sharon Herman of LeRoy, N.Y.

Nominations needed
Nominations are now being accepted for parents who wish to
serve on the Southwest Elementary School Site-Based Decision
Making Council for the 1997-98
school year.
All nominations should be in
writing and returned to Principal
Jim Sloan, Laura Paschall or Debbie D'Angelo or mailed to

Southwest Elementary School,
3426 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY
42071.
The deadline for nominations
is noon on Friday, April 11,
1997.
The election will be held at
Southwest School on Monday,
April 21, at 6:30 p.m.

TODAY

Hi-Energy Weight Control Center
For Both Men 8 Women
University Square

767-0780

CHICKENS B
HI
CAN
HR
EGG A ,1,D
RE
El
WILL IA
SNAP PERMD
EST EAK
P
Circle letters as you find just a few
of the foods that you can choose as
part of this weight loss program.
Chicken, Shrimp, Egg, Steak, Snapper,
Cheese, Bread

Murray, KY

Spring into a new you
& lose those egg-stra
pounds!!
Call today for a
FREE Consultation`

('

Sunday School
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship
Sunday Morning Bible Study
Sunday Morning Worship
Sunday Evening Worship

*Community Sunrise Service 6:30 a.m.
at the Playhouse in the Park
'Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
*Worship Service 10:45 a.m.
"It is Unbelieuetble" - John 20: 1-10
by Rev. Bill Homer

10:00 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

9:40 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.

We cordially invite you to worship
and share with our church family.

Come Join Our

Easter Celebration

at 5:30 a.m.

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Evening Service 6:30 p.m.

Join Us For Our

Easter Services
Special Music starting at 11 a.m.

"Transformation At Dawn" John 20:1-18
by Pastor Bob Saywell

11 a.m. worship service broadcast on local

radio WNSS 1340 AM on your dial.
.
Transportation Provided - Call 753-3292

Calvary Temple

South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church

First Pentecostal Church
of God of Murray

1614 121_ By-Pass • Murray

641 South • Murray

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
16097 US HWY 68E, AURORA, KY
(502) 474-8058

Come Join Us At

Scotts Grove
Baptist Church
Sunday School
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

HOLY WEEK
[Sacrament of,Penence following Lauds).

Mass of the
Lord's Supper ......

Easter Drama

(Adoration after Mass until Midnight)

11 am.

Radio Broadcasts:
6:00 p.m. - WSJP
7:00 p.m. - WVHM - Hardin
Brother Heyward Roberts

8 a.m.
..................12 noon to 3 p.m.

(Sacrament of Penance during and after)

(Transportation Provided - Please Call Church)

..

Liturgy

.........7

(Sacrament
—'.
of Penance ................

.

p •.

m•

'HOLY SATURDAY, March 291
•TENEBRAE
....•
8
E
....... 7:30 p.m.
CO.................

aster

Hwy. 641 North

Starting at 11 a.m.

Sunday School
Worship Service
Evening Service

10
11

Vigil ..•••"...................••••••••••••••••••••••

(recreation afterwards)

EASTER SUNDAY, March 30 Easter Sunday..9
(bring basket of food to be blessed, children bring their Easter
baskets, Easter egg hunt and refreshments following Mass)

Pastor Shelby Underhill

Hwy. 94 East • Murray
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This directory is made possible by these firms
who have sponsored this page.
Your business and support would be greatly
appreciated.
oirourrtrrs
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School
Sat. 10:00 a.m.
Worship
Sat 9:00 a.m.

ASSEMBLIES OF BON

CHARLIE'S
SAFE-T DISCOUNT PHARMACY
Communicate Before You Medicate - Ask CHARLIE
753-4175
Charlie Adams Pharmacist
Glendale At Whitnell (Across From Ledger & Timpsi
Closed Sundays

K.B. & Associates, Inc.
General Contracting; Residential & Light Commercial
Murray - Kentucky
(502) 753-0384

Carroll Tire 8 Wheel Alignment, Inc.
MICHELIN'
•Multi-Mile, Grand Am Raised White letters
•Computerized Wheel Balancing & Computerized
2 Wheel & 4 Wheel Alignment System
1306 N. 12th St • Murray • 753-1489
Hours: 7:30-5 Mon -Fri • Closed Sat 41. Sun.

WAL*MART
RPERCENTER
.4 WAYS IOW 1•14.11-

809 North
12th Street

An,

Parker Ford
Lincoln•Mercury

FORD
(..V.Tse) MERCURY
LINCOLN
701 Main St. Murray

753-5273

NVOODWFTWS
GALLERIES
759-4522

. 641 North

Compliments Of

EQD"

Belcher Oil Co.
403 L.P. Miller St. • 753-0212

753-6656

804 Chestnut

"Your Full Service
Florist"
Mon.-FA. 8-5 p.m.
Sat. 9-1 p.m.
753-1515 • 1 II !North 12th SL • Murray
The Only

*.Aer?wrofrawm()Ertirempix

Ca
Cain
fr v.stwn' KY
i
'
CHRYSLER•pL YMOUTH-DODGF-JEEP•EAGLE

Hwy. 641 N. • Murray - 753-6448

JCPenney
Chestnut Hills Shopping Ctr

759-1400

SOUTHERN STATES
CO-OPERATIVE
CALLOWAY SERVICE

4$

Industrial Road 753-1423 or 753-0182

ROY'S
HOME MEDICAL EQUIPMENT
We
The Home Town People
In Home Medical Equipment"
Located insode Walter's Family Pharmacy
604 S. 12th
Murray
753-7565
Serving Breakfast
6 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-10:30 a.m. Sun.
Serving Luncb 10 a.m.-11 p.m.
Midnight on Weekends

Arbgs

507 N. 12th

753-8841

KFC
Jack Marshall - Franchise

"We Do Chicken Right"
205 N. 12th

Call In Orders 753-7101

'The oidost ndppendent r6opaJr shop in Murray

Cunningham
Auto Repair
Open Mon.-Fri. 7.30-5

619 South 4th St.

753-6831 • 713-3571

FITIFS BLOCK
READY MIX CO.
Building Blocks & Ready Mix Concrete
East Main Street
753-3540

FIRST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
Highway 94 East
Art Heinz, Pastor
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
Serv.
Sunday Eve.
6:00 p.m
Wed. Eve. Serv.
7:00 p.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
800 p.m.
CHERRY CORNER
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Church Training
5 p.m
Wednesday
7 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
9:45 a.m.
Morning Services
11:00 •.m.
Evening Services
600 p.m.
COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
Sun. Morning Worship
9 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Church Training
6:00 p.m.
Sun. Eve. Service
6 p.m.
Wed. Eve. Service
6 p.m.
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
Wednesday Serv.
6:30 p.m
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 •.m.
Sunday Night
6:00
ELM GROVE BAPTIST
Worship
11:00 •.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
EM MANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
8:00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
8:00 p.m.
FIRST BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Worship Services 10:46 •.m. & 6
FLINT BAPTIST
Sunday School
,10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:45 P.m.
GRACE BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30
Worship
10:46 •.m., 6
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Eve.
7:30 p.m.
HARI)IN BAPTIST
Worship
8, 9:16 & 10-30 a.m.
Sun. Schools
8, 9:16 & 10:30 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wed. Worship
, 7 p.m.
BAPTIST
Worship HAZEL
•,r.
Sunday School
10:00
6:00 am
Church Training
5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Eve.
7:00 P.m.
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship Service
11:0:
5:3 •.m.
Evening Service
KIRKSEY BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30 p.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY
BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Preaching
11 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
Evenipg Worship
700 p.m.
LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
lit Sunday
2:00 p.m.
3rd Sunday
2:00 p.m.
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship
10:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB
FREEWILL BAPTIST
Sunday School
9:30 •.m.
Worship
11:00 •.m.
NEW LIFE GENERAL BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL
MISSIONARY
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
NORTHSIDE
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Schooll
NEW PROVIDENCE
Sunday
10:00 a.m.
Preaching Serv.
11:00 •.m.
OAK GROVE
Worship
11 a.m & 7 p.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
OWENS tHAPEI,
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Preaching
11:00 •.m.
Prayer
6:30 p.m.
(hu
600 p m.
Service
POPLAR SPRING
Sunday School
10 a m.
Worship 8:30 a.m., 11 a.m. & 7 pm.
SALEM BAPTIST
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
7:16 p.m.
SCOTT'S GROVE
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SINKING SPRING
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
600 p.m.
SOUTH MARSHALL
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship
11 a.m., 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
846 p.m.
Training Union
6:00 p.m
ST. JOHN
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
SUGAR CREEK
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid Week Services
6:00 p.m.
VICTORY BAPTIST
Sunday School
10:00 s.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.

A

CITGO

J&S

WEST FORK
1100 am
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m
Sunday Evening
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Evening
WESTS1DE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 •.m. & 6 p.m.
7 p.m
Wednesday

CATHOLIC
ST. HENRYS CATHOLIC CHURCH
Aurora
500 pm.
Saturday
9:00 •.m.
Sunday
700 p.m.
Holy Eve
9:00 a.m.
Holy Day
ST. LEOS CATHOLIC CHURCH
8 & 11 a.m.; 7 p.m.
Sunday Mass
Saturday Mass
8 p.m.

CHRISTIAN
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:46 a.m.
Worship Sze-vice
FELLOWSHIP
MURRAY CHRISTIAN
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:30 a.m.
Bible School
6:00 p.m.
Evening Service

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
SERVICES
1634 Main St., Murray
10:30
Sunday
10-30
Sunday School
7:30
2nd Wednesday
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:00 a.m.
Bible School
9:60 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
700 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
FRIENDSHIP
Sunday School
Worship
Morning

10:50 a.m.
600 p.m
1

10:00 a.nt
1100 •.m.

tiREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
Morning Service
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
7:30 p.m.
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bible Stu
Study
9:00 •.m.
MorningWorship
9:50 a.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship
7:00 p.m.
HICKORY GROVE
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sunday Bible Class
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:00 •.m.
Wednesday Night
7:00 p.m.
KIRKSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
,Sundly School
10:08 •.m.
Morning Worship
10-50 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
(Sunday & Wednesdays)
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
Evening Worship
6:00 p.m.
NEW CONCORD
Worship
9:60 a.m & 8 p.m.
Bible Classes
9
7a
pm
in.
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
Morning Service
10130 a.m.
Evening Service
6110 p.m.
PLEASANT VALLEY
10:46 •.m.
Morning Worship
6:00
Evening Worship
SECOND STREET
Morning Worship
10:46
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
9 a.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study
Evening Worship
6 p.m.
7 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
UNION GROVE
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVERSITY
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
Worship
10:00 a.m. & 600 p.m.
WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
Morning
.
9:;)
00 sm.
6:ng00 p.m.
Wednesdayday

CHRISTIAN AND
MISSIONARY ALLIANCE
ALLIANCE BIBLE CHURCH
Murray
Sunday Worship
10:30 a.m.
Weds. Prayer Ser.
7:00 p.m.

MRCS OF JESUS MUST
OF 1.111110SAY SAMS
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
520 S. 18th St.
Sunday Priesthood
900•.111.
Sunday School
10:00 O.T.
Sacrament Meeting
10:50 S.111.

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Sunday Worship
Church School

10:30 a.m.
9:16 a.m.

INDEPENDENT

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
Worship
10:30 •.m.
Children's Sun School
II a.m.
NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
1945 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
10 a.m.
Sunday Morning
700 p.m.
Sunday Night

6 a m.-10 p.m. 7 Days A Week
Owner Monk Stallons 753-1615

518 S. 12th St. • Murray

WI

JEHOVAH'S WITNESS
Public Talk
9:30 a.m.
Watchtower Study
10:30 a m

LUTHERAN
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Sunday Scheel & Bible Class 9:00 a m.
Worship
10-15 am

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is. Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
Morning Worship
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
6:00 p.m.
BROOK'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night
7:00 p.m.
COLDWATER'
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 sm.
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service
8:50 arm
Sunday School
9:50 a.m.
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m., 6:00 p.m.
FIRST UNITED METHODIST
Worship
845 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Church School
9:50 a.m.
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
Worship Service
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
Sunday School
1000 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 • m.
INDEPENDENCE UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship
11:00 •.m.
KIRKSEY UNITED
Sunday School
9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
1000 a.m.
LYNN GROVE
WI:reship-Service
9:46 •.m.
Church School
10.45 a m.
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service
9:00 •.m.
Sunday School
10:30 a.m.
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
MT. CARMEL
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 am.
MT HEBRON
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
MOO a.m.
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School
1000 •.m.
Worship
11:00 a.m.
RUSSELL CHAPEL UNITED
Worship
9:46 •.m.
Sunday School
11:00 •.m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
10-45 a.m.
Evening
600 p.m.
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11700 a.m.
WAYMEN CHAPEL A/dE CHURCH
Sunday School
10:00 •.m.
Morning Service
11:00 a.m.
Pastor William J. Pratt

612 S. 9th St.

753-5719
:
753-9383

Chestnut HiUs
Shopping Center
SI-:.A1-1,4

)

BLALOCK-COLEMAN,
YORK
Funtrai 9-6,me, Inc.
Keith York and Kelvin York

713 S. 4th St.

753-6800

1-800-633-7296 Inside Ky.
118 N. 7th St.
Mayfield, Ky.

SIRLOIN

STOCKADEg

FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-0440
Love Tti.T Neighbors
But!say unto you, that ye resist not evil: but
whosoever shall smite thee on thy right
cheek, turn to him the other also.
Matthew 5.39

READMORE
hot* ( Ai(I)
Chestnut Hills
Murray

Great Selections...
•Bibles and Bible Covers
•Bible Index Tabs
'Bible Lesson Planners
•Precious Moments Bible
FREE Imprinting With Purchase

Kentucky
Lake Oil Co.
Shell

Scririg W(,stern Kent uck
ttiil‘V(.--;torri Tenriesee

S. 4th St. 753-L323 Chestnut St.
MON-FRI 9 AM-4 PM
HERITAGE MONUMENT CO. OR
BY APPOINTMENT

Mamma

• Cemetery Sandblasting
• Guaranteed Cemetery Foundabons
• Mausoleums • Monuments
Sale On Select Group Of
Monuments In Stodt
Visa Accepted

LOCUST GROVE CHURCH
Morning Worship
11:00 a.m.
Sunday School
16
0:am.
Evening Worship
MURRAY CHURCH
Sunday School
9:46 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:46 a.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Worship
6°3
6:30 p.m..

759-1333
US HWY 641 N. MURRAY
3 MILES NORTH OF
STEWART STADIUM

PENTECOSTAL
Worship BETHEI, CHAPEL
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
Worship CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11 itm & 6:30 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
S
Wuor
10:00 a.m.
ncr
ipSchool
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
FAITH APOSTOLIC CHURCH
ser.2206 Coldwater Rd.
Sun.
10-11 a.m.-700 p.m.
FAITH TABERNACLE
3 miles east of Almo
Sunday
ipSchool
10:00 a.m.
11 a.m. & 7 p.m.
R
p ST ASSEMBLY OF GOD
W30 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Wednesday
7:00 p.m.
HIGHER PRAISE WORSHIP CENTER
Worship & Junior Church 10:30 a.m.
W0Tahp
6 p.m.
Wednesday
7 p.m.
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
Saturday Evening
700 p.m.
Worship
10:30 a.m. & 7 p.m.
pY CHURCH OF GOD
Sunday School
a
Worship
11:00 a.m.
Study
y
Worship
"0plml
10:006
:30 p.m.
WoriN
TRIiN
p ITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
11:00 •.m.
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a.m.
11:00-7:30 p.m.
Worship Serv.
LAKE-LAND APOSTOLIC CHURCH
Sunday Services
10 a.m. & 6 p.m

Cs"Altr))
51UDIO
1808 Hwy. 121 North (Across FTOM Hickory Log HBO 753-7060

Come and Check Our Specials
-Cigarettes -Groceries •Gas -Lottery
C ()PEN 7 DAYS - 24 HOURS )

USA

MART

8 1 1 Sycamore, Murray • 753-7333

Make a joyful- noise unto
the Lord. Praise God
through song.
ith"Have A all In College"
M‘
1-Y Bobbie Weatherly, Owner
Murray, KY. • 1-502-759-4578
"Your One-Stop Building and Home
Improvement Headquarters."
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MYERSL umber Co.

500 South 4th, Murray
(502)753-6450

IiiPp

BIBLE BELIEVERS
Worship
10:30 a.m.

I

JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES

iumiPRESBYTERIAN
yFr
9:30
Sunday
10:46
LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10:00
Sunday School
11:00
Worship Service
MOUNT PLEASANT

- • •

a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.

IVCSIVieW

p.m.

r1

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
Worship
II a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Sunday
GROVE
10:00
School
Worship Service 1100 •.m.10
plmi
7 am
1iB°

CARROLL
MAZDA-NISSAN
W.Haw The World's Finsat knports
800 Chestnut St.

1401 SOUTH 161h STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753-1304

b' \I

gkli
t
41 t

(

0% Etlacount To All Churches

Open 7 Days A Week
1409

Main St. • Murray • 759-1738

Fn

641 Super Shell

753-8850

.•••

Open Mon. - Thurs. 6:30 a.m. - Close 9:00
Fridays open HI 1000 p.m.
Sunday 7709m. - Close 9:00 p.m.

Phone 753-9131

•
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Area churches list services and music for weekend services
Various area churches have released information concerning
their services on Sunday. March
30, as follows:
First United Methodist
The Rev. Larry Daniel, pastor, will
speak about 'Resurrection — The Corner of Faith' with scripture from John
20 10.18 at 8:45 and 11 am. services.
Music will be directed by Dr. Pamela
Wurgler with Joan Bowker as organist.
The Chancel Choir will sing 'Hark, Ten
Thousand Harps in Voices' at both
services. Acolytes will be Megan Black
and Lacy Hocking, banner carrier will
be Robbie Hopkins, and crossbeam
will be Jason Hale.
West Fork Baptist
The Rev. Richard Edmiston, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. Friend Day service. Alvin Usrey is music director with
Cyndy Satterwhite and Janet Arnold
as accompanists. The Fifth Sunday
singing will be at 6 p.m.
University Church of Christ
Jim Pounders, minister, will speak
about "It Is the Third Day!" at 10 a.m.
service and about 'Promises to Claim'
at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will be
Danny Claiborne, song director, Jim
Feltner, Gary Mathis, Don Futrell,
Steve McCuiston, Kerry Colson, Gene
Rickman, E.C. Wallin, Clif Cochran,
Cory Martin, Mike Russell, Keith Hays,
Barry Grogan, James Ferrell and Jay
Stark.
Memorial Baptist
The Rev. Jim Simmons, pastor, will
speak at 10:50 a.m. and 7 p.m. services. Paul Adams will be minister of
music with Kathy Thweatt and Tonya
Thompson as accompanists. A music*, 'Crucified with Christ...and yet I
live,' will be at the morning service.
Ray Carroll will be narrator with Randy
and Liz Wilson singing a duet and Danielle Schwettman, Michelle Paschall
and Jonathan Burgess as soloists. Assisting will be Mason Billington, deacon of week, and Tom Schwettman,
Bible Study report.
Westside Baptist
The Rev. Glynn M. Orr, pastor, will
speak about 'Our Living Hope' with
scripture from I Peter 1:3-21 at 10:30
a.m. service. Tommy Scott will direct
the music with Susie Scott and Patsy
Neale as accompanists. The Choir will
sing it Was My Sin' with 'He's Alive"
with Shea McWherter as soloist and
Jeanette Smith will sing a solo. The
Easter musical drama, 'He's Alive,"
will be at / p.m. Ronnie Walker and
Mike Schaaf will be deacons of the
week. '
First Baptist
Dr. Terry Ellis, pastor, will speak about 'Never Walk Alone" with scripture
from John 20:19-21 at 10:45 a.m. service and about "Never Forger with
scripture from Mark 14:3-9 at 6 p.m.
service. Dr. Brian Runnells will direct
the music with Janet Finch and Margaret Wilkins as accompanists. The
Sanctuary Choir will sing 'Resurrection" and Margery Shown will sing
'The Holy City' at morning hour. The
Saints Alive Choir, directed by Ron
Churchill with Allena Knight as pianist,
will sing 'Sunlight' ,end "Embrace the
Cross" and Dr. Runnells will sing *0
Sacred Head Now Wounded' at evening hour when the ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be observed. Assisting will be Mancil Vinson, deacon of
the week, Terry Garvin, associate pastor, and Gary D. Jones.
South Pleasant Grove Meth.
The Rev. Bob Saywell, pastor, will
speak about "Transformation At Dawn'
with scripture from John 20:1-18 at
10:45 a.m. service. Doug Grafton will
direct the music with Tommy Gaines
and Kathy Erwin as accompanists. Assisting will be UMYF members.
Grace Baptist
The Rev, Jerry Lee, pastor, will
speak about 'The Message of Easter:
"It's Not Over Until It's Over" with
scripture from Luke 24:13-50 at 10:45
a.m. service. The ordinance of The
Lord's Supper will be observed at 6
p.m. service. The Adult Choir will sing
'Sing of My Redeemer' with Rob Riley
as music director and Dwane Jones
and Susan Jones as accompanists.
Assisting will be Wesley Feltner, minister of youth, and Buel Downey, deacon of the week.
Eastwood Baptist
The Rev. Larry Duffer, pastor, will
speak about "Feeding at the Shepherd's Tent" with scripture from Solomon 17-8 at 11 a.m. service and about 'Having A High Priest, Let Us" with
scripture from Hebrews 10:21-25 at 6
p.m. service. Assisting will be Tony
Hess, music director, with Mildred Lassiter and Pam Trees as accompanists.
Special music will be by the Ladies
Trio composed of Lisa Harrell, Dawn
Hess and Melodie Adair at the morning hour and by Tony Hess and Kevin
Lawrence, duet, at the evening hour.
St. Leo Catholic
Masses will be at 7:30 p.m. Saturday and 8 and 11 a.m. Sunday with Fr.
Ray Goetz as pastor. Assisting will be
Joey and Stephanie Woods, Belinda
Woods, Don Brittain, Bob Franks,
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Jane Blair. Lynn Elkins, Mary Goma,
Jerry and Pam Kelly, Richard and
Sandra Denskm, Coleman Maddox,
Sister Mary Matthias, Dick Maddox.
John Mikuicik, Doug Lambert, Mack
and Donna Harris, Don and Dorothy
Robach, Matthew Pte, Mark Kennedy,
Ron Gulotta, Judy Krouse, Millie Nall,
Don and Thiess Burke, Bill and
Nancay France, Lisa Crutcher, Lindann Ward and M. Olson.
Kirksey United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak about 'Disguises of the Risen
Christ" with scripture from Luke
24:13-27 at 10 a.m. service. Dr. Mike
Kemp will be music director with Clarice Norsworthy and Tracy Leslie as accompanists. Assisting will be Brennan
Parker, acolyte; .Ron Pace, liturgist,
Jim Peyton, children's time; Doris
Ezell and Stephen Norsworthy,
ushers.
Christian Science
Services will be at 10:30 a.m. Sunday and 7:30 p.m. each second
Wednesday.
Kirkay Baptist
The Rev. Van Russell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 pm. services. Children's Church will be at 11
a.m. W.A. Erwin will direct the music
with Gela Edwards and Cindy Cossey
as accompanists.
Coldwater United Methodist
The Rev. Ed Montgomery, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. service. Rex
Smith will be song leader with Jimmy
Wilson as pianist.
Murray Baptist Mission
The Rev. Parvin Hall, pastor, will
speak at 10:45 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. services at Woodmen of World Building,
Third and Maple Streets, Murray.
Palestine United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Edna Jones'.
will be song leader with Mary Connor
as pianist.
Emmanuel Baptist
The Rev. Paul E. McWhorter, pastor, will speak about 'The Promise of
The Cross: Looking Inward and Looking Forward' with,scripture from Galatians 4:28-31 at 11 a.m. service, and
about 'Genuine Dedication: The
Greatness of John the Baptist' with
scripture from Luke 7:18-28 at 6 p.m.
service. Gerald Canter will direct the
music with Carolyn AUbritten and Jane
Buchanan as accompanists.
Good Shepherd U. Methodist
The Rev. William Tate, pastor, will
speak about 'From Tears To Triumph'
with scripture from John 20:1-18 at 11
a.m. service. Diane Tadock will direct
the music with Emma Knight and Betty
Poole as accompanists. Marc Schecter
and Anna Tatlock will sing a a duet.
Bible Believers
Burlin Woods will speak at 10:30
a.m. service at Weeks Community
Center.
Locust Grove Nazarene
The Rev. Gloria DeVivo, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Hazel Baptist
The Rev. Joel Frizzell, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6:30 p.m. services. Gene Orr Miller will direct the
music with Laura Paschall and Rhonda
Lamb as accompanists.
St. John's Episcopal
The Holy Eucharist will be celebrated at 10:30 a.m. The Rev. Carolyn
West will preside and preach. Assisting will be Nancy Whitmer, organist;
Pam Rice and Laura Price, chalice
bearers; Ken Tucker and Ben Armstrong, lectors; and Claude Wells, Irene
Lee, Kyle Downey, Jim Schempp and
Alana Miller MacPhee, acolytes. Elizabeth Bogal-Allbritten, violinist, will
play "Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring' with
Kathy Mowery, organist.
First Christian
The Rev. William C. Homer, pastor,
will speak about 'It Is Unbelievable'
with scripture from John 20:1-10 at
10:45 a.m. service. Tory Holton, Lynn
Griffiths and Bryan Warner will sing
'The Tomb Is Empty." Lynn Griffiths
will be music director and Lea Gentile
as. organist. Assisting will be Bob
Boeschel, worship leader; Don Chamberlain and Ruth Daughaday, elders;
Bob Bright, Marie Forrester, Vickie
Horner, Rick Scarborough, Bryan Warner, Nancy Manning, Larry Nixon, Joe
Adcock, and Bradley Marvin, diaconate; Cassie Stephens and Kate
Reeves, acolytes.
Glendale Road Ch. of Christ
Worship services will be at 5 a.m., 9
a.m. and 6 p.m. John Dale, minister,

will speak about 'Hallelujah, What A
Savior!' with scripture from Matthew
28 1-7 at 9 a.m. service; and about
invitabon' with scripture from Psalm
84:1-4 at 6 p.m. service. Assisting will
be Curtis Darnall, song leader, Steve
Holladay, Garry Evans, Liman Rogers.
Woody Herndon, Roy Harmon, Leroy
Eldridge, Edmond Gamble, Charles
Haley, Paul Grogan, Jim Wilson, Ron
McNutt, Ray Dunn, Andrew Falwell
Darrell Hargrove, Arvis Thorn and
Randy Young.
irst Presbyterian
The Rev Ann Marie Montgomery
co-pastor, will speak about 'Rolling
Stones Away" with scripture from Mark
16:1-8 at 10.45 a.m. service. Joe
Pilette will be music director with Mandie Green as organist. Alida Graves
and Ron Clement will sing 'The Angel
Rolled The Stone Away.' Assisting will
be the Rev. David M. Montgomery, li,
turgist, and Paul Isom, Charlie Miller
and Lisa Gist, ushers.
Alliance Bible
The Rev. Kerry L. Lambert, pastor,
will speak about 'Easter Assumptions"
with scripture from Matthew 28:1-15 at
1030 a.m. service at new location at
South 15th and Sycamore Streets
Immanuel Lutheran
The Rev. David Riley, pastor, will
speak about 'Easter A Time For Renewal of Hope" with scripture from
Psalm 130:7 at 10:15 am. Festival
Communion service. Assisting will be
Dwayne Stice, organist; and John Kruger, Ralph Lorenz, Larry Pehlke and
Jack Benton.
Goshen United Methodist
The Rev. Jim Peyton, pastor, will
speak about "Disguises of the Risen
Christ' with scripture from Luke
24:13-27 at 9 a.m. service. Mona
Lewis will direct the song service with
Donna Parker and Pat Brunn as accompanists. The Choir will sing "Were
You There" and "Christ Arose' with
Mona as soloist, and "The Three Nails'
and a poem by Ronnie Hutson. Assisting will be Tara Etheridge and Timothy
Peyton, acolytes; Tim Palmer, lay assistant; Tina Sexton, Children's
Church; Keith Wright and Melissa Villaflor, ushers.
Lake-Land Apostolic
The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor,
will teach a lesson at 10 a.m. Bible
study. He will speak at 6 p.m. service.
Poplar Spring Baptist
The Rev. Scott Bivins, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Danny Mullins will direct the music
with Kathy Mohler, Carol Kelly,_Hazel
Brandon and Anita Bradley as
accompanists.
Trinity Christian Center'
The Rev. M.J. Harris, interim pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services at 18th and Calloway, Murray.
Ricky Peal will lead the singing with
Jean Cunningham as pianist.
Sinking Spring Baptist
The Rev. Randy Kuykendall, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. John Ray will be song leader
with Fay Ray as pianist. Dub Hurt will
be deacon of the week.
New Mt. Carmel Baptist
The Rev. Darvin Stom, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
North Pleasant Grove CP
Russ Milton will speak at 11 a.m.
service. Dean Cochran is song leader
with Margaret Nell Boyd as pianist.
Sugar Creek Baptist
The Rev. William B. Miller, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Jack Miller will direct the music
with Patty Harris as pianist.
Lynn Grove United Methodist
The Rev. Ed Montgomery, pastor,
will speak at 9:30 a.m. service. Judy
Kelso and Fay Nell Kelso will be accompanists with Cathy Crawford in
charge of Children's Church.
Coles Camp Ground Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker will speak
at 8:50 a.m. service. Assisting will be
Greg Miller, song leader, and Janice
Farris, Samantha Hall, and Martha
Warren as pianists.
Cherry Corner Baptist
The Rev. John Denham, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Tim Stone will direct the music with
Anna Requarth and Julie Stone as
accompanists.
Temple Hill United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor,
will speak at 10 a.m. service. Larry
Woodall will direct the music.

Westside Baptist Church
presents an Easter musical drama

Hardin Baptist
The Rev. Ricky Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 8. 9 15 and 10 30
a m services
SI. Henry's Catholic
Mass will be at 5 p m Saturday and
9 a m Sunday
7th Day Adventist
Worship service will be at 9 a m
and Sabbath School will be at 10 a m
on Saturday
Restoration Branch
Restoration Branch of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saint has services. For
time and location contact Elder Joe
Green

_
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Elm Grove Baptist
The Rev. Todd S. Buck, pastor, will
Speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Music will be directed by Donald Rowlett with Glenda Rowlett and Susan
Reynolds as accompanists.
Coldwater Church of Christ
Tim Roland, minister, will speak at
10 15 am and 6 p.m. services
New Lift Christian
The Rev. Mark Welch, pastor, will
speak at 11 am. service at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road. Brent Armstrong
will lead the worship, assisted by Carl
Barrett and Karen Welch

Call Me To Compare
Our Price & Coverage
On Auto Insurance
•Standard & High Risk

Au Ross Insurance
Ashley J. Ross i
t
Agent
ligtarw"
aware
.0e

Agency
600 Main Street, Murray
502-753-0489

- 6th Annual

Easter Victory
Celebration
Outdoor Drama At

Brooks Chapel
United Methodist
Church
11 scenes which include a
new ascension scene.

Fri. & Sat., March 28-29
7:00-9:00 Nightly
-Located 11/2 miles east of Dexter on
Brooks Chapel Road off of Hwy.
1346 (Roosevelt Rd.)
For more information contact Joel Jackson
753-6943 or Donna K. Dick 437-4092.

411

A Celebration or.the

MI

4.4.71.1.1
Written by

Claire Clonfriger & GaryThodea
Arranged by
Gary Rhodes
orchestrated by
Don Hart & Dave Villhamson

Friday, March 28
Sunday, March 30
7:00 pm
Westside Baptist Church
300 Johnny Robertson Road, Murray

Murry KY

What Is Herpes?
Genital herpes is caused by the same family of viruses that causes cold WPM fever
blisters, chickenpox. and shingles. Here are the common symptoms of genial herpes:
;Me first symptoms usually show up 2 to 21 days after you've come in contact with the
herpes virus.
"It is possible, with a first-time infection, that you may not have any symptoms, or only
very mild symptoms.
"You may notice swelling, pain,itching,and burning on or around your genitals. This is
followed by redness and tiny blisters. These blisters may burst and form open sores.
These sores will, in time, crust over and eventually heal.
"You may have fever, chills, muscle aches, tiredness, and
.
headaches.
"You may have a burning sensation when you urinate, a genital
discharge, and difficulty urinating.
'You may notice tender or sore lymph nodes. Lymph nodes are
small glands under your arms, on your neck, and in your groin
area.

Walter's Pharmacy

Walter Mehr

604 S 12th St • 753-7688

Pharmacist

The Cumberland House
NOW OPEN
FOR SEASON
•
Thursday - Friday - Saturday - Sunday
at 5 p.m.
.

Directed by Tommy Scott

•

Enjoy Our Famous Seafood Buffet,
Prime Rib, Steaks, & Chicken

CALL 502-388-7722 FOR RESERVATIONS
US Hwy 641 and 62 at Suwanee

•

Scutt to
•

RESTAURANT

He's

All

Russell Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Calvin Clark, pastor, wilt
speak at 9.45 a.m. service. Red
Woods will be song leader with Mar
jone Charlton and Joyce Thornton as
accompanists
Now Providence Baptist
The Rev Odell Colson, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p m services
Independence United Methodist
The Rev. Charles Walker, pastor.
will speak at 11 a m. service with
Jared Lassiter as song leader and Pathcia Lassiter as pianist
Mason's Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. Gene Burkeen, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m services
Gene Hinze will be song leader with
Karen Coles and Sharon Myatt as
accompanists.
Flint Baptist
Services will be at 11 a.m. and 645
p.m. services. Darrin Chapman will di
rect the music with Gina Brandon and
Karon Johnson as accompanists.
Brooks Chapel United Methodist
The Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Eddie Ramsey will direct the music with Janeen
Burkeen and Rita Culver as
accompanists
Salem Baptist
The Rev John Sheppaid, pastor
will speak at 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. services. Bobby Fain will direct the music
with Denise Windsor and Phyllis Shep
pard as accompanists
Martin's Chapel U. Methodist
The Rev. William E. Tate, pastor,
will speak at 9 a m_ service. Ralph
Robertson will direct the music with
Carmelita Eldridge as pianist.
Dexter Baptist The Rev. Paul Bogard, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. services
Scotts Grove Baptist
The Rev. Heyward Roberts, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 pm. services. Tommy Hoke will direct the
music with Mary Tuft and Pat Keeling
as accompanists.
New Concord Pentecostal
The Rev. Steve Hale, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Bethany Baptist
The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m
services.
Calvary Temple
The Rev.-Darrell Young, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. and 630 p.m.
services.
St. John Baptist
The Rev. Norris E. Mills, pastor will
speak at 10:45 a.m. service.m.
Bethel United Methodist
The Rev. H.B. Fields, pastor, will
speak at 9:30 a.m. and 6 p m ser
vices. Wanda Saylors will be song
leader with Lavonia Rowland as
pianist. --Northside Baptist •
The Rev. Brett Miles, pastor, will
speak at 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. services.
Max McGinnis will be music director
with Joy Young and Jane Ann Turner
as accompanists.
Ledbetter Baptist
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service. Tommy Bogard will be song leader and Gertie
Sheppard, pianist.
Faith Apostolic
The Rev. Dwight Wyant, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Dexter Pentecostal
The Rev. Elijah Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
Greater Hope Baptist
The Rev. W.E. Cheaney, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
" Higher Praise
The. Rev. E.F. Clere, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
services.
First Assembly of God
The Rev. Art Heinz, pastor, will
speak at 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m. services. Eric Kelleher is director of
music.
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
The Rev. Don Faulkner, pastor, will
speak at 11 a.m. service.
Church of Living God
Elder C.B. Bramley, minister. will
speak at 11:30 a.m. service.
Shiloh Full Gospel Assembly
The Rev. Roy L. Balentine, pastor,
will speak at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m
services.
Murray Church of God
Mike Beavers, minister, will speak at
11 a.m. and 6 p.m. worship services.

•

•

MSU choir to present its spring performance.
The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present its spring
concert at8 p.m.on Thursday, April
3 in the Performing Arts Hall of the
newly-renovated Fine Arts Building on campus.
The concert will begin with the
20th-century anthem "All That Hath
Life and Breath" by Rent Clausen.
It features Alison O'Donoghue, a
freshman voice major from Hardinsburg, Ky., as soloist. Also on the
program is "Zigeunerlieder" by Johanne Brahms, featuring Martha
Carson of Kirksey, Ky., on piano.
This set of 11 "Gypsy Songs" is
written in a folk-style using texts
from Bohemia.
Following intermission,the program will continue with an experi-

mental work,"The Lament of Job"
by Dale Jergenson, depicting
through various sounds, both spoken and sung, the torment and final
resolution of the suffering of Job.
Also featured on the program is a set
of romantic poetry in settings from
the Renaissance, Romantic and
Modern eras — "Si Ch'io Voffei
Morire" by Claudio Monteverdi,
"Madrigal" by Faure and "Come To
Me, My Love" by Norman Dello
Joio. Senior music education students Jamie Hutson of Paris, Tenn.,
will conduct the Dc'ece.
Let
The concert will
.yr
Me Fly," a traditional spi ..t1 arranged by Robert deCormier. Stephen D. Keene, a tenor from Louisville, will be the featured soloist.

The MSU Concert Choir has
performed invitational concerts before the American Choral Directors
Association, the Kentucky Choral
Directors Association and the Kentucky Music Educators Association.
In 1994, the choir completed a
concert tour of England, Scotland
and Wales.
Most recently, the choir gave an
invitational performance for the
southern division convention of the
Music Educators National Conference at the Opry land Hotel in
Nashville, Tenn. The Music Educators National Conference is the
international professional organization for music education and meet
biannually in divisional conventions. The MSU Concert Choir was

the only collegiate mixed chorus
invited to sing for the conventions.
The choir was selected through
anonymous taped auditions by a
committee of nationally renowned
choral conductors.
The choir includes students from
several academic areas who are
selected by extensive auditions each
fall. They rehearse 50 minutes, five
days a week and present 10 or more
concerts, both on- and off-campus
each academic year. Planning is
underway for a performance tour of
Germany. Austria and the Czech
Republic.
The MSU Concert Choir is conducted by Dr. Bradley L. Almquist,
director of choral activities at the
university.
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Charles Manson denied parole for ninth time
A three-member panel of the
By LINDA DEUTSCH
state Board of Corrections deAP Special Correspondent
cided Thursday that Manson, 62,
CORCORAN, Calif. (AP) —
is still too dangerous for society,
Charles Manson, gone gray with
denying him parole for the ninth
time but unrepentant as ever, kept
his customary bravado after time.
"I accept this decision. That's
learning he would remain in
cool,"
Manson said. "I'm inprison for _at least five more
_ volved in too many things. I have years. -
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lers Body Shop, Inc.
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Auto Body Repairing
24 Hr. Towing
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a web site I'm working on."
self. The guy's in love with himManson is serving a life senself. He can manipulate others. ...
tence for orchestrating the deaths
Finding Charles Manson unsuitof actress Sharon Tate and six
able for parole is the easiest deciothers in 1969. The hearing
opened with a parole board mem- sion you will have this year."
"I really wouldn't take a parber describing the grisly killings.
ole," Manson chimed in. "I've
Manson appeared to get tearful,
got to go back to court and get
hilt-then _rambled for an hour.
My lights"'
"I've killed a lot of people in
Manson contends he did not
my life," he said. "I have. But I
get
a fair trial because he was
was convicted for things I didn't
tried along with three women foldo and I was let loose for things I
lowers. They ultimately admitted
did."
the killings but said
Manson also showed he kept their roles in
Manson killed no one.
up with the news, mentioning the
The hearing showed that he is
mass suicide of 39 people in San
well
aware of his notoriety. He
Diego a day earlier.
appeared
at the last minute, his
"These monks that just took
gray hair wavy and neatly comtheir heads in San Diego —
bed, his face craggy with age. His
they're way behind the times,"
forehead
bore the scar of a swashe said. .
ostika that he carved there during
Prosecutor Stephen Kay argued
his 1970 trial.
against Manson's release as he
When the board summarized a
has done at the original trial and
psychiatric report showing that
every parole hearing. Kay pointed
Manson has a schizoid personalout a prison report that said Manity and engages in "magical
son trafficked in drugs and
thinking, he asked quizzically,
threatened to kill guards.
"This will go in history books,
The prosecutor said Manson
"believes he is a law unto him- right?"

-

To Subscribe To
The Ledger & Times
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North Calloway Elementary fourth-grader Kristin Smith and first-grader
Bryan Scott display prizes they received from Mattel of Murray for perfect attendance during the past nine weeks of school. Both students
won their prizes in a random drawing Thursday morning. The school
awarded 136 students with certificates for perfect attendance for the
nine-week period.

Goldman, Brown families push'
for more of Simpson's assets
stocks, $60,000 Chevy Suburban
and interests in five Simpson
companies, including O.J. SimpSANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) son Enterprises Inc. and Orenthal
— 0.J. Simpson has been ordered Productions Inc.
to hand over his Heisman
"I think I will sign this order.
Trophy.
Let the sheriffs take a hold of this
The statue Simpson won in property and the parties fight it
1968 for being voted college out," Judge Hiroshi Fujisaki said
football's best player was among Thursday before signing the
more than 100 valuables that a order.
judge ordered turned over to saOnce he is served, Simpson
tisfy a $33,5 million court has seven days to turn over the
judgment.
items. He has the right to seek
The nearly $500,000 inventory exemptions, including a $5,000
was culled from insurance re- exemption for jewelry and art,
cords by the plaintiffs who won plaintiff attorneys said.
the civil verdict holding Simpson
The turnover order was reresponsible for the 1994 slayings quested by Goldman's family.
of Nicole Brown Simpson and Fujisaki granted a similar order
Ronald Goldman. Simpson was Monday for the estate of Ms.
acquitted in the criminal case.
Simpson.
Along with the trophy valued
That order included 66 items,
at $5,100, the list included Simp- some not on the Goldman inven-,
son's golf clubs, Baccarat crystal tory, including a Yamaha
grand
vases, a $24,480 ,Tiffany-design
piano
and
signed
letters
from
forglass lamp and a $25,500 Andy
mer President Nixon congratulatWarhol silkscreen of himself.
ing Simpson on his football
Not included are Simpson's
victories.
By JANE E ALLEN
Associated Press Writer
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Come into United States
Cellular right now and
you'll feel like you're in a
candy shop. We have lots
of different phones and service plans to choose from
and, of course, we'll take the
time to make sure you have
the one that's just right.
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WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS

So while most Easter
baskets are filled with
chocolate bunnies and
marshmallow chicks, you
could give someone a
special treat this year.
The kind even a dentist
would approve of.

NOT ALL
EASTER
TREATS
CAUSE
CAVITIES.
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Visit us on the Internet at http //www us« corn
Offer requires a new two-year service agreement Roaming tharges, tares tolls and network surcharges not included Other restrictions and charges may apply
See store for details Offer expires March 31 1997

Madisonville United States Cellular, 30 North Main Street 821 1111
Murray United States Cellular, 906 S 12th Street, 753-7533
Paducah United States Cellular, 1733 Kentucky Avenue, 444 0084
Visit us at our Wal-Mart locations: Madisonville, Mayfield, Murray
Paducah South b West, Princeton

For other great offers, visit one of Stir authorized agents:
Cadiz Lloyd's Corner, 323 East Main 572 8401
Eddyville Porter Communications 480 US HWY 62 E, 388-7070
La Cantor Rex Powell Service Center I 15 Broadway, 665-5886
Madisonville Advanced Cellular b Pawng, 2950. South Lane, 821-1888

MailisonviNo Custom Audio, 405 E Centers, 825-8326
Madisonville Main Street Cellular Er Paging, 45 S. Main St., 821-9900
Marion Johnson's Furniture, 118 North Main St., 965-2269
Paducah Advanced Cellular Er Paging, 3200 Park Ave., 443-1075
Paducah Office Max, 5045 Hinkleville Rd., 575-3509

Paducah Paper Depot, 3245 Lone Oak Rd., 534-0747
Princeton Johnson's Furniture, 126 West Main Street, 365-3882
Stwgis Minesale Electronics, 5th and Adams Street, 333-5581
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Gun-owner group
boycotts companies

DEATHS
Ralph Durwood Lovett
Ralph Durwood Lovett, 69,
West Drive, Murray, died Thursday, March 27, 1997, at 10:30
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had been employed at Murray Division of Tappan Company
for 33 years, but had retired since
that time from Fisher-Price Toy
Co. He was a member of Palestine United Methodist Church
where he served as Sunday
School superintendent, chairman
of Church Official Board, and
treasurer of the Methodist Men's
Group.
One sister, Mrs. Wanda Hart,
preceded him in death. Born Feb.
20, 1928, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Pearson
D. Lovett and Opal Darnell
Lovett.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Freda Robertson Lovett, to
whom he was married on March
27, 1948; two daughters, Mrs.
Kathy Cleaver and husband, Max,
Murray, and Mrs. Jennifer Embry
and husband, Jim, Germantown,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary.
White and husband, Buddy,
'Hazel, and Mis. Patiiià Miller,
Murray; two brothers,-Thomas D.
Lovett and wife, Jane, Murray,
and Harry Lee Lovett and wife,
Sue, Jacksonville, Fla.; three
grandchildren, Ashley Claeaver,
Russell Lovett Cleaver, and Jeff

RALPH D. LOVETT
Embry; an aunt, Mrs. Maudie
Hopkins, Murray; two brothersin-law, Frank Hart and Ralph
Robertson and wife, Doris, Murray; several nieces and nephews.
Services will be Saturday at
1:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The
Rev. Calvin Clark, Dean Ross,
and Jim Pounders will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray Memorial -Gardens.- -Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).
Expressions of sympathy may
be made to Hospital Hospitality
House, 214 Reidhurst Ave.,
Nashville, TN 37203.

Mrs. Bertie E. Paschall
Mrs. Bertie E. Paschall, 81, died Thursday, March 27, 1997, at
12:30 p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Her husband, Oxie Paschall, died in 1991. Born March 31, 1915, in
Henry County, Tenn., she was- the daughter of the late Jimmy Manning and Rhoda,.1,amb Manning. She haciretired from the Housekeeping Department of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Dianna Spain and husband,
Gary, and one son, Pat Paschall and wife, Beverly, all of Almo; two
sisters, Mrs. Ruby Lindsey and husband, James, Almo, and Mrs.
Mickey Bouffard and husband, Rodger, Dearborn Heights, Mich.; one
brother, Bud Manning, Hazel; four grandchildren, Darron Paschall and
wife, Lynn, Shane Paschall and wife, Michele, Jason Spain, and Crystal Butler, all of Almo; five great-grandchildren, Jared, Page, Brook,
Ashton and Tyler Paschall.
Services will be Saturday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Murray. R.B. Barton will officiate. Singing will be by singers from Almo and Union Hill Churches of Christ. Burial will follow
in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Friday).

Henry Vernon Garner
Services for Henry Vernon Garner will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Lawson Williamson will officiate. Music will be by Freda Jones, soloist, and Dwane
Jones, organist. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery in Henry
County, Tenn.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Mr. Garner, 85, Hazel, died Wednesday, March 26, 1997, at 8:21
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a veteran of World War II and received the
Purple Heart.
His wife, Mrs. Lena Elaine Hodges Garner, preceded him in death.
Born March 1, 1912, in Henry County, Tenn., he was the son
of the
late Rufus Morgan Garner and Fronie Jane McDaniel Garner.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Wilma Gray Stokes and husband, Dan, Louisville, and Ms. Betty Jane. Willoughby and friend,
Calvin Gibson, Murray; two sons, Gerald Henry Garner and wife,
Jewel, and Stephen David Gamer, Murray; four sisters, Mrs. Sue
McKinney and husband, W.D., and Mrs. Fronie Eldridge and husband,
Dee, Murray, Mrs. Vickie Reed and husband, Butch, Hazel, and Mrs.
Nancy Brandon and husband, Joe, Almo; five brothers, Chester Odell
Garner and wife, Opal, and Ernest Garner, Paducah, Chester Miller
Garner and Leonard Garner, Murray, and Morgan Garner and
wife,
Brenda, Benton; 13 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Lola McCuiston Morgan
The funeral for Mrs. Lola McCuiston Morgan will be Saturday at
11 a.m. at Hazel Church of Christ. Parker French will officiate. Entombment will follow in the Mausoleum at Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral home of Hazel from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Friday).
Mrs. Morgan, 89, formerly of Hazel, died Thursday, March 27,
1997, at 4:45 a.m. at West View Nursing Home, Murray.
She was the former owner of Hazel Hardware Store and was the
oldest member of Hazel Church of Christ. Her husband, Ira Morgan,
died in 1981. Also preceding her in death were five sisters, Mrs. Juliet
Hargrove, Mrs. Esther Doores, Mrs. Ruth Riley, Ms. Annie McCuiston, and Mrs. Mavis Hurt, and three brothers, Herbert, Charlie, and
Rupert McCuistons. She was born May 27, 1908, at Kirksey.
Survivors include one sister, Mrs. Hildia Reynolds, Montgomery,
Ala.; two brothers, Pat McCuiston and wife, Clara, Pembroke, and
Macon McCuiston, Nashville, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews including Mike Morgan and wife, Jeanie, and Robert Morgan, Murray;
several great-nieces and nephews including Shelby Morgan, Murray.

Thomas Huston Whitis
Thomas Huston Whitis, 91, U.S. Hwy. 642 North, Murray, died today, Friday, March 28, 1997, at 7 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a veteran of the U.S. Marines. He was a
member of Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church and Temple.
Hill Lodge No. 276 Fret and Accepted Masons.
His wife, Mrs. Lillian Elizabeth Karnes Whitis, died in 1993. Also
preceding him in death were two sisters, Mrs. Grace Nicholson and
Mrs. AnnaBelle Garrett, and four brothers, Clarence, Raymond, Roscoe and Solon Whitis. Born March 12, 1906, in Graves County, he
was the son of the late Herve Whitis and Eudora McClure Whitis.
Mr. Whitis is survived by a sister-in-law, Mrs. Norma Karnes, Kirksey; a brother-in-law, Joseph Eugene Karnes, Alm; nine nieces; seven nephews.
The funeral will be Saturday at 3 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Charles Walker and the Rev. William
B. Miller will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens with Masonic rites at the graveside.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p.m. tonight (Friday).

Mrs. Stella Hurt
Mrs. Stella Hurt, 79, Wells Boulevard, Murray, died Wednesday,
March 26, 1997, at her home.
The widow of Buford Hurt, she was a member of First United
Methodist Church. She was the daughter of the late Clayton Ray and
Mary Farmer Ray.
Survivors include two sons, Harold Thomas Hurt and wife, Kathy,
Murray and Nashville, Tenn., and Dr. Richard Dale Hurt and wife,
Mary, Rochester, Minn.; one brother, Gene Dale Ray and wife, Leta
-Calvert City: four grandchildren; one 'great-grandchild. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of funeral and burial
arrangements.

Dine In our rustic atmosphere or carry
out to your patio picnic.
Daily Special
11 A.M. - 2 P.M.
BBQ, Chips, &'
Drink

$2 99

Plates
BBQ, Ribs, Ham,
Grilled Chicken
and Sampler

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- A
pie who work the sv.ing shift skill
gun-owner group is calling for be vulnerable to attack it assailboycotts of several large compa- ants know they can't keep guns
in their cars.
nies that have banned concealed
weapons from their employees'
"We don't want guns on the
personal cars.
assembly line. We don't want
The group, Kentucky Coalition
them in desk drawers We think
to Carry Concealed, says Sears, it's inappropriate," he said
Roebuck & Co., General Elecqic, "But, by golly, there's a law here
Levis Strauss & Co. and Toyota
that says they can" keep guns in
USA are violating the state's
their cars.
weapons law.
The gun group has created al
Jim Allen, manager of commu- so-called "hall of shame" tor
nications at the GE Appliance companies that ban concealed
Park in Louisville, said Thursday
weapons. Group members are
that the law allows businesses to
urged not to patronize those buprohibit weapons on their sinesses, and a recent group bul
property.
letin suggested members cut up
"The law says we're allowed
their Sears credit cards and mai!
to decide our policy," he said. them to the company
"When the car becomes part of
"We don't like to lose an.
our property, obviously we have
customers," said Sears spokes
the right. It's our property - woman Jan Drummond.
"How
period."
ever, I also believe that we have
But gun group President Craig
a responsibility and we pay a
Palmer points to a section of the
great deal of attention to creating
law that says companies cannot a climate of welcome, security
prohibit concealed-carry permit and comfort in our stores."
holders from keeping guns in
Allen said GE would not bow
their personal vehicles. The law
to such pressure.
does say companies can ban wea"I'm not concerned about
pons in company vehicles.
obeying the law and being put on
Palmer is a former engineer at
the boycott list by thern,:. AlJ.
the Appliance Park.- -He-said
' said:

Mrs. Lyndelle Edith Wilson
Mrs. Lyndelle Edith Wilson, 84, Farmington, died Thursday, March
27, 1997, at 3:15 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Lee Wilson, and one son, Ronald Wilson, preceded
her in death. Born July 13, 1912, she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Clarence Stewawrt and Nonnie Gay Pentecost Stewart.
Mrs. Wilson was a member of the Church of Christ.
Survivors include one granddaughter, Mrs. Anita Kay Wilson
Schlosser, and one grandson, Michael Wilson Scholosser, Peoria, Ill.;
a sister-in-law, Mrs. Ethleen Stewart, Madison, Tenn.; one niece, Mrs.
Nancy Stewart Sutton and husband, Roger C., Nashville, Tenn.; one
nephew, Thomas E. Stewart.
Graveside services will be Saturday at 1 p.m. at Beech Grove
Cemetery. The Rev. Mike Rumble will officiate.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray from 6 to 8
p.m. tonight (Friday).

Buying
or
Selling
Crowell says TVA may have
Stock?
to compromise on proposal 'I

Let the professionals
at Hilliard Lyons
handle your
transaction.
Stock price
information not
available today
due to the holiday.

Hilliard Lyons

TUPELO, Miss. (AP)- TVA out what would happen to these
may have to compromise on the programs in TVA's absence or
utility's proposal to end taxpayer transfer to another agency.
funding in exchange for dropping
TVA's non-power funding this
non-power programs such as wa- year is $106 million.
ter and land stewardship, ChairCrowell said compromising
man Craven Crowell said
would reassure everyone that the
Wednesday.
vital services TVA has handled
"During the past two months, would be maintained.
several issues have been raised
U.S. Rep. Zach Wamp, Rby members of Congress and Tenn., offered an alternative last
others, and it has become appa- week that would continue federal
rent to me that a compromise funding at reduced levels for
position may be necessary in ormost of the non-Power activities,
der to move forward with the including LBL.
changes that will be required to
Wamp, the chairman of TVA's
prepare TVA for derebration," congression
al caucus, wants to
Crowell said at a TVA board reduce TVA's
non-power funding
meeting.
to $96 million next year with a
TVA's federal funds go for $66 million
floor until decisions
flood control and navigation are reached on
which agencies
maintenance on the 652-mile would take
over those functions
Tennessee River, and stewardship and how they
would be financed.
of 11,000 miles of shoreline and
Wamp said he was encouraged
1.5 million acres of land, includ- by Crowell's
response and that he
ing the Land Between the Lakes hoped they
could reach an agreepreserve in Tennessee and ment before
the House AppropriKentucky.
ations Committee considers
Crowell proposed in January TVA's appropriati
ons in May.
ending funding for non-power
"If we don't build consensus
programs in fiscal 1999 so the inside the
TVA fence, you can
agency could concentrate on rest assured that
people elsewhere
power production as deregulation in the country
won't do it for
of the electric utility industry us," Wamp said
in a statement.
looms.
Crowell said the TVA approBut his plan worried members priations
task force will consider
of Congress and others through- Wamp's
proposal and any other
out TVA's seven-state region ab- serious plans.

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
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Our Best Investment Is You.
W I I yons, Inc • Niember \551 and sort-

HEALTH INSURANCE
CANCELLED?
Tired of constant rate increases?
Call Tom at

1-800-543-6247

HOG MARKET
Fodorai Soak haricot t•141,1 Service March 20, 1907
Kentucky Purdue Arm Hog Market Ileporl Woks3
Buylog %Wm
AcL 123 IA.- Barrows &
Glb mot • .30 Mow Sem Moody
US 1-5 231-20 11o.-------347.01 • MN
US 1-3 215434 lbs.
343.10 • KM
US 3-4 211-209
WM • 47.11
US 1-2 1*-213
13710 • 311.911

Sem
US 1-2 270-154
ULM - 37.40
US 1.3 3111-454
$3411. 311.04
US 1.3 493325 lb•
$31.11. 4100
US 1.3 323 & op lbo.----- $43.10 • 44LN
US 2.3 300-3M
S34.40 • 3.5.111
liars 133.00•33.01

OPENING FM 1997
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, KY

I Taste What Everyone Is Talking About

Hickory Woods
Retirement Center

(The very BEST in Iftirernent
and Assisted Living

It

I. SWING BY
ONE OF OUR

COURSES.°
No matter where yogi live eacat
)ihng at a Tennessee titau
is close to your born( Iv\ I all
( )1,1
Creek Falls, Henr% 11(
Stone Fon, Pans Landiny_,
Pickwick, Wamors Path, 1 )
Fuller, or Montgomery Bell NI it
to mention tour new iourscs
coming soon. To hnd out about
our corporate golt package,
:or
annual passes, call Kay or
Carolyn toll-tree at
1-888-TN-PARKS.

- &trying Ribs Dagy

11117
Hwy. 121
Bypass
753-3985
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Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office, Hwy. 121
By-Pass, Murray, KY (Between Curves and
Oakwood Studio, across from
Hickory Log Bar-B-Que Restaurant.)

STATE PARKS
www rnstateparks corn
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Chandler withdraws from race
family, and has long wanted to
follow in his footsteps to the Capitol. And he said with a large
group of aging senators, he has
an interest in going there and
having influence.
Louisville Mayor Jerry Abramson is considered an unlikely candidate, who has turned down previous chances to run. But he is
running out of time as mayor and
cannot seek another term when
his current one expires in 1998.
Former Lt. Gov. Steve
Beshear, who lost a Senate race
to Mitch McConnell last year,
said he may give some thought to
another.
Other Democratic possibilities
include Louisville millionaire and
former ,congressional candidate
Charlie OiVen and former state
Human Resources Secretary
Masten Childers, who is otherwise a political unknown.
Chandler specifically limited
his decision on a Senate campaign to 1998. Chandler is eligible to run for another term as attorney general in 1999, McConnell's current term would be up
in 2002.

"He'd have been a very formidable opponent," Baesler said.
"He's a good man. I'm glad he's
not in."
Baesler said he would ask
Chandler to help him in a
campaign.
Republican U.S. Rep. Jim Bunning announced this week he is
also a candidate, as has state Sen.
Barry Metcalf, R-Richmond.
"I don't expect a large primary. I don't expect but one or two
more, maximum," Baesler said.
Other Democrats are still pondering a race.
Lt. Gov. Steve Henry said he is
busy with other matters and does
not expect to make a decision on
a Senate race before early May.
But Henry all but ruled out a

By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Ben Chandler
is taking himself out of a race for
the U.S. Senate in 1998.
Chandler, a Democrat__ said
family considerations and the
prospect of having to raise huge
amounts of money to finance a
campaign prompted his decision.
Chandler has a daughter age 3,
and a son age 2. "I want them to
be raised as Kentuckians rather
than as Washingtonians," Chandler said.
In addition, he called the prospect of having to raise $5 million
to $10 million "abhorrent."
"Obscene amounts of special
interest money in politics is a
cancer and it must be eradicated," Chandler said.
The announcement clears a significant potential hurdle from
U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler, a former Lexington mayor who announced his intention to be the
Democratic nominee on the - day
that U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford said
he would be retiring in 1998.

race for the 3rd District seat in
Congress from his home in Jefferson County. Henry has been
encouraged by some to challenge
first-term U.S. Rep. Ann
Northup. "I'm just not interested
in that at all," Henry said
Thursday.
Henry grew up in Owensboro,
where he was close to Ford's

lotte A. •-••1•
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet-Gee :
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Proposal would expand death penalty.
justice system works and will
"react to stiff penalties."
Chandler said he wants the
death penalty to be an option
when victims are under 12 or
over 60 because they are "the
most vulnerable in our society."
The current law allows the death
penalty to be imposed in murder
cases with aggravating circumst.inces such as robbery, kidnapping or rape or when the victim is
a police officer or prison
employee.
Ernie Lewis, the state's public
advocate (chief public defender),
opposes the death penalty. He
said capital punishment shouldn't
be based on the "status" of the
victim. He also noted that the
American Bar Association called
last month for a moratorium on
the death penalty because of
questions over whether it is being
fairly imposed.
Chandler is also asking that juries be told of a defendant's prior
criminal background and the impact on the victim's 'family in
death-penalty cases. Some limited
information about the victim is
currently allowed.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Attorney General Ben Chandler
has circulated a proposal to expand the death penalty and make
violent criminals serve more of.
their sentences before being eligible for a parole hearing.
As part of an anti-crime package he's considering offering to
the 1998 General Assembly,
Chandler is proposing that a murderer could get the death penalty
based solely on the victim's age,
under 12 or over 60.
The altorney general...also
wants to expand the death penalty
to people who kill a witness in a
criminal or civil case or a federal
official and to escaped inmates
who commit a murder while they
are fugitives.
Chandler's proposals are 'being
circulated in a letter to
prosecutors.
The death-penalty proposals
are opposed by the state's public
advocate and kgroup against the
death penalty.
"I would contend these kinds
of proposals play real well..., for
a future political campaign," said
the Rev. Patrick Delahanty of
Louisville, a Catholic priest who
heads the Kentucky Coalition to
Abolish the Death Penalty. He
also said the death penalty is no
deterrent to crime.
But Chandler, who is considering a run for the U.S. Senate in
1998, said it's difficult to know
what kind of deterrent capital
punishment is in Kentucky. The
state allows the death penalty, but
it hasn't been carried out since
1962. There is a possibility of an
execution this year, and lawmakers may consider making lethal
injection an option to the electric
chair.
Chandler dismissed Delahanty's charge of political opportunism, saying he thinks more
consideration should be given to
victims and their families.
Chandler said he was not
aware of any study showing the
death penalty is a deterrent, but
he thinks criminals know how the
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Another proposal would require violent criminals to serve
85 percent of their prison term
before getting a parole hearing.
The current law requires them to
serve half of their sentence before a parole hearing.
Neither Chandler nor the Justice Cabinet had any estimates on
what it would cost to keep inmates in prison longer. Chandler
said one method of freeing prison
space would be to use alternative
sentences such as home incarceration for non-violent criminals.
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Bill Engvall to hold concert at MSU April 25
Tickets are now on sale to see Bill
Engvall, the originator of the comedy sketch about "stupid signs for
stupid people," at Murray State
University on April 25. The concert
will be held in Racer Arena,Cutchin
Fieldhouse, at 8 p.m.

Engvall is recognized as one of
the country's top comedians and can

guest spot on "Designing Women"
and was a series regular on "Delta."
He has hosted A&E's "Evening at
the Improv" and made several appearances on The Tonight Show."
He was named "Best Male StandUp Comedian" at the 1992 American Comedy Awards, has headlined

be seen nationwide over the NBC
network Monday nights on "The
Jeff Foxworthy Show." Best known
for his comic routine "Here's Your
Sign," Engvall also appeared in a

WKMS will broadcast kids program
April is Classical Music month.
To help celebrate, Sundays in April
at 5 p.m. 91.3 fm WKMS presents
"Classical Kids Radio," new productions of the popular Classical
kids stories. The award-winning
series introduces children — and
adults — to the joys of classical
music. Each program combines
storytelling with classical music to
present the great composers as heroes for today's world.
April 6 the story is "Beethoven
Lives Upstairs." Young Christopher
discovers that Ludwig Van Beethoven has moved into his family's
upstairs room. He slowly comes to
understand his genius, the torment
of his deafness and the beauty of his
music. The program includes excerpts of more than 35 of Beeth-

oven's best known works including
the Moonlight and Pathetique Sonatas and Symphonies no. 5 to 9.
April 13 "Mr. Bach Comes to
Call." Eight-year-old Elizabeth,
who only reluctantly practices the
piano, magically meets Bach along
with his rambunctious boy's choir
and orchestra. He reminisces about
his life and music, his 20 children,
his time in jail and his devotion to
the church. He tells Elizabeth,"Every time my music is played, I am
alive." There are more than -28
musical excerpts from Bach's work
including Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring and the Brandenberg Concerto
#5.
April 20 "Classical Kids Radio
presents "Tchaikovsky Discovers
America." This is the story of the
great composer's visit to New York

City for the grand opening ofCarnegie Hall. He meets a young family
during his trip to Niagara Falls
revealing much about his life in
Russia, his love of music and his
fear of conducting. Both the composer and the family discover something about courage and about
themselves. The program features
more than 24 of Tchaikovsky's best
known works including The Nutcracker, Sleeping Beauty and Swan
Lake.
91.3 WKMS is the public radio
service of Murray State University
broadcasting to the four rivers area
and surrounding states. Programming includes National Public Radio and regional news, classical
music,.jazz, blues, folk and bluegrass and opera.

Gateway Challenge Course to open April 5
After several hours of hard work,
Gateway Challenge Course will
open April 5. The Gateway Challenge Course is a ropes and teams
course designed to enhance team
building, decision making, and
problem solving skills.
"The Gateway Challenge Course
is ideal for corporate managers and
their staff," said Susan Rogers,
business operations manager for the
National Scouting Museum located
in Murray. "It helps to establish a
team concept and builds trust between management and employees;

a much needed commodity of the
workplace."
The Gateway Challenge Course
isn't only for business managers.
"The course helps to build a child's
self esteem while teaching him or
her valuable interpersonal communications skills," said Rogers.
"The course is physically challenging. This year the museum staff
has added three new high elements
to the course: Giant's Ladder,Twowire Traverse, and The Swing. The
new additions to the course, along
with the old course elements,should

be a fun challenge for all participants, " said Rogers.
The course takes three to tour
hours to complete and accomodates
three groups of 8 to 15 people.
The Gateway Challenge Course
is open weekends only in April,
May,September, and October from
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., but it-is open
regular hours in June, July and
August. Course participation is by
reservation only.
For more information call the
Information Desk at 502-762-3383
or 800-303-3047.

POWERFUL MESSAGE.
J
The New Dodge

March 10, 1997
To All Dodge Dealers
Subject: Dodge-Cummins Partnership

The success of the Dodge-Cummins partnership starting in 1988 has and continues to
be very important to both of our companies. The concern and misinformation about
Ford's ownership of Cummins stock over the past few years is an issue that we are
pleased to put behind us.
We would like to jointly inform you that Ford Motor Company no longer owns any
Cummins Engine Company stock. Ford had owned 3.2 million shares(8%) before
Cummins repurchased 1.3 million shares in January (please see the attached January
3, 1997 press release). Since the press release was issued Ford has sold its remaining
1.9 million Cummins shares.
We encourage you to clarify any misconceptions regarding the Ford-Cummins
relationship and to promote the strength of the Dodge-Cummins relationship to your
customers and in your community.
We look forward to our ongoing partnership and your success with the Cummins
powered Dodge trucks.
Regards,
C.M. Vujovich
Vice President - Worldwide Marketing
Bus, Light Commercial Automotive and
Environmental Management
Cummins Engine Company
Raymond Fisher
General Manager Dodge Car and Truck Division
Chrysler Corporation

THE REAL POWER IN TRUCKS.

Cain's*
Chly9lorPtyrnouth•Dodge•Jimp4agle
Hwy. 641 N. • Murray, Ky. •(502) 7534445

in every major club in the United
two fields share common ground.
States and has received numerous "Teaching is, in a way,performing,"
radio reviews.
he said."Some of the best teachers I
It's been said that Engvall's knack
had were fun and entertaining."
for sharing the humor found in
After appearing at local comedy
everyday situations which people clubs in Dallas, he hit the big time
can relate to gives him the success- by earning a spot on Showtime's
ful ability-to connect- with his- 'Star- Search'-and- then moved to
audience.
Los Angeles where he could be
"I just think that with the eco- closer to film and television oppornomy and all, that when people are tunities.
going to spend money to see the
Though he enjoys television, Enshow, they want to see someone gvall says he would never give up
they're going to like," Engvall reperforming live. "When you're doflected about fans of comedy acts. ing stand-up live you achieve an
"I'm just really a very down to earth _.-intimacytvith the audience you can't
kind of guy — I'd just as soon be
get on TV," he says. "There's not a
driving a truck as riding in a limo —
better feeling in the world when you
and I think that sense goes through
look out and see the audience is
the whole show."
identifying with you. It's wonderful.
A native of Galveston, Texas, It's nice when people come up to
Engvall had planned to become a
you and say 'I was having a bad day
teacher before making the rise to and you made it worthwhile.' There
comedy stardom. He still thinks the
are enough problems in everyday

BILL ENGVALL
life. If you can come to my show t;
an hour and just enjoy life ag:‘,,
then I've done my job."

RACER ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
8,41717.,

We wish to thank the O.V.C. Championship Football Ring Committee
and helpers for their tireless efforts to secure over $ 25,000.00
from more than 160 contributors. This effort provided enough mone.
to assure every player and key support persons a ring
jr
appreciation of their contributions to the 1996 OVC Footbal'
Championship.
Your dedicated efforts secured contributions from Alumni an0
Friends from several states and outlying communities in addition tL
the support of Murray-Calloway County. This effort to include al ,
friends and suporters reflects the extended efforts being made b\'
Murray State University to enhance it's Regional . University role
It will be reflected in future activities by the Athleti
Department and Administration. Your results display the potential
for success in this endeavor.
Again, thanks to all committee members, helpers, and contributors.
for your contributions of support. The receipients of your
generosity will remember you and Murray State University throughout
their lifetime as they glance at their OVC Championship Footbal'
Ring.
List below are the names of the committee mrmbers and helpers:
Jim Berry
Ann Brown
Jim Carter
Justin Crouse
Wayne Heath
Alan Lollar
Tommy Rushing
Gary Taylor

Johnny Bohannon
Marion Brown
Marilyn Chatman
Leroy Eldridge
Bonnie Jones
Sal Matarazzo
Brenda Rowland
Donnie Winchester

Tony Brannon
Bud Byars
Everett Craig
Jim Frank
Don Jones
Stuart Poston
David Taylor

Dick Weaver, Scott Seiber : Co- Chairmen

OVC FOOTBALL RING CONTRIBUTORS
The Murray State University Racers wish to recognize the OVC Ring Committee, helpers, and [he following
companies and individuals who so generously supplied this year's championship rings.

Bill Adams Construction Inc
Clyde Adkins
Charles Akridge
Drs. Kern and Elizabeth Alexander
Automated Direct Mail
Chuck Baker
Mike Baker
Ted Barclay
James Barkett
Gerald Bell
Bell Construction
James Berry
Dr. Richard Blalock
Bluegrass Paper Converters, Inc (Jim Sims)
Johnny and Toni Bohannon
Dr.Jim Booth
Tony Boyd
MAX Brandon
Daniel fIrriwn
Manon and Ann Brown
Roger Butler, 11
James Butts
Bud and Kan Byars
Cleatu3 Cagle
David Carr
Michael Can
Jim and Debbie Carter
Joe G.Jr. and Lynda Chaney
Marilyn Chatman
Cleaver Construction Garnpany Inc
College of Business and Public Affairs
Robert Cornelison (Kentucky Pants Bureau)
Brian Cox
Arvin and Martha Crofton
Everett and Carolyn Craig
Freed and Milk Curd
Dan's
Dennison •Hu nt Sporting Goods
,ltle Dick
Nicky and Patricia Durham
diaries L. and Kale Eldridge
Eli's Automotive Glass
Otis Erwin
Neal Evelyn
Teckla Farrell
Farris, Hatcher,Trrmper, a/ Assoc., Inc
Frank and Jane Fitch
,Iirn and Norma frank
Bobby Freeman
Wilson Cann
Bill Ganytt
Anthony Giniky
David Graham
Fete Ciiilauskas

Joseph and Lucretia 3.:tiest
HappyHolidayTraveLhic
Haverstock and Su iter Insurance Agency
Anita Heath
Donald E Henry
Donald Hethennstori
Raymon T Hewitt
Anne Hoke
Holland Drugs
Dr Hal Houston
Hurt and Jones Attorneys at Lass
Karl Hussiing
Dan Hutson
JCPenney
Jerrs's Custom Kitchen Cabinets
Denver Johnsoli
Donald Jones
Frank a,i,t Can't Julian
Kenlake Foods
James Kevil
Roy Kirk
Kopperuil Realty
Al Xiimpfer
James 1st nut
Jason Lanus
Stephen Leviindoski
Harold Loughary
Sat Aialarli7241
Dale McDaniel
Edward McFarland
CLnide Mi Ras en
tshcruage
DADan Miller
Tom and Jean Miller
Robert 0. Miller
Bill and Irene Morgan
Murray Auto Auction
Murray Lumber Company Inc.
Murray Rotary Club
Murray Supply Company Inc.
Murray Tourism Commission
Claude Nunnelly
Dr George C Oakley
Owens Food Market Inc
Farker-Iont Lincoln Mercury, II1C
PA rk%ay Chryskr, Inc.
Peck, nannery,(ream & Warren Architects
Peoples Bank of Murray
Peoples First
Pier I Imports
Mr and kits \V.L Polly
Stuart Poston
Csraut Pruitt
Puntom Motors, Inc

Pu rdom, Thurrnon, & Nik-Nun 'neuron, c
Inc
R.S Consulting
Raceway Auto sales
Fill Rayburn
J P Rayburn
Dave Reeves
Richardson, Howe & Melton
Robert Reynolds
Eugene Schanbacher
Fred Schultz
Scott Seiber
Seven Seas Restaurant
Vernon Shown
Wet SIIUMate

Margaret and Tom Simmons
Don and Daiwa Simpkins
Jim Sims
Kevin Smuctrick
rhillip and Deborah Sparks
Sirloin Stsx-kade
Spann Appraisal
Lois Sparks
Steele and Allbntten, Inc
Chad and Betty Stewart
TJ's Foods
Visit Tabs alkar
Jim Tate Jr
Shirley Tate
Chad Taylor
Gan Taylor
Randy and LeeAnn Taylor
Rickman Taylor
Taslor Motors, Inc
The Ledger and Times
The "M" Club
fie Murray Insurance Agency
William H Thompson
Thornton Heating and Air Conditioning
Thurman Furniture
David Travis

takes Office Prixtucts, Ini
Sam and Susan tInsterss•ood
l'ninit Commonwealth Bank
Pete and.loy Walitnsp
Walmart Supercenter
John and Barbara Weatherly
Dick and Jan Weaver
Robert and Jean/sena Williams
Dale Willis
William Wilson
•
Ronald and Lynn Wuest
Dr Burton Young
Twirl
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Sports
AP names Duncan top player
•Minnesota's Haskins
Associated Press'pick
for Coach of the Year
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Tim
Duncan of Wake Forest, the only
unanimous All-America choice
this season and the first repeat
selection in five years, was
named today college basketball
player of the year by The Associated Press.
The 6-foot-10 center, college
basketball's most prolific rebounder in the last 25 years, averaged
20.8 points and 14.7 rebounds for
the Demon Deactins this season
and finished his four-year career
with 2,117 points and 1,570 rebounds. He is the 10th player in
Division I history to have more
than 2,000 points and 1,500 rebounds, and his 481 blocked

shots were second on the career
list.
Also today, the AP named
Clem Haskins of Minnesota as
coach of the year.
A native of St. Croix, Virgin
Islands, Duncan received 72
votes in the nationwide balloting
for player of the year and received the Adolph F. Rupp Trophy, an award sponsored by the
Commonwealth Athletic Club of
Kentucky in the name of the
coach who won four national titles at the school.
The only other player to receive more than 10 votes was junior forward Raef LaFrentz of
Kansas, who had 11.
Duncan, expected to be the No.
1 pick in the upcoming NBA
draft, is the first player from
Wake Forest to win the award,
which was first presented in
1961, and the third player from

the Atlantic Coast Conference to
win it in the '90s. Christian Laettner of Duke won in 1992 and
Joe Smith of Maryland in 1995.
Marcus Camby of Massachusetts won the award last
season.
Duncan, the ACC player of the
year the last two seasons, shot 61
percent from the field this season
as the Demon Deacons stayed in
the Top 10 all season, but were
eliminated in the second round of
the NCAA tournament by
Stanford.
The last unanimous AP AllAmerica selection was Glenn Robinson of Purdue in 1994 and the
last repeat choice was Shaquille
O'Neal of LSU in 1991-92.
Haskins led Minnesota to its
first Final Four berth -ever and
first Big Ten title since 1982. His
Golden Gophers, who play Kentucky in the national semifinals

on Saturday, finished 16-2 in the
Big Ten this season and is 31-3
overall. Last season, Minnesota
finished 19-13 and lost in the
second round of the NIT after being spurned by the NCAA tournament for an at-large berth.
Haskins received 37 votes from
the national panel. Eddie Fogler
of South Carolina was second
with 22 and Roy Williams of
Kansas was third with 10.
Haskins is the second consecutive Big Ten coach to win the
award, which was first presented
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See Page 38

Wake Forest center Tim Duncan
has been named the Associated
Press player of the year. Duncan
Ii expected to be the top pick in
the NBA draft
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High School Baseball

Tigers open with
win at Hickman

Mills is
marked
man for
Wildcats
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

3-3. Carlisle then opted to load
the bases with walks, but with
two outs, the Comets also walked
Chris Hendricks, bringing
McKeel home for the winning
run.
McKeel was 3-for-4 on the day
with two runs scored and an RBI,
and was also the wirnifilg pitcher,
coming in to pitch the seventh.
Mitch Ryan doubled in the sixth
and scored on a Hendricks single,
and Justin Morton drove in
McKeel in the fourth:"
"We played three freshmen
pitchers against Carlisle, and until they get a little more seasoned,
we'll have to win some tight
games," Morris said. "Defensively, we're playing as well as
we ever have, and that will help
those young pitchers out. If they
keep the ball down and throw
strikes, then our older guys will
make the plays behind them."
Calloway's next action will be
in a Jackson, Tenn., tournament
April 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10. Other

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Calloway County wanted to
make its first-ever game played
under the lights at its hope field
one_to_ remember.
Along with winning the game,
they also threw in a little drama.
Trailing 3-2 heading into its
last at-bat, Calloway brought two
runs across in the bottom of the
seventh inning to defeat Carlisle
County 4-3 Thursday.
"Being the first game we
played under the lights on our
field gave our guys some added
motivation," Calloway coach Eddie Morris said. "And besides
that, Carlisle has had our number
the past two years. We've only
played them once each of the last
two years, and they beat us both
times."
In the seventh, Brian Duvall
singled and later scored on a Josh
McKeel single, tying the game at • See Page 3B

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — AllAmerican Ron Mercer isn't the
only marked man on Kentucky's
roster.
Former walk-on Cameron Mills
attracted that kind of attention
from Utah in the West Regional
final after scoring a career-high
19 points in an 83-68 semifinal
victory over St. Joseph's.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times

photo
Calloway's Josh McKeel (5) is congratulated by Laker assistant Joe Stonecipher
after a hit Thursday. McKeel
had three hits and was the winning pitcher in Calloway's 4-3 win over Carlisle
County.

Michigan tops Florida St. for NIT title
By TOM WITHERS
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Only
two schools will end the 1996-97
season as national champions.
Michigan is one of them.
The Wolverines didn't win
THE tournament, but they won
the only one they were invited to.
Robert Traylor had 26 points
and 13 rebounds Thursday night
as Michigan won its second NIT
title with an 82-73 victory over
Florida State.

Following an enigmatic regular
season, the Wolverines (23-11)
failed to receive an NCAA bid.
But the NIT was glad to have the
perennial Big Ten power in its
field, and Michigan made the
most of the opportunity to close
its 1996-97 season on a positive
note.
"Nothing is more sweet than
the smell and taste of victory,"
Michigan coach Steve Fisher
said. "I feel great for everyone
including myself, the way we

came together in representing Michigan the way I .think it should
be represented."
Maceo Baston scored 20 points
and Louis Bullock 17 for Michigan (23-11), which outrebounded
Florida State 47-28.
"If they were in the NCAAs,
they would have made the Elite
Eight at least," Florida State
coach Pat Kennedy said. "I don't
think I've coached against a team
in all my 17 years that has been
so physically imposing as they

are."
Following an 8-0 start this season, the Wolverines were ranked
No. 9 in the national polls. But a
five-game losing skid in a stretch
of six losses in seven games cost
Michigan a trip to the NCAAs.
Overrated was a common label
used to assess the team, and reminders of the Fab Five's failures
to win any national or Big Ten titles gave Michigan a choker's
tag.
"A lot of people have said that

this team can't win anything,"
Fisher said. "Now they can't say
that."
The first-ever basketball game
between schools better known for
football accomplishments was fittingly dominated by the one
player on the floor who looks like
a defensive tackle.
Traylor, a 6-foot-8, 300-pound
sophomore nicknamed "Tractor," used his massive body to
See Page 3B

"I was in a
position there
that I never
thought I would
be in at Kentucky, having
another team
concentrate their
defense on me
like that," Mills
Mills
said. "It was a great feeling. I
just wish I could have got loose a
couple times and got a couple
shots off."
Utah did a superb job on Mills,
holding him scoreless and limiting him to just one shot. But
Kentucky won 72-59.
"It felt good, I guess," Mills
said of the defensive attention.
"Once you concentrate so heavily on one player, it's going to
help out the rest of the team because that's going to leave other
guys open."
The 6-foot-3 junior guard has
been hot in the NCAA tourney.
He is averaging 12.3 points, third
best on the team, while hitting 72
percent (13-of-18) from 3-point
range.
"Cameron has been a major
factor in us going to the Final
Four," said Kentucky coach Rick
Pitino, whose team faces Minnesota in the semifinals Saturday
night. "We could not have done
this without him because somebody had to step us and get us
• See Page 38

Bulls beat Toronto
despite problems
The Associated Press
When Michael Jordan has an
off night and Dennis Rodman
doesn't play, it usually weans
trouble for the Chicago Bulls.
On Thursday night, however,
the Bulls won anyway.
Jordan scored only 12 points
on 5-for-17 shooting and Rodman
was sidelined by a knee injury,
but the Bulls still beat the Toronto Raptors 96-83.
Scottie Pippen and Luc Longley each scored 16 points for the
Bulls, who lost their previous two
games at the SkyDome.
"We just didn't move the ball
well," Bulls coach Phil Jackson

said. "Our passing was a little bit
slow and we weren't hitting the
first open guy. But give them credit. They they did a great job on
Scottie and Michael."
Toni Kukoc, returning for Chicago after missing 12 games with
a foot injury, scored eight points.
Rodman, who sprained his left
knee in Tuesday's win over Dallas, wilt miss the Bulls' last 13,
regular-season games.
Toni Kukuc returned to the Chicago lineup Thursday night after
recovering from a foot Injury.
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By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
HAINES CITY, Fla. (AP) —
After going from the 1995 world
champions to a club that finished
last, Jermaine Dye put up a brave
front.
"I'm still shocked," said Dye,
who was traded Thursday, along
with relief pitcher Jaime Walker,
from Atlanta to Kansas City for
Michael Tucker and Keith
Lockhart.
"It's hard for me to imagine
I'm traded," the young right fielder said. "But this is baseball.
These things happen. Kansas City
has a great young team."

Coming two days after the
Braves' blockbuster deal for
Kenny Lofton, the trade could
solve needs for both teams.
Tucker was one of several lefthand hitting outfielders competing for jobs in Kansas City, and
Dye hits from the right side with
power.
"It's our young, upcoming star
for their young, upcoming star,"
Royals manager Bob Boone said.
"Dye's right-handedness fits better on our club and Tuck's lefthandedness fits better on their
club."
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•Dye...

Sports

FROM PAGE 28
On Tuesday, Atlanta sent outfielders David Justice and Marquis Grissom to Cleveland for
Lofton and pitcher Alan Embree.
The deals mean Andruw Jones
will start in the outfield for the
Braves.
"I think at the beginning of
spring training, they weren't so
sure I was ready to play in the
league," Jones said. "The last
week or so, I started picking up. I
think then they wanted to give
me a chance to play every day."
The 6-foot-4, 210-pound Dye,
23, immediately becomes Kansas
City's starting right fielder.
"I think Dye will hit at least
.265-.275 with 70 to 90 RBIs.
That would not surprise me,"

BRIEFS

Michigan...
Royals general manager Herk Robinson said. "We've had an interest in Dye for two years. He's
a wonderful kid. We wouldn't
have made this deal if we didn't
think it would make us a better
team."
Dye, who hit a home run for
the Braves in last year's World
Series, admitted he was somewhat disappointed to leave the
world champions for a team that
finished last in the AL Central.
"It's going to be tough," he
said. "But I've been on the. up_
end and the down end. In the minor leagues I was on the down
end. This team has a lot of young
talent and great pitching. It's just
a matter of time for them to get
to the top."

•Lakers...
FROM PAGE 2B
teams in the tournament include
Jackson Southside, Jackson
Central-Merry, University School
of Jackson and Milan, Tenn.
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Murray 10, Hickman Co. 2
CLINTON — Jake Thurmond
and Micah Cathey homered for
the Tigers while JohirDavid Poynor and Brent Underhill struck
out eight Hickman County batters
each as Murray opened the season with a win Thursday.
Cathey had a solo home run in
the second inning while Thurmond had a two-run shot in the
third. Murray brought six runs
across in the third inning for a
9-0 edge and cruised to the win
one day after its original season
opener with Mayfield was

IN Duncan...
FROM PAGE 2B
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in 1967, and the third of the '90s.
Gene Keady of Purdue was
selected last season and Randy
Ayers of Ohio State won in 1991.
Haskins has a 201-140 record
in 11 seasons at Minnesota and is
302-213 in 17 seasons as a college coach.

points."
North Carolina plays Arizona
in the other semifinal for a spot
in the NCAA championship game
Monday night.
Mills admits to being slightly
overwhelmed about his postseason play. After all, before this
season his playing time was
sparse and always came when the
game was well in hand for the
canceled.
Wildcats.
The Tigers, the two-time dePitino said Mills has improved
fending regional champions, totsteadily, and while the guard
aled 11 hits on the day. Cathey, doesn't have great quickn
ess or
Thurman Foster,._ Shane Andrus
leaping ability, he does have a
and John David Thieke had two. pretty jump shot.
hits apiece. Poynor was the win"He's a knockdown shooter
ning pitcher, going the first four
with a lot of confidence," the
innings, while Underhill pitched
coach said. "He's getting better
the last three.
at the other phases of the game,
"I was very pleased with our
and he has no fear for a person
first game," Tiger coach Cary
who hasn't played very much."
Miller said. "We've got such a
Mills said he's a different
young group, I felt we played player now.
very well. I was really happy
"I'd probably agree with- him
with both John David (Poynor) if you look
back at the beginning
and Brent (Underhill). They had of this year
and see what I was
very few walks and they did a doing," said Mills,
averaging 5.6
good job of putting the pitches points.
where they needed to."
Mills- missed four games in JaMurray is now off until April nuary after a concussion
in prac7, when it visits Paducah Tilgh- tice Jan. 8. In
the 20 games since
man at 4:30.
his return, he has scored in double figures seven times, including
five of the past six.
Mills was an All-State player
at Lexington Dunbar High School
and a teammate of Cincinnati's
Darnel
l Burton. He played on two
He coached for six seasons at
Western Kentucky, where he was teams that lost in the state tournament championship.
a star player from 1964-67 and
He turned down scholarships at
was named Ohio Valley Conferother
schools so he could follow
ence player of the year three conin
the
footsteps of his father,
secutive seasons. He was the
third player selected in the 1967
NBA draft and played nine seasons in the league with Chicago,
Phoenix and Washington.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
“AtIO.M

FROM PAGE 2B

753-9627

I

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Cs for Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horn. Offices: Bloomington, Illinois
NBA STANDINGS
AN Times CST
EASTERN CONFERENCE
AtIsar Division
W L Pet OS
x-Marri
52 17 754 —
x-Perm York
50 20 714 2:4
°Sunda
40 30 571 12:4
Washingion
34 15 493 1$
Now Jerry
22 47 319 30
Philadelphia
1$ 50 .266 33:4
Boston
13 58 163 40
Central Division
x-ehicapo
61 9 $71
1-Devoit
a 21 IN IrA
x-Atianta
49 22 ISO 12'A
Charlotte
45 25 043 16
Carter
36 33 .sn 244
iodine
33 36 478 27:4
M Waukee
26 41 406 32:4
Toronto
25 46 362
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Morro
W L Pot CIO
52 17 754
II-Houston
47 23 $71
5.4
hinoseota
3420 Ill 18:4
Di'
22 47 319 30
19 50 275 33
S.. Antonio
18 52 257 34:4
Vancouver
12 61 164 42
Peale Division
x-Seattle
49 21 7C0
el A. Lairs
4123 Si'
14k:island
4230 5113
LA elopers
31 38 440 1 Th
Phoenix
31 39 443 16
Sacramento
3042 40$ 217:4
Crash Slate
2544 31112 23:4
x-clricried droll berth

Thureiley's Clones
Chicago 96. Toronto 13
Atlanta 103. LA. Uppers 98
Houston 107, Cleveland N
San Antonio 97, Orlando 93
LA Laken 100. Vanccuter N. OT
Friday's (MAWS
New Yak at New Jeerf 6:30 pm
Boron N Philadelphia, 6,30 p.m
Toronto M Washington, 920 pm
Crosier at Mani. II:30 p.m
L.A. elopers Al Detroit 6:30 pro
Indiana a Charlotte, 7 p.m
Miersuhr N MA, $ pm
Golden State at Phoenix, $ om
VINOXIVOI N Portland, 9 pm.
Mirror at Seattle. 930 p.m.
Selwrefe Rends
Dallas vs WasNrielon at Bailmore 630 pm
Sacramento d Abend, 6:30 p.m
New Jerry at Chicago. 6:10 p.m
DIMVW al Houston. 7:30 p.m.
Utah at San Antonio, 720 p.m.
Suadaya Odor
Now fork at Orbiter, 11 -30 a.m.
L.A. elopers at indent 130 p.m
Mani al Toronto, 2 pm
Dam at Cloward, 5 p.m
Pradelphia at Detroit 6 pm
lannseota al Golden SOW, 7 p m
kiraulues at Denver, pm
Seattle al Phoenix, $ p.m.

• 13 hp Kohler'
179a
9
Command OHV engine
• Hydrostatic drive
• 42" Air Induction deck

YTH ISO Lawn Tractor
• 15 hp Kohler'Command engine
• Hydrostatic drive
• 42" Air Induction deck
• Mulching kit included

Terry, who played at Kentucky
from 1969-71 under Adolph
Rupp.
"He wanted to be part of
something that means so much to
his family," Pitino said. "He
didn't really expect to play. He
just continually worked hard because that's what he is all
about.

972 Chestnut St.
502-753-2571

New and Used
Lowest Prices

(Cooper)

Free Mount and
Computer Balance

TiRIES

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * '753-1111

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

All
Nike® - Reebok® Umbro®
- Adidas®
MLA
Apparel
A I

R

Mens • Womens • Childrens

20% OFF
Over 100 Selected Styles of
Athletic Shoes

20'1040'10 OFF
Sale Ends April 6th

Nike Air Max
#104076-401
Reg. S140.00

'9999
Sale

— MEN —
Nike Air Max Tailwind

File Stackhouse Mid

9101087-181 $8499
Reg. 8115.00
Saw

#1-B199C-150 $5999
Reg. S90.00
Sale

Salo Ends Aprll 6th

— WOMEN —
Reebok Leader DMX

MURRAY
Murray Home &
Auto Inc.

help Michigan control the boards
and thwart a dramatic Florida
State comeback in the second
half.
Traylor, who had 33 points and
19 rebounds in Michigan's two
v#3ories at Madison Square Garden, was named the tournament's
MVP.
"It's a great honor when you
look at the long list of names,"
Traylor said. "But if I didn't
score a point or get a rebound, it
wouldn't matter, because we
won."
Florida State (20-12) was led
by James Collins' 20 points, and
LaMarr Greer had 15. With former FSU point guards Charlie

Ward and Sam Cassell among the
15,849 on hand, the Seminoles
rallied from 18 down and closed
to 68-66 with 4:4.6 to go.
UConn 74, Arkansas 64
In the third-place game, Richard Hamilton's two straight
3-pointers turned back an Arkansas rally in the second half as
Connecticut defeated the Razorbacks 74-64.
Hamilton scored 19 points and
Monquencio Hardnett 17 for
UConn (18-14),
outrebounded Arkansas 43-26.'Hamilton made five 3-pointers and
UConn finished 11-of-16 from
3-point range.
Pat Bradley led the Razorbacks
(18-14) with 18 points on six
3-pointers.

RING
BREAK
SALE

821170
Reg. 870.00

The 1997 Phillip Allen Memorial Two-Person Golf
Scramble,sponsored by the Murray Lions Club,will be
played on Friday, April 18, at the Murray Country
Club. The charity event will begin with a shotgun start
at noon.The entry fee of$35 per golfer covers the cost of
green fees and cart. Prizes will be awarded for first,
second, fifth, tenth, and fifteenth places. In addition
prizes will be given for closest to the pin on two holes and
for the longest drive.
Persons interested in playing in the event may call the
Murray Country Club Pro Shop at 502-753-9430 to sign
up.

FROM PAGE 28

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

•Mills...
The—team pictured above finished 8-0 to win the Calloway County
Little League Basketball 3rd grade division. Team members
were
(front row, from left) Tyler Buckingham, T.J. Hargrove, Dustin Wilson, Kyle Rogers and Austin Carter; (middle row, from left) Austin
McCuiston, Taylor Thieke, David Robertson, Wes Adams and
Josh
Davidson; (back row) coaches Tom Adams and Bob Hargro
ve.
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'4999
Sees

Reebok Princess
#1475
Reg. $50.00

2999

Nike Air Max
9105077.111 $9999
Reg. 8110.00
Sale

DENNISON-HUNT

1203
Chestnut
Street

SPORTING GOODS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
Monday Through Saturday 9 til 6

Murray
Kentucky
753-8844
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.

&6.00 Column Inch
40% Discount 2nd Rum
40% Discount Sid tuft
i A3Mka Mati4 Day PaeadJ
1200. poi column Inch extra for
Tuesday (Shopping Gukiet.

reader Ads
300 per word, $6.00 minimum
1s1 day.60 pot word pot day for
each additional consecutive
day. $2.00 extra for Shoppor
(Tues. Classtfiods go into Shopping Guido.) $2.00 infra for
bind box ads.

yard $&e $7.50 PreioQtq
A $2.00 itre wilt be required to mate
airy changes to ed ogee deatelna

TO PLACE
AN AD
Curd of
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domesuc & Childcare
Position Wanted
Busuass Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade

010
020
025
040
050
060
070
090
100
110
120
130

Thanks
140
150
155
160
165
170
180
190
195
200
210
220

Legal
Notice

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

Lee Thorpe, ET AL, Defendants
NOTICE OF SALE
Case No. 96-CI-0041B
By virtue of a judgement and order of sale of the Calloway Circuit

Court rendered at the February 28 term thereof 1997, inAthe above
cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the
city of Murray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
the Seventh day of April, 1997 at Noon or thereabout, the following
described property, to-wit:
Beginning at the Northeast corner of the Old Corporate limits of
town of Murray, Kentucky,and being the northeast corner of Lot
No 1 of said City Plat, being recorded in deed book H page 496,
Calloway County court clerk's Office, thence west with the north
boundary line of Lot No. 1 to the corner of Lizzie McClains lot,
thence south with east line of Lizzie McClains lot 47 feet, thence
east 97 feet to second street or the east boundary of the town of
Murray, Kentucky,thence north with Second Street,47 feet to the
point of beginning.
The real estate shall be sold for cash. Bidders will be prepared to
comply promptly with these terms.
JEAN MILLER
MASTER COMMISSIONER
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Card of Thanks

*doe
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

The family of Refus Tabers
would like to say thanks to everyone
for your kindness shown during our
loss. Theflowers,food, cards, kind
words & visits were appreciated.
Especially Miller Funeral Home,
Bro. William B. Miller and Mrs.
Oneida White, a special thanks to
MCCH & LTC staff & nurses, and
Dr. Robert Hughes and staff who
cared for our Dad.

FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Litehouse. 753-0700.

6411
'

May God bkss you
Janette & Joe Walker
Martha & Pat Adams
& Families

54,PPY BIRTHDAy
„ She's 40 today &
she's a cryin'
Won't be long she'll
be a dyin'
Her reddish hair is
turning to gray
It's too late now - no
need to pray
The face is falling &
other things too
The front & back there's nothing to
do
She works on teeth,
but her eyesight is
bad
So we put her up front - makes everyone mad
We should let her go, yes that would teach her
But then they'd starve - her husband's a
preacher
So we're stuck with old TERRI
We can't trade her in
So we'll love her & help her
Till she's 40 again.

GUARANTEED ISSUE
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Now, regardless of REALM you
can purchase any of the Major Medical
Plans apprOved by the Board of the KY
Purchasing
Alliance.
The
McConnell Insurance Agency offers all

Health

the plans and represents all the companies offering this insurance to residents

HOUSE of Clothes. Open
MonsSat,9 to 5,Sun Ito 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1.00 Ihrts mens, womens, childrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. Off Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
489-2243 or 763-6981.

Workers Cafe
Home Cooked
Meals
Everyday &
Desserts
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat.
5 a.m.-2 p.m.
Starting March 28
Frt. Nights 5-9 p.m.
Sun. 7-2 p.m.
901 Coldwater Rd.
759-2288
(Formerly Jennie Petite)

I John Anthony Carroll will
not be held responsible for
any debts other than my
own as of 3/20/1997
NUTRENA Feed now at
State Line Feed Store located next to State Line
Western World, 1.8 miles
West of Hazel, Hwy 893 W.
502-492-614.4. Horse teed
$4.95!! $1.00 off River Run
Dog Food.
PHYSIC Readings by Mrs.
Ann Advises on Past, Present, Future. All problems &
affairs of life 767-0508_

AGE 19?
Unless still in School
or College, their
family group hospital
insurance may have
expired due to age.
Our most popular Major Medical Policy offers comprehensive
benefits at reasonable
rates.. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
"free local claim service"
050

pre-existing conditions.

McConnell Insurance Agency
Murray • 753-4199
Nationwide 1-800-455-4199

AVON sales $8-$15/hr. No
door to door. Easy
methods! Quick Cash!'Bonuses' 1-800-827-4640
ind/s1s/rep.

Exp. PBX or Switchboard Operator with
computer knowledge.
P/T position available. Send resumes
only with references.Send to:
P.O. Box 213
Murray, Ky. 42071
No Calls

HELP wanted Donut Palace 759-5700

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing In

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:

LOCAL day care has a full
time teaching position
open. Call 753-7359 Murray Day Care.

FOR a small investment
you can have a turn- key
business you can do from
your home part time or full
time. Call 753-6079. Leave
a message and we will
return your call.

accepting applications from experienced workers for
asphalt paving and
equipment
operators. CDL drivers
are also needed for
new tandem dump
trucks.

Apply in
person at
426 W Gardner,

WANTED: Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work. 436-2867.
150
Ankles
For liski
10FT jon boat, like new,
$150. Wedding gown &
veil, size 9/10, $275.
753-7852 after 5pm
• 2 USED vacuum cleaners,
1 upright, 1 canister,
Call
each.
$25
759-9215.

CHILDCARE in my home
Afternoons, evenings &
weekends Drop ins welcome. 759-0276 Ref.

mind can cure.

Wiggins Furniture has furniture
coming in and we are in the
middle of painting and fixing up.
We're forced to sell at BIG DISCOUNT PRICES until we are
done. Furniture must be moved
out - (in order to get Extra Extra
Discount) we must make room.
Just received a truck load of white
wicker and 24 more pieces of
living room furniture.

COME SEE - COME SAVE NOW!
Up To 36 Mos Financing • Free DelivPrv

WIGGINS
FURNITURE

Hidp
Wanted
2

mi. North of Murray on 4 Lane
753-4566

••••-•.0.-

•

BLACK long sequin prom
dress, $100. 489-2697.
KENMORE electric range,
5% yrs old. Kenmore humidifier, still in box. Call
492-8170 between 2:30pm
till fipm.

CLEANING is my business
Home or office. Call Linda,
759-9553.
CLEANING Service expanding Call for amt. for
free estimate. Barbara
767-0423.

LUMBER sale! Daily specials. New garage doors
while they last. Paschal
Salvage, % mile from
H8/01, KY. 498-8964

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning Call Lori
474-8340.

MOWERS 753-8292.

HOUSE & office cleaning_
Fast, efficient & reasonable.
Phone
(502)753-6199

PACKARD Bell computer,
Fisher stereo, Tappan
microwave. 753-7077.

WILL sit with the elderly
Expenence & references
Call 753-4590 for
information

SEE us for your barn or roof
meta Cut to length. Covers 36 inches, many colors.
Economy Metal & Supply
Co. 4892722.

YOUNG woman seeks
housekeeping positions
Good rates. Also pet sitting,
by day or week. 759-9610
Holly.

870 CASE
discs, hay ra
& 9ft dii
753-7169.

Deadlines ate 2 days
In advance,

REAR Tyne
pick-up,
753-0195.

OP

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AMIABLE
Advertising

Suskisse

V% INTEREST. Secured
by equity. 753-9211.

BHB Firearrr
to town, 767.
rifles, shotg
supplies.

Sales Representative

Full-time sales position available for a highly,
self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whltnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

GUNS, buy
436-5650.

PSE Maraud
let off & 9 E
$100 767-01

Vol

FOR sale, e
very good co
Call 762-399

Principal Vacancy
Calloway County Schools invites applications for the Principal's position at Southwest Elementary School. Southwest
Elementary has an enrollment of 425,
serving students in grade levels P-5. All
applicants must present proof of appropriate certification from the Kentucky Department of Education. The position contract will be for 240 days and the salary
commensurate with rank and experience.
Applications may be obtained by contacting Calloway County Board of Education,
Box 800, Murray, Kentucky 42071 (Contact person, Mr. Ronnie Walker, 502753-3033, extention 114). Deadline for
applications is April 30, 1997.

NOW HIRING
325 Per Week
Our Reno based manufacturer has expanded into the Benton, Henry, Calloway,
Carroll, Chestia, Decator and surrounding
areas.
This has created openings in our delivery,
sales, service & management depts.
Excellent income & benefits are available

to qualified applicants in a fast paced environment. No experience is necessary due to
factory sponsored training. Other benefits
include:
'Up to $325 per week to start

'Insurance Program
"Paid vacation after 6 months
'Monthly bonuses
'Management training program
For a confidential interview call
our personel department
Thurs. & Fri. only 8-5.

901-584-0924
(1) 800-215-4806

PIANO for
good home
Wurlitzer spec
bench. Excc
tion; professi
looks great,
better. Must
physical disa
Call (502
Murray.

1

11181111-iiettek

DONTT forge
fiberglass, roc
pinning & gree
terial. Paschall
mile from I
498-8964

Mob
Hoeft F

14X70 HOLLY
bath. Call 75.1
6Pm.
14X80 1988 N
3br, 2 bath, he
appliances.
753-1311.
2BR trailer
753-9866.

FINAL Mark C
oral 1996 mod
energy efficien
ICED TO SEl
Mobile Homes,
E.
Peri
1-800-642-489

RII
Check
u

WE SiST
Jim Knight
Jet Knight
Alith Knight
Hwy. 641 Tom Taylo

In
Pag

THE LAUREL
CENTER
At Parkway Regional Hospital
The Laurel Center,a chemical dependency in-patient unit in Fulton, Kentucky is seeking a qualified individual
to fill the following vacancy:

Activities and Aftercare Coordinator
Bachelor's degree in a recognized
activity therapy field, or three years
experience in the substance abuse and/
or recreational field required. Individual should possess an interest or
understanding of substance abuse
treatment issues. Must be able to work
as an equal team member and to, com-

TERRY Lee dolls, original
box, clothes. Price is still on
box. Also, Revlon doll. Both
approximately 40yrs old
UM new. 492-8404.

municate in an empathic manner with
patients. Approximately 20-30 hours
per week.Salary negotiable. References
required. Send resumes to The Laurel
Center,2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, KY
42041. EOE.
•

YAMAHA Terripro 4
wheeler & sprayer. Upright
Plano & 2 bookshelves
753-8897. after 7pm.

Help For Today,
Hope For Tomorrow

r[0

I

18FT No*.
*karst 492

Saturday Closed

BEAUTIFUL 100% wool
6X9 burgundy French rug,
$700. New large floral tapestry wing bath chair with
ottoman,$400. If interested
please call 753-0122.

070

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
WWI, the

•

OFFICE HOURS',
Mon.-Frl. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

AVAILABLE now. Utility
sheds to store your lawn
tractor, tools & so forth.
Solid built, any style, any
shape. Will even match the
siding on your home. Starting aglow as $635for a 6x8.
We deliver & setup. Call
Sam to discuss your needs.
502-767-9787.

WANTED: Musician. Send
resume to. Mt. Moriah
Church, P.0 Box 2831, Paducah, KY 42002, Attn: Donald Tope Deadline March
31, 1997.

Dorms*
& Childcare

FREE CONSULTATION

KING size WI
lent oonditio
wood Must
make offer

at* so corrections can be
Mode.

A 60's style beautician
chair, $75. 435-4567.

Mayfield, KY.

Eating - Sleeping
Studying - Nall Biting

060

DAY help needed Apply at
Dutch Essenhaus, Hwy
121 N

Business
Opportunity

EOE

FOUND Male, beagle mix
at Murray Wal-Mart on
3/21/97 No collar Taken to
Shelter, 759-4141

Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Produce
Free Column
Wanted

Advedisers aro requested lo
check She Ord insertion et
*eh ads tor any ewer. Murray
Lodow & limes will be pssponsibie Tor only ono incorrect Insertion. Any error
should be repotted knitted,

00

Pavcon Construction Co.,Inc. is now

The Calloway County Board of Education
has a position available for a Head Coach of
Girls Soccer at Calloway County High
School. The desired credentials include prior
experience as a soccer player and/or coach,
current high school teaching certificate, and
the willingness to obtain a CDL bus driver
license. Send resume and cover letters to
Calloway County Board of Education, Attention: Karen Brandon, P.O. Box 800, Murray,
KY 42071 by April 14, 1997. The Calloway
County Board of Education is an Equal
Education and Employer Institution. s

Motorcycles
Auto Services

PLASTICS MANUFACTURER SEEKING TOOL
ROOM SUPERVISOR. We
are searching for an agres- MOTHERS & Others! Mail
sive individual with a vision order business, $250+
to build and run a world week, pt/ft. 601-895-0879
class tool repair depart- Or
Visit
ment to support a $35min WWW.WOrk-frOT-hOTO.00
injection molding opera- m/m-g.
tion. Successful candidate
will have a minimum of 10 PAUL Harvey recently said,
years experience in injec- 'People under the age of 45
tion molding, 5 years as a will probably never get a
journeyman. Experience in Social Security check!'
building and repairing Concerned? I have the anmolds a must. To apply swer! Call 1-800-411-0883.
COMMERCIAL CON- send resume to: PO Box
120
STRUCTION SUPERIN- 766, Hopkinsville, KY
TENDENT. Aggressive 42241. Attention: Rita
Computers
construction company is Brown.
looking for experienced SEEKING full time em- COMPUTER CLASSES
superintendent with good ployee in optometric office. NOW BEING HELD DAYS
scheduling and people Experience in insurance to AND EVENINGS FOR
skills. Send resume to: computer desirable, but not WINDOWS 95, INTERSuperintendent, P.O.Box essential. Send resume to: NET; MS OFFICE AND
107, Murray, KY 42071.
1208 Johnson Blvd., Mur- OTHERS. CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
DIRECTOR of Music, part- ray, KY 42071.
time. Northside United THE Homeplace- 1850, at 753-7001 TODAY.,
Methodist Church, Padu- TVA's Land Between The
140
cah. Friday evenings, Lakes, is seeking a historiWant
442-4959.
cal interpreter/ guide for a
To &pi
seasonal,
position.
hourly
DISTRIBUTORS wanted
An opportunity to build your Duties include domestic ANTIQUES, collectibles &
own business in the well- work in a traditional female memorabilia. lac or all
ness field Call 753-6079 role, cooking on a wood you've got Call Larry at
stove, hand sewing, spin- 753-3633.
and leave message.
ning and weaving, gardenGIFT Shan Clerk- LBL Gol- ing, and providtpg demon- ANTIQUES by the piece or
den Pond Gift Shop, 30+ strations or programs about collections. 753-9433 day
hours per week, starts at the 1850 era. Applicant or night.
$5.15/hour, 9 to 5, some should have at least a high CASH paid for good, used
weekends and holidays, school diploma plus two rifles, shotguns, and pisyear round work. 924-2088
years of university courses tols. Benson Sporting
br equivalent experience. Goods, 519 S. 12th,
HAIR Designer- assistant Hourly rate of pay is com- Murray.
needed for lull or part time petitive, no benefits. Send JUNK cars & trucks. Call
position. Current KY Cos- letter of application and re- 753-3633 ask for Larry.
metology license required. sume to: The HomeplaceCall 753-6323 for 1850, 100 Van Morgan STANDING 'TIMBER- any
Drive, Golden Pond, Ken- species, large or small
interviewer
tucky 42211-9001_
tracts. 502-753-2533.

Head Coach - Girls Soccer

Whet the mind can

.

Help
Wanted

Help
Wanted

APPLICATION PROGRAMMER Information Systems. Position to begin May
1997. Qualifications: Production programming expenenoe in an IBM Mainframe environment using
COBOL, plus VSAM, MVS
JCL, CICS, and CMS experienoe desired. Bachelor's degree preferred, consideration will be given to
candidate with extensive
experience as an application programmer. Responsibilities: Program, test, document, and install new
software into the production environment, analyze
production software problems under supervision and
take corrective action;
study manuals and texts as
necessary to obtain and
keep up to date with standard utilities and tools. Application Deadline: April 11,
1997. To Apply: Send resume and . names, addresses,and phone numbers. of
three professional references to Ann Gupton, Senior Programmer Analyst,
Room 115F, Industry and
Technology Building, Murray State University, PO
Box 9, Murray, KY
42071-0009. Equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D, AA
employer.

Last
And Found

change and shop for price alone. If your

365
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
435
440
450
460

Happy Birthday
For Sale or Lease 470
Commercial Property for Sale 480
Pets & Supplies 485
Livestock & Supplies 490
Yard Sale 495
Public Sale 500
Home Loans 510
Real Estate 520
Lake Property 530
Lots For Sale 550
Farms For Sale 560
Homes For Sale 570

060

060

753-4199

high, call us for a quote. You can now
present policy is over 12 months old,
you do not have any waiting period for

360

A highly self motivated individual with great interpersonal skills for traffic/ billing
position for advertising
sakes. Job responsibilities
include data entry and accounting procedures. Must
be a responsibile individual
work under a
deaiadon.Send re-.
sums
Box 1040 C,
Murray, KY 42071. EOE.

SON OR DAUGHTER

of Western Kentucky.
If your current Major Medical is too

240
260
270
280
285
290
300
310
320
330
340

Help
Wanted

1-•901
Nodes

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit Court, Commonwealth of Kentucky By And On Relation Of Margaret Handmaker,
Secretary of Revenue, County Of Calloway, Plaintiff, Versus Bobbie

905 Sycamore •

Want I o Buy
Articles For Sale
. Appliances
Horne Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical

060

010

01 11

ADJUSTMENTS

CALL 753-1916
In Memory
Miscellaneous
Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile 110frle Lots For Rent
feaung And Cooking
Business Rentals
Want 1 o Rent
Apartments For Rent
.
Rooms For Rent
Houses 1.or Rent
For Rent Or Lease

DARK gram
and char,
sofa Both g
3 Area rug
arid mauve
rattily or
436-4561 al

JONs 111t.

Sunse
Dixieland

1200
MIT

-1....•••••••rommilonpol
/

•

-

•••

•••

- r- •- •

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

260

161

320

MN&
Hamm For

Reakiiags

3.1

APII"nbiref Neat
DARK green leather sofa
and chair, beige/ mauve
sofa Both good condition
3 Area rugs, blue, beige
and mauve Wdl sell separately or together
435-4561 afar 4pm

•

KING size waterbed. Excellent condition. Light color
woad Must sell, call arid
make offer 753-6063
190
Fats
ElOPeall
18FT Napahide gram bed
w/host 492-8411

2 BR, central heat
753-5209
28R, nice, appliances &
water furnished Coleman
RE, 753-9898

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available
753-5585
2 ROOM office space in
Southside Shopping Center. 753-4509 or 753-6612.

REAR Tyne tiller, 3 point
pick-up, 40in cut
753-0195.

3000S0 ft warehouse with
11ft ceiling. 602 Maple St,
Murray. For information,
753-8964
4 CAR shop available April
1, 753-4509

Spoils

2BR, near MSU. Apphonon furnished. Available now Coleman RE
753-9828
28R nice duplex, central
hie, appliances furnished
Coleman RE. 753-9898

870 CASE with plows,
discs, hay rake, dials plow
& 9ft disc mower
753-7169.

2nn

28R Embassy Apt. Central
gas H/A. Nice Available
now
Coleman RE
753-9898.

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. 1,2 & 38R apartments. Mur-Cal Apartments, 902 Northwood Dr,
Murray, KY. 759-4984.
Equal
Housing
Opportunity.
BRAND new, 2tx, 1.4 bath
townhouse, appliances
plus w/d furnished, $500
per month. 1yr lease, Imo
deposit. No pets. Call
753-2905 or 753-7536
BRAND new 1br, 1 bath
apartment. $375/mo, 1mo
deposit. 1yr lease. No pets
753-2905 or 753-7536.

Eedormal
IN Hazel- 2000 square foot
BHB Firearms has moved building with heat and air
to town, 767-9744. Pistols, conditioning in large office BRAND new 2br duplex. 2
rifles, shotguns, hunting and half bathroom. Located bath, garage, all apsupplies.
at 307 4th Street, suitable pliances, $600 per month,
lease, deposit. No pets.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade for warehouse or small bus- 1706
Oak Hill Dr. Ready
iness. Immediate occu436-5650
pancy at $400 per month March 15. 753-7457.
PSE Marauder bow, 65% (negotiable). Call 492-8149 DUPLEX,
2yr. old, 2br, 2
let off & 9 Easton arrows between 5.00 and baths,
large rooms, lots of
$100. 767-0547.
10:00pm.
closet space, microwave,
ref. with ice maker, self
OFFICE
space
lease,
for
22n
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 51h St. cleaning range, dishwasher, disposal, washer/
753-8302 or 753-9621
dryer. $475 per month.
SMALL house for rent as Days 753-5341, nights
FOR sale electric guitar,
office space Zoned com- 767-9503.
very good condition, $300
mercial, located at 1100
Call 762-3998.
Glendale Rd. $350/mo. EXTRA clean efficiency
apartment,furnished or unPIANO for sale. Wanted 753-4389 or 753-5960
furnished. Lease & deposit.
good home for antique
Located New Concord. No
Wurlitzer spinet piano and
pets. 436-5401.
Neon Beach
bench. Exccellent condition; professionally tuned;
Mini-Storage
KENTUCKY Lake, Lakelooks great, sounds even
land Weedy Village, lbr
New Buildings
better. Must sell due to
apartment, utilities inAll Sizes Available
physical disability. $1,250.
cluded, rent based on inCall (502)489-2858
753-3853
come. 62 & older, or handiMurray.
cap & disabled. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
502-354-8888.
2111
LARGE 2br duplex, 1'h
bath, w/garage. All apMisosiansous
pliances, including w/d,
113R apartment with all ap- central gas h/a, $550/rno
+
DONTT forget- Big stock pliances including washer
fiberglass, roofing, under- & dryer available. Call Mur- deposit, lease. No pets.
436-2113.
pinning & green house ma- Cal Realty, 753-4444.
terial. Paschall Salvage:%
NEW 2br duplex $375
1I3R, nice, new AASU. Ap- month, 1 year lease. No
mile from Hazel, KY
pliances
furnished. Cole- pets, deposit. 753-4937
498-8964
man RE. 753-9898.
days, 436-2741 nights.
270
1BR upstairs apartrnent. NICE 2br, duplex Call
Mobile
Appliances furnished. 753-5731.
Home Far NM
Across from campus.
14X70 HOLLYPARK 2br, 1 $265/mo. No pets. Avail- UNFURNISHED upstairs
bath Call 753-4381„ after able now. References re- apartment, 2br, $303 per
month plus deposit. Water
quired. 753-1203.
&Pm.
& garbage paid. Call
1
OR
2br
apts.
near
down- 753-8355 between Band 5.
14X80 1988 NORTHWIND
3br, 2 bath, heat pump, all town Murray. 753:4109.
appliances $12,500
28/1 apt with all appliances
310
753-1311.
including washer & dryer
Rooms
2BR trailer for sale. available. Call Mur-Call ReFor RNA
753-4444.
alty.
753-9866.
1614 OLIVE, gas heat, all
FINAL Mark Down!!! Sev- 2BR Duplex, c/h/a, w/d utilities furnished. Coleman
hookup, deck, ceiling fans, RE, 753-9898.
eral 1996 models left. New
energy efficient homes PR- appliances furnished,
ICED TO SELL!!! Dinkins $450/mo Deposit & lease PRIVATE bedroom, share
remainder of house, w/d,tv.
Mobile Homes, Inc. Hwy 79 required. 436-5725.
E.
Paris,
TN 3BR house. References re- Walk to hospital, downtown, business & industry.
1-800-642-4891.
quired. No pets. 753-3300. $170 First, last & seaaity.
References. 753-9211.

LOCZNERING
CARPET & Fi
Check our prices on prefinished
& unfinished oak hardwood,
carpet & tile.

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
30 Years. Experience
Jim Knight Salss & Installation Torn
Taylor Rd
Jay Knight
Math Knight
Kmght's
Hwy. 641 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road. Right 1500 yards_

753-7728

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
206 South 6th

753-8107

/ ALPINE
•
'iockradrosgab.

•
Clarion*
4C--

,I
1LJP II-

Tapes
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

FREE CAR WASH
W/Fill-Up

ci
1200 S. 12th St. • 753-0066
Min. Purchase Required

310

Garage Sale
1209 Kirkwood
Comer of Peggy
Ann & Kirkwood

"Rain or Shine"
Foe Asia
Or Lam

May 29th
6-12

2BR duplex, 2 full & 2'4
baths, all appliances, large
closets, no steps, covered
carport 20X30ft storage
building in rear References
required No pets. $525/mo
with $525 security deposit
Lease is required Call
753-3018, leave message
CREEKVIEW Self-storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40/mo. 759-4081.
NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536
trin
Pets
& Supplies
BEAGLES- 4 adults, good
hunters. $50/each Reason
for selling- geting out
436-5494
AKC COLLIE pups, $100
753-4545
DOG KENNELS 10X10X6
$199. Delivery/ set-up
available. Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858
MINIATURE Pincher,
5mos old, stag bred. Beautiful
dog, $200
502-354-8442.
MISSING 2 female Beagle
dogs from Dexter- Almo
area or Brooks Chapel Rd
Please call 753-1557 or
489-2015

Lkastock
& Supplies
7x7x16FT Gooseneck
horse trailer, $1600
759-5036
CHICKS, ducks, turkeys,
geese. Taking orders now.
Farmers Farmacy,
759-2248

GOAT (nervous)., Call
753-8824, after 3pm or
leave message
STRAW $2 bale 753-7169
4/10

Yard Sale
B-2 Fox
Meadows

k

Sat. March 29
7 til 2
Cardioglide,
83 Blazer, furniture,
cassettes, 3T boys
clothes, toys, and
many household
items.

Multi Family
Yard Sale
& Sat
8 a.m.-?
121 N. to Hwy. 299
right, left on Norsworthy Rd., 2nd brick left.
Computer, infant to 2T
girt, Jenny Lind cradle,
big men's & women's,
home furnishings.
489-2711

Spring Yard Sale
403 So. L.P.
Miller & Elm
(ore. block off Popular)

Sat. 29th 8:30
Nice clothang, malty name
braridr, new, ladies,
girls & lux; saes, shoes,
jewelry, hats, books, flu.
Naive mid loci of h011fe
hold fleas
Free box yea! come'

190

GENRE racking horse &
he also works. 753-0248.

Men, Warier's,
Childrems Clothing.
Boys-Girls (0-2T),
Toys, Misc

YARD
SALE
Wisehart's
Grocery
641,South
Saturday
8 a.m.-5 p.m

Yard Salo

Garage Sale
94W to Oaks Country
Club Rd., right Misty
Meadows Subd.
Fit, March 28
Sat., March 29
$ a.m.-2 p.m.
Wooden workbench,patio table w/4 chairs, motorized jeep, strollers,
Little Tykes work bench,
men's Of shirts.

NEED
EXTRA
CASH?
Have a yard sale
and advertise in
the classifieds.

Mousse
For Real

Garage Sale
2 & 4BR houses. Lease &
deposit required"'— 110 Tanglswood Circle
Woodpile fkrbd.
753-4109.
753-51177
2BR. $200 deposit.
Fri. 7 ark-5 p.m
$300/mo. 753-0076.
Sat. 7 sat.?
2BR, 427 S 8th. 753-6232.
1984 Toyota,lots of child2BR with 2room addition in
ren's & adults clothes,enNew Concord area. Refertertainment center, 19 in.
ences & deposit required.
tv., Sears 5 in 1 toning
Ph 436-2920 after 50m.
table, buffet, water punter, furniture, outdoor
3BR, 2 bath house, 18
swing & household items.
months old for lease. Call
Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a.
Lease/ references required. No pets. $500/mo.
489-2414.
313R, 2 bath, new house in
peaceful subdivision. 2
miles from town. $550/mo
plus deposit & lease.
753-7091.
4BR, 2 bath brick at 1609
Wiswel Rd.$8001m0 Central h/a. Available now. Coleman RE, 753-9898.
NEWLY remodeled 3br, 2
bath near MSU on quiet
street with all new appliances, central gas h&a,
w/d hookup, ceiling farts. 2
finished rooms upstairs for
study rooms. Double carport & outside storage.
$575, lease, security deposit, references. No pets.
753-1059.
NICE brick house, located
on 94E, 1mi past city finite.
Right next door to LakeWay Convenience Store.
Five rooms downstairs &
one large room upstairs.
Bath and halt Garage and
half. Large sun deck in
back. Could-be used for
commercial offices. This
house has el new central
gm & air condkion. This
house was remodeled four
yews ago. Will rent to college students. For more
infomastion call: 753-0039
hours Sam-4:30pon (Business), Neve message on
machine if out Of oNce.
750-9725 Home.

Don't put it

in the attic,
garage or
basement
put it in the
Classifieds

753-1916
d30

Huge
Garage Sale
RI. 7 a.nt-4
Sat. 7 ant-2 p.m.
6 miles out 94E,left on
Purdom Rd. on left.
Drams,glass, pool table,
weight bench, table &
chars, 14.9x28 Vector
Was, mizrovnivat, bob,
antiques, meal shelving
and much, much monillt

Moving Sale
413

King
Richard Dr.

In Sherwood
Forest Sub.

Sat. & Mon.
3-29/3-31
8:00-4:30
Bedroom furniture,
hope chest, country
items, baby clothes
& misc.

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

Y7NT:50".
' • 40.0.

Hamm
For UN

Used
Can

MINI farm 8 acres, fenced
pond & shed 4br house
with vinyl Wiry & wood
exterior 2 6iihrcoms, 1
with a whirlpool Living
room den with a bay window, dining room, kitchen
with a garden window 2car
attached garage Central
gas heat & air Brooks
Chapel Rd $75,000
753 8154 after' 4pm or
leave message

LOVELY 3 or 4br 1 bath, 2
story brick home Let your
kids walk to school. Close
to Murray Middle School &
Hospital. Newly remodeled
kitchen & cabinets, new
carpet, central gas & air,
large backyard Excellent
home for young couple or
retirees Offered at
$69,500. 753-3445

1989 PLYMOUTH Sun
dance,2dr, a/c, cruise, new
power module, Pioneer
speakers (150W), tilt
753-6893 leave message

Red
Estate
2 DUPLEXES 492-8516
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified.
759-4218

160

Home
For Sala
107 EZELL Rd, 1',4 story,
3br, 3 baths, covered deck,
2 car garage, healed rear
utility garage, fireplace/ gas
logs. 3 acres, brick drive
Call Barbara, Century 21,
Loretta Jobs Realtors
50 2 - 75 3 - 1 49 2 .
M1514000622.
FRESHLY decorated, new
home. 3br, 1'4 bath, cha
Highland Oaks Subdivision, 4mi N of Murray.
$61,500 759-5571.
2YFI old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 hill baths, 2 car
garage Large lot and lots of
extras. 753-4761.
3BR, 14 bath brick in city.
Fenced yard, screened
porch, $88,500. 753-8887
days, 759-9974 nights
38R, 2 bath, approx. 1650
sq ft. in Mathis Farm Subdivision with extra shop/
garage. Call 753-2627.
3BR, 2 bath brick home on
large lot in quiet subdivision Many unique features After 5pm call
753-4086
38R house on KY Lake,
central h/a, 2 bath,
$78,500 502-436-5253,
leave message
416 CHANTILLY, 2br, 2
baths, ceramic, luxury cabinets, cathedral ceiling,
$69,900. 527-9921.
4BR, 3 bath house with
fenced in back yard, on
Tabard Dr in Martin
Heights • Reasonably priced
492-6200 or
753-7688.

MELROSE PLACE 1206
Melrose offers this 3br
home featuring living room,
dining room with hardwood
floors, kitchen & family
room Garden spot in back
yard Just reduced, offered
in the $60's. Contact Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.

•

4BR house with 2-3 acres
on Brooks Chapel Rd Call
437-4327

THE paint isn't dry on this
new 4br, 2.5 bath home.
Palladian windows adorn
BEAUTIFUL 3br, 2 full the facade of this excellent,
baths, carpeted, fully brown fully functional plan. You'll
brick home with gas heat & love the hardwood flooring
air cond, 2 car garage, throughout, two spacious
2499sq ft. Extremely low' great rooms, soaring ceilutilities, large deck, new ings and quality craftsmanroof. 810 N. 20th St, ship throubliout Located in
$119,000. Call 753-6424.
4urray Estates- on quiet
dul-de-sac. This home
ESTATE sale: 3br, 1 bath, could
be just what your
in town, garage, central h/a
looking for. For inquires call
with separate 1 bedroom 435-4487,
759-1828 or
rental unit, $63,900. 753-9950.
Household furnishings, appliances, and more items. WALK to the take from this
759-9932.
furnished two bedroom cottageor grill on the screened
EXECUTIVE home in
porch & view the lake. Only
Spring Creek Oaks. 4 bed$37,721- Call Century 21,
rooms (master bedroom
753-1492.
suite with fireplace), 3
baths, formal living room,
.170
formal dining room, large
great room with fireplace,
Motorcycle.
upstairs sitting room or
playroom, office or sewing 1982 KAWASAKI 650 LTD,
room, tiered patio, front $500 759-5036
porch, professionally landscaped yard with sprinkler 1988 HONDA 1500 Aspensystem. Priced consider- cade, 2 helmets, 39,xxx,
ably below appraised loaded and nice 753-3672
value. 753-1566.
1990 YAMAHA Banshee 4
FOR sale by owner: 3br wheeler, FMF pipes, K & N
with 1 full and 2 half baths. air filter, excellent condiCentral gas heat & air. In- tion. Needs nothing but ridground pool w/ new filter, ing, $2750 obo. 492-8760
motor & pump. Brand new after 5pm.
roof. Extra large lot with 1993 YAMAHA TimberMature trees in city. Priced wolf, 2wd, excellent shape,
in the $80's. Show by ap- runs great $2,750 obo
•pointment. Call 759-1348, 492-6157
after 5pm
1995 MOTO-4 Yamaha.
HISTORIC home built by Asking $3,500. Call
slave owner in the 1800's 436-2528 8am-5pm,
made of handmade bricks 436-6032 after 5pm.
and located near Lakeway
Shores. Kitchen and bath 1996 HONDA 300 EX 4
updated to luxury living. wheeler, like new. 1990
Other areas ready for per- Yamaha Blaster 4 wheeler.
sonalizing. CaN Century 21, 125 Suzuki 4 wheeler
753-1492 and see on the 753-4636 if no answer,
leave message
mternet

5.1 ACRES new KY Lake
Boat tamp, New Concord
$5,950. Easy terms
759-1922.

MOVING out of stale,
must sell 3 BR 114 NM
nook liddi Mai moped
and Mashed wrap on
1.47 sem. Many medal
features, $45400. Cell
4374309 lea a skewing.

5B

lhes
1988 ASTRO
753-7169

van

1988 GMC Satan, V6, a
power, dual at, well main
tamed Very dean, 1 40xs,
miles, $4250 436-5610

1989(WHITE)Thunderbird
SC supercharged V-6. ex
tra clean/ nice Fully
loaded Call 753-0425 or
753-0882

1995 DODGE Caravan
one owner, 25,XXX
753-5121

1991 Z34 LUMINA, red
sharp, loaded $8,995 obo
Call 436-5496

1995 MERCURY Villager
loaded, 24xxx miles
$20,000 492-8769

1992 LUMINA Euro, 4dr
completely loaded, only
25,XXX miles Call
753-7785
1993 MERCURY Tracer,
17,XXX miles, auto, a/c,
pis $5,800 obo 759-1410

500
Used
MMus
1984 CJ 7 Jeep 492-841!
1986 GMC S-15 extendecab, 150xxx miles 198 r
Ford LTD 436-5050

NEW, 2 story, 4br, 24
baths Open foyer, columns, tile floors, etc, etc. 1994 HONDA Prelude, 1988
CHEVY Silverack
City subdivision. Ready to dark blue, sun roof, fully C1500
SWB. stepside
sell. 759-2571, 435-4013, loaded, extra nice Call loaded,
70xxx miles
759-0425
or 753-0882
435-4040.
436-2794 or 742.359i
NEW apprx 1400sq ft, 3br, 1994 TOYOTA Corolla, (Pager)
2 baths, located in newly 4dr, automatic, 59,xxx
1989 CHEVROLET Silver
established subdivision, miles Like new lease car
ado with camper topper
753-9459,
$83,900 firm 436-5362,
leave message. 122,XXX miles
$7,000
436-5437, 759-4567.
1995 CHRYSLER Cirrus 435-4042
NEW home, near comple- LX. 45,XXX miles, hunter 1994
FORD F-150, ext cat:
tion, 3br, 2 bath, 2 car green, V-6, air, p/w, p/1, Weekdays after
4, wpm.
garage wistorage. Large am-fm cassette, new tires & weekends
753-5293
front porch, large deck, bay new brakes $12,700 obo
1994 FORD Ranger XLT
window in front breakfast 759-4590
4cyl, Sap, a/c, p/s, bedliner
room, c/h/a, gas 753-1428 1995
DODGE Neon. 2dr,
after 6pm.
white, Sap, good condition $8,600 obo 759-1410
NICE 2br brick home con- Need to sell, best reason- 1994 NISSAN XE, king
veniently located near able offer! 436-6026, leave cab, a/c, cruise, Sap, 22K
miles, all extras $10,500
downtown Murray in a great message.
neighborhood. Home fea- 1995 MONTE Carlo LS, 759-4712
tures new carpeting & wall- loaded. 31,XXX
miles. 1995 CHEVROLET S-10
paper. Offered in the $40's $12,500 obo.
767-0470.
ext cab, black, custoni
through Kopperud Realty
wheels, factory lift, Limited
753-1222. MLSIt 3000816. 1995 PONTIAC Grand Am
SE, 2dr, all power, 45xxx Edition, 30xxx miles Cali
READY for immediate miles, $11,000 obo. Call 759-5661 after 5pm
occupancy- New home, 759-0785 after 5pm.
3BR, 2 bath, great room,
dining room, eat-in kitchen, REBUILDER autos. '94
open floor plan 1602 Ta- S-10, 4.3V, 5sp, arc, p/s,
p/b, ext cab, 83xxx miles
bard. Call 753-0090.
Hit in rear.'94 Blazer, S-10, 17'h FT pop-up camper
REDUCED! $198,800, 4dr, Vortec V-6, loaded, all has 150 miles on it, been
($21,000 below appraisal). options, 29xxx miles. Roll used 2 nights, air condi
3BR, 2',4 baths, 2 fire- over. '97 S-10, ext cab boner. sleeps 6, refrigerator
places, plus large .7 acre w/3rd door, stepsicle, V-6, & much more.. Carr
private backyard. Roomy auto, 2xxx miles. Hit hard 753-5646.
brick ranch Circle drive, 2 on right front '96 8-10, ext
car heated garage. cab, 4cyl, Sap, a/c, p/s, p/b
1976 MANOWAR traveler
MLS14000502. Call Bar- Light roll over 437-4263 trailer. Good condition
bara, Century 21, Loretta after 5
$2,800. 753-1520.
Jobs
Realtors
502-753-1492.

IMMACULATE & Stunning!
465
3 Car garage, pea gravel
INVESTMENT Cash in on a drive, 1305 Fleetwood. Gas
duplex. 3 Great duplexes log fireplace, large kitchen,
all price range, all rented. formal dining, baths feature 1994 CHEVY Blazer, 6,xxx
miles. Asking $16,500. Call
Great income Call Bar- cherry cabinets, 3br brick
bara, Century 21, Loretta Sprinkler system. Call Bar- 436-2528 8am-5pm,
bara, Century 21, Loretta 436-6032 after 5pm
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
Jobs Realtors 753-1492
1994 FORD Explorer. 4dr,
KOPPERUD Realty has MLS.4000506.
automatic, cassett, air,
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If IMMEDIATE possession cruise, tilt. Still has 2yr facyou are thinking of selling- on this 3-4 bedroom brick tory warranty. Low mileage,
contact one of our courte- with 3 bath in immaculate $14,1300 759-8749
ous and professional condition with view of 1995 JEEP
Cherokee, 2dr,
agents at 753-1222 or stop watershed. Great room 5sp, V-6, 25xxx
miles,
with conversational pit at
by office at 711 Main St
fireplace Price adjusted $10,500. 759-8749.
See on Internet and call
43:
.Century 21, 753-1492.
Used
Property
JUST Reduced to
Caw
$100,000.
3BR, 2 bath, Ir,
LAKEFRONT home in Pa1969 NOVA,211r, dark blue.
norarna Shores 1100sq ft, family room w/fireplace. 250,
6cyl, auto. Mech
Refinished
hardwood
of new addition, all new
sound, MO. y48666.
floors.
Features
big
reck
vinyl siding, new central
gas heat garage, etc. room 12 acre wooded lot 1986 C
brity.
Penny Highway. Cal Bar- 6cyl, runs
Gen% sloping lot to lake
,Enew
Wes.
HE
4
°.b
200FT on lake front, 10 5- bara, Century 21, Loretta 492-8615.
Realtors
ml from Murray. Hurry! Jobs
Won't last long. $134,900 5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 1 4 9 2 . 1986 TOYOTA Corolla,
4dr, automatic, 136xxx
MLS•4000439.
753-2339.
miles, 62100. 767-0361.
Farms
For lida

r-

1.i0

Fame
For isle

Yard Sale

TWO bedroom townhouse
Ceding fan, central his, low
utilities Southwood Dr
close to shopping center
Rent $455 with w/d. Available now 753-4189

••••• r
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1968 TOYOTA Corolla, 1
owner, 53xxx miles,
44,000. 763-2767 after

sest
1950 GRAND Am SE, Mk
FM.CD and sunroof. Man
miles, MOO. 7504619.
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- A Wand-elf-14f Address —
1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

PRESTIGE HOMES
_
No factory built or snap together homes.
From the ground up, we build solid homes.
We build for your family - for your future.
Prestige Homes - The only way to build.
$35 sq. ft. basic, excluding exterior 753-5628

HALEY'S
Puck
AUFIgellintpatik
l

Sales

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

CREDIT PROBLEMS?

DON'T HIDE!
24-HOUR
AUTO LOAN HOTLINE
1-800-748-8353
GUARANTEED FINANCING
If we can't get you financing we'll pay
you $100.00. Same Day Delivery.
Call Doug Clark
COUNTRY CHEVROLET
527-8671
1-800-457-4866

.'•

•

1997 BUICK
PARK AVENUE
24 Mo. @ 2.8%
36 Mo. @ 3.8%
Mo.
48
or 60 Mo. @ 4.8%

Purdom Motors, Inc.
041,01,,to • Pontiac • Riirck • Cadillac

1300 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Murray, KY • 753-5315

•

•

4
.--•-•••••

b

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

S30

a30
Services
Offered

35FT 51h wheel camper &
hinge Call 753-4956, titer
5PTI

Contractor or Home Builders

Cooksey's Plumbing
1984 PROCRAFT 17'4 ft,
150hp Mercury (noes', garage kept, low hours
$6500.753-4606.

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estknat•s
New Construction - Repair Waer
t Heater Replacement

I

1986 16FT Bayliner boat.
$2800 & go cart, $325
753-0563
1987 SEA Ray 19'2 Bow
Rider Special Edition
"Scxrento V-6 Mercury engine -205hp Full loaded
with accessories Extra
nice condition 1991 load
rite trailer Call 759-0425 or
753 0882

ivioRRisHome Repair

Lawn Cara

Vinyl
"One Call
Riplacsment
Dodos
It Air NKriwissiell Windows

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage - Pest Damage - Debris
Removal
do
mowing & landscaping.
We also
Free EstImate4.

Services
Offered
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning. Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
136-5711,
1-800-548-5262_
A-1 Tree professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980.
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737.
A & A Lawn Care Mowing,
trimming, landscaping,junk
hauling, tree trimming. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Mark Lamb. 436-5791.
ADAM'S
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS- Repairs and remodeling. No
lob
too
small.
502 759-9906
AFFORDABLE Homes/
Dream Homes built on your
lot Choose horn plans we
have or one of your own.
Starting at $35 sq ft. Free
consultation & estimate. S
& K Construction,
753-3078/ 753-7091.
A&H Roofing. Licensed &
insured All Work guaranteed (502)924-0616,
(502)522-6255.

Will Build To Your Specifications!
• Kitchen.Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops
502-759-9672
630 N 4th Si (Neat to Lassiter Plaster) • Murray
Vv'AI,I. SYS II MS, INC
A DIVISION 01- SOVI III

Villege833iiitindE069ANONNA

Spring Construction SpeciaL!!
$35.00 per sq. ft. excluding siding for basic designed
home. Will build on your land or you can purchase a
lot from us. Financing available. contact Edwina at
Grey's Properties 759-2001 or Prestige Homes at
753-5628. References available.

RON HALL HEATING & COOLING
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
-We Service All Major BrandsAMERICAN
I'M STANDARD'
'OUALITY

4'1'WORK'•
Murray, Ky.

ALL around hauling, junk
clean-up, cleaning out
sheds, gutters, tree work_
Joe, 436-2867.

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained 60 mayor
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR. All
brands. Kenmore 30+
years experience. BOBBY
HOPPER. 436-5848
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664

•

BOB'S Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492 8584

n

•••

FOR your homebuilding or
remodeling needs, contact
Jerry at Heritage Construction. Free estimates, references available Heritage
Construction, 753-2316
GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
lots Gerald Carroll.
492-6159,
GREEN'S Home Improvement Siding, facer, soffitt
& decks 502-354-6445
HANDYMAN Company
Remodel- Repair- Replace. Emergency
electrical/ plumbing We do
it all! Licensed & insured
474-8621.

MORRIS Mobile Home
Movers Local and Out of
State Moving 767-9630
MOWING trimming, etc
Rudolph's lawn care Affordable, dependable service 502-753-9095 Free
Estimates
MOWING, weedeating
Commercial, residential,
church or cemetery.
474-2037.

ROY Steele Trucking
While rock, gravel, said
753-6879

By CHELSEA J. CARTER
Associated Press Writer

SEAMLESS gutters in
staNed, residential or cornmorose', Serval Gutter Co
753-6433
STUMP REMOVAL &
TREE WORK- Low raters,
estimates
free
502-656-3566
SUMMERS almost ,hise!
Keep your car cool with
tinted windows from Bluegrass Window Tinting All
work guaranteed Call for a
free estimate 753-6554
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484
TEACHER wanting yards
to mow Call 753-6125
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available
759-4690
WALTERS Contracting
Free Estimates Guaranteed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured_ Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl sidinb,
-decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WEST KY Lawn Care.
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, tree
removal. Have references.
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message
WILL do your lawn mowing
and trim work. Reasonable
prices. Call 753-2530,
leave message.

NEED 'a carpenter? All
types of carpenter work
Decks porches, handrails,
garages trim work & other
odd Jobs Mark Prescott,
753-2627

WILL mow yards
759-4174

PAINTING Interior- exterior All types of home repair
Free estimates 436-5032
PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255

Frei
Column
FREE to good home: Lab
mix puppies. Already
wormed. (502)753-2154.
after 7prn.
FREE to good home part
Schnauzer, part Pekingese
adult dog 759-4490

Ir a sample question from Kentuck's
public school tests.

as©T[pisiE

Week 9 Question:
High School Social Studies
The graph belou
Use the graph to

sho., population changes in rural areas, ones. and suburbs from 1901-1980.

ans.r• l'te question

762-0001
Cell. #519-1592

S Suburbanization. 1901-1980

CALL ANYTIME

IMO Min
1101 ME
MI- 1E111
I
I 4

BACKHOE SERVICE
V. giffsbitt
Loser Leveling
Certified Septic Installer
Backhoe Trucking

,
• 1 ,42L

Construction
Masonry
Concrete
Conplele Foundations

Phone: 502-492-8516
Pager: 742-8516
Now booking
residential masonry

ce

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-4p36.-57411

Using examples, lis,l11S

'
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Student 'dent
and discusses
several possible
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changes
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in erprets multiple
population trends
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urban to suburban,
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Dwellers

reasons !or these changes in populations from 1901-1980

Sample Student Response:

1-800-5418-5.26.2
MCI:MSC:0a 11151111EQ

iV•1

",,,,Iers

the overall trend on he graph is clearly with
a to.s cs,cptions, a move toward
suhurhanitalion This is largeTY-ZtOr-as-th
dustnal Revolution in the latter years of the
ninet
nturv As more and more
people mo Cu
e cities, cities grew
idly
Great Depression of
93
hosse
to cd people to mo
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areas I
h ot jobs in
lure After
ved into suburbs
heca
rots p
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ex
eJ The aut smob
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h
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s fue d this shift
making
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ork an easy and
choice

Student response
includes

connections
between
historical CN ems,
social conditions
of the twentieth
oentury, and the
populatoon shifts
depicted in the
graph
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Classifieds
Office Open

denlittes

Student
kev hisNirical esents
and vu al changes ,/f
the ts.entieth centurs

Student demonstrates
an understanding of

causality

Note Students' responses to KIRIS questions are categorized into
ot tour performance levels. For a detailed description of the
four performance levels. call 1-R.00•KIRIS-99_
OflC

7:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Closed Saturday
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NEB

AIW
You can greatly reduce the smell of cabbage If you add half of a
lemon to the water when boiling ft.

560

Measure Up!

753-5940

Casey spent five hours with his
former girlfriend in the waiting
room, comforting her as she occasionally walked through a set
of double doors marked "No Admittance" and returned in tears,
Casey said.
Last Wednesday, she phoned
and told him the baby had died.
Casey helped her with arrangements at a funeral home that had
death notices published in two
newspapers. The two picked out a
grave site and a small, white casket. Townspeople sent flowers.
But police said little Taylor
was never even in the hospital.
She was spending a few days
with her father the whole time.
The hoax was revealed when
the funeral director called the
coroner to find out when the
body would arrive. Instead, Ms.
Cecconi arrived at the sherifrs
department with a smiling, giggling Taylor in her arms. Her
mother claimed she was the victim of a hoax.
"She was very convincing,"
Hughes said. "She was as upset
as any mother would be that
someone had pulled a cruel hoax
involving her daughter. We didn't
have any reason not to believe
her."
After some checking with the
funeral director, police determined the hoax was played by
Ms. Cecconi. Fearing for the
safety of Taylor and the other
children, Hughes turned the
children over to welfare officials.
"She was under a lot of pressure," Casey said. "It must have
just taking me breakin' up for her
to snap. I can't put closure to this
until I see Taylor again."

Call

YARDS mowed, Lynn
Grove area 435-4423.

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
4C17 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)

CARROLLTON, Ga. (AP) Neal Casey loved his girlfriend's
daughter, so even after the relationship ended he rushed to the
hospital when he heard the little
girl was dying of leukemia.
But Taylor Cecconi did not
die. She was never sick.
Police say Taylor's mother,
Jodi Denman Cecconi, tried to
win back Casey by pretending
her daughter was dead. She's accused of choosing a casket and
making funeral arran.gements to
win Casey's sympathy.
"Taylor was a very special
little girl. Anybody that met her
would tell you how beautiful she
was," Casey said Thursday.
"God, I'm still talking in past
tense. You know, I grieved for
that child for five days. I feel so
stupid."
On Tuesday, a week after Casey was allegedly told the baby
had died, the coroner found out
there was no body. Police were
called in and by evening the plot
unraveled, leaving Ms. Cecconi
facing possible charges of making false statements to police.
"Anyone who would go so far
as to dig a grave for their child
has a problem," Carroll County
Sheriff's investigator Tony
Hughes said. "If you've got such
an elaborate plan, where does it
stop?"
Casey and Ms. Cecconi met
over a year ago. When he broke
it off, he remained attached to the
four children, especially Taylor.
When Ms. Cecconi told him
Taylor had leukemia, he recalls
her calling daily about the girl's
radiation treatments and chemotherapy. Then she supposedly
took a turn for the worst. Casey

thought she was dying in an intensive care at an Atlanta
hospital.
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WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves, MonFri,9- 12, 1-5 Free estimates Visa/MC accepted.
753-0530.

See him ‘s ell ‘ou

1,1

"ftle.

ROOFING- Tear offs re
roofs & new roofs
437-4718

WILL mow yards any size
Call now to schedule.
489-2854

MULCH delivered, Murray
436-5560

PURCHASE Auto Detail
Fair rates on interior/ exterHARDWOOD FLOOR in- ior care Phone 832-2709
stallation and finishing Joe DelCDS
Custom design Affordable
ROOFING and painting, inrates 753-7860
terior, exterior, etc 25yrs
LAMB Brother Home Im- experience 10% Discount/
provements, remodeling. Senior Citizens Mowing &
additions, roofing, siding. Yard Maintenance
free estimates 436-2269
474-0107

GENERAL ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

COLSON Home Repairs.
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592.
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Frio seimegas.
Remodeling.fencing. decking, pkirnbing 41 electrical.
189-2832

EVANS Odd Job Service
Lawn care, landscaping.
mulching, tree removal.
hauling, gutter cleaning,
etc. Free estimate Call
489-2617, leave message
Experienced.

NEVI CONSTRUCTION • MOBILE HOME HOOK-UPS

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Specie/ sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy HiN 759-4664
CLEANING- yards, barns.
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb. 436-5950

LANDSCAPE Services In
stallation of small trees
shrubs & flowers Pruning
lawn fertilizing, seeding
CUSTOM BUILT wooden yard clean up Free estidecks, fencing, pole barns, mates Small jobs welsheds,carports Also repair come 753-3484
& rebuild Excellent work LAWN mowing No rush job
manship Affordable rates here, personal one on one
753-7860
service Gupton's Lawn
CUSTOM bulldozing and Care tree estimates
backhoe work septic sys- 489-2590
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm, LICENSED for electric and
Horace Sholar
gas 435-4358
DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- L&L Lawn Service 10
vices -Cleaning' vinyl sid- years experience of bringing, homes, mobile homes, ing smiles to our customboats, brick driveways, ers' faces Commercial or
parking lots, all exterior residential mowing & trimcleaning.; acid cleaning ming Call 753-6289"for
available David Borders, your free estimate
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734 MARC'S LAWN & LANDSCAPING. LAWN MAINCellular 502-853-1108
TENANCE, SHREDDED
DEAD DOCTORS DON'T MULCH, GROUND
LIE' Amazing colloidal min- BREAKING AND DISerals changing health & KING AND BOX GRADbank accounts nationwide ii ING. 753-6226 or
Free tape!!! Phone 753-4168.
800-374-6477. Pager
MICHAEL'S Transmis6615
sions Complete overhaul
ELECTRONICS INSTAL- on late model, domestic,
LATION SPECIALISTS overdrive transmissions
Sattelite systems from ASE Certified in automatic
$12900 DSS Sattelites in- & manual drive transmisstalled Phone lacks added sions Call 753-0152
Cable lacks added Complete sales and service of MIDWAY Fence Co Chain
business and residential link & vinyl fence at reasonphone systems, home able prices 759-1519
theatre, intercom, room to M&M Lawn Mowing
room stereo, burglar and . 753-0023
secunty systems Murray
Telephone & Electronics- MOODY'S Mower Repair
Chip Veal
Owner Free pickup and delivery
753-5668
753-7567

Custom Woodworking

FREE ESTIMATES

BREAKING and tractor
tilled gardens. bushogging
and blade work Phone
753 3413
88 T Construction Decks,
porches, outbuildings & privacy fences Remodeling,
repair Free estimates
759-0278 or 753-6579

COUNTERTOPS and
Kitchen Cabinet Refacing
with formica Wulff s Recovery, Murray 436-5560

The Kentucky Press Association and the Kentucky Department of Education invite you to
answer some of the questions public school students answer when they take the Kentucky
Instructional Results Information System (KIRIS) tests each spnng. Once a week for 9
weeks, we will publish an actual question from a recent KIRIS test. We challenge you to
try answenng today's question, then compare your answer below.

BACKHOE SERVICE.
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation, repair, replacement. 759-1515.
BACKHOE Service- small
lobs, driveways, box blade,
rottertilling, snow removal.
753-0934 or 759-9835.

Lic 1M02182 (502) 435-4699
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Woman faked baby's
death to win sympathy

Services
Offered

Services
Offered

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking. 753-8056.

(502) 759-4599

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING

KAWASAKI & Yamaha sat
skies. Both on double
trailer Excellent condition,
$5200 502-522-5625.
530

436-2667

FREE HOME INSPECTIONS

1994 MARINER 40hp,
$1.,030 753-6579
DARNELL Marine Inc now
doing service repair on
Mercury, Mercruiser, Mariner & Yamaha. See
George or Shane exclusively 753-3734, Hwy 94
East
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53
Services
Offered

ATTENTION° I

1969 16FT Outboard alu
'yttrium bass boat
436 2102
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HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Saturday,
March 29, 1997:
Breaking barriers and exploring new
territory mark this year. You'll find
that you meet many exotic strangers. There is a strong possibility of
travel and further education.Friends
act in unexpected ways. You could
optto expand yoursocial circle. Goals
change because of your insights. If
you are single, opportunities that
associates present become especially
important. The question will be
which to choose!Ifattached,romance
is exciting as you share all the new,
dynamic options in your life. You
experience a newfound vitality.SAGITTARIUS is true-blue.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Let your imagination take
you out the door. Follow through on
a wild idea, even if one side of you
says it's too far out. Add more fun to
your life.The unexpected occurs with
an associate. Kick back, and enjoy.
Friends play a huge partin your day.
Tonight: Try a new restaurant.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
***** One-to-one relating is most
satisfying. Surprises happen with
plans; an appearance is required.
You feel bountiful and indulged by
someone you put on a pedestal. Instincts are right on. Keep a secretfor
now. Tonight:Spend time with your
favorite person.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Defer to others, yet listen
to your instincts. You are so right on
that you surprise yourself. An unexpected invitation encourages you to
try something new. A friend is delighted to join you. Your views
change, as you see matters in a new
light. Tonight: Make it different.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Complete a project that is
close to your heart. A partner chips
in,contributing time,energy orfunds
- perhaps all! Togetherness prevails in this easy atmosphere. You
are lucky. Consider buying a lottery
ticket.Tonight:You are happy wherever you are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Your playful nature
emergee with children. You find
much to laugh about. Others join in
the spontaneity of the moment. A
call might cause an unexpected
change in plans. Detach from a testy

situation,so you can be more loving.
Tonight: Be a kid again.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Kick back, and be realistic
about your limits within a family
situation. An investmentthat makes
your daily life happier is important
to your well-being. A partner's support adds to the enjoyment of completing a project.Tonight:Stay home.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Finish running errands,
and at the same time visit with a
friend.Go with spontaneity;ifsingle,
you could meet someone very different. If attached, the two of you need
to follow your whims and lighten up.
It's OK to be silly. Tonight: Go to a
favorite spot.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Finances are key. Consider
an important change on the home
front. An expenditure seems inevtable. Think before you leap, no
matter how enticing the offer. Consider your security first. Buy a plant
to beautify your surroundings. Tonight: Don't cook!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Follow through on what is
important.You are personality-plus,
and see life with renewed vitality.
Others enjoy talking to you.Go with
the unexpected; it will delightyou.
Romance plays a major role, if you
are available. Tonight: Do whatever
makes you happy.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***You must pick and choose, as
there are so many options. Your gut
is right on with money. You have
pulled the wild card. Don't spend
anything you don't have; but you
could win the lottery,too!Take some
needed downtime. Tonight: Make it
a quiet night for two.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*****You are happiest being with
friends. Socializing is right up your
alley. A friend reveals a secret that
could shock you. Be aware of your
reactions; you don't want to make
your friend uncomfortable. Humor,
laughter and surprises mark the
day. Tonight: Have a good time.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Unexpected revelations force
you to be more aware of your limits.
Use caution as to whom,and exactly
what, you share. A little discretion
goes a long way.Buy a special giftfor
a friend who is always there for you.
Tonight: Go out.
BORN TODAY
Singer Eric Idle(1943),former senator Eugene McCarthy (1916), gymnast Kurt Thomas(1956)
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LOOKING BACK
Tea years ago

Dr. Janice F. Weaver, dean of
College of Education at Murray
State University, has been elected
president-elect and 1987 chairwoman of Teacher Education Colleges of State Colleges and
Universities.
A feature story and picture about Jeremy Latimer, seven-yearold son of James and Pat Latimer
of Hazel, are published. Latimer
will compete with 11 other final.,ists at the National Elks Hoop
Shoot Contest at Indianapolis,
Ind., on April 25.
Marshall County lost to Louisville Ballard 74 to 71 in the first
round of Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament,
Lexington.

1

Twenty years ago

Marine Lance Cpl. David D.
Thorne, son of Mr. and Mrs. William D. Thorne, is servcing with
1st Tracked Vehicle Battalion,
Okinawa, Japan.
Karen Gordon, Benton, was
named as Miss Murray State University at a pageant on March 26.
She will represent MSU in Miss
Kentucky Pageant, Louisville, in
July.
Calloway County High School
Chapter of Future Homemakers
of America had its "Mom's
Night" at Colonial House Smorgasbord. Special _ music was by
Mrs. Vernon Shown, soloist. Vickie Carraway, toastmistress, presented an FHA chapter honorary
membership to Mavis Murdock.
Thirty years ago

Robert Perry was named as

Test Your Play

I'M 5ELL.ING A BEAT IT! I'm NOT
GADGET THAT NO
INTERESTED/
HOME CAN AFFORD
.._
TO BE WITHOUT

1. Many players think that if
declarer were allowed to see all four
hands„ he would always score the
maximum n &rib&ttfttickisposathle,
However, there are cases where declarer would find such a task difficult, and here is one of them.
You are South, diamonds are
trumps, and East leads the jack of
hearts. How would you scorgfour of
the last five tricks in this pNition:
North

CATHY
THAT DRESS LOOKS COMYOU CAN EITHER BUY THE r`1011 HAVE TO COMMIT To
PLETELY DIFFERENT WITH
DRESS AND TAKE IT UPSOffIETHING OR NOTHING 15
THE RIGHT UNDERWEAR... STAIRS TO TRY WITH THE
POSSIBLE! WOU HAVE TO
.. BUT ALL OUR UNDERWEAR UNDERWEAR.. OR BUY THE JUST SHUT YOUR
EYES,
IS ON THE THIRD FLOOR.
UNDERWEAR AND BRING
FORK OVER YOUR CHARGE
IT DOWN HERE TO TRY
CARD AND HOPE TO HIGH
WITH THE DRESS.
HEAVEN IT WON'T I3E YET
MOTHER WRETCHED WASTE
OF TIME AND MONEY!

•
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FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
SINCE V)LOOK LIKEMON1,
AN' I MU91
ee SuscoNSciousW
LcotsiNG FOR MATES
WHO RESEMBLE OUR
PARENTS! WE HAVE
BEEN SUBLIMINALLY
IMFRINTeD, Liz!
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me.
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gle,
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up.
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West over a barrel. Either way, your
mission is accomplished.
***
You are South, declarer at
Seven Spades,and have no losers at
all in hearts, diamonds or clubs.
Your only problem is that you have
the K-J-9-8-6-5 of tram
facing
dummy's A-10-7. When u lead the
five oftrumps to dam iS's ace, West
produces the deuce and East the
three. When you then play dummy's
ten, East produces the four. Do you
play the king or finesse?
.953
Answer to No. 2: In the absence
IF RELATIONSHIPS
+65
of any clues indicating otherwise,
WITH /11EN HAVE
West
East
you should play the king. With the
DONE NOTHING ELSE
—
opponents holding Q-x-x-x in the
AT LEAST THEY'VE
IP 3
PREPARED US
J 10 9 8 7 suit, East will be dealt x-x in 20.35
• J 10 8
TO SHOP.
deals out of 100, and Q-x-x in 18.65
•—
db 9
4—
deals out of 100.
Touth
*,
The proper percentage play,therefore, is to go up with the king —
11,—
because it is slightly more likely to
•Q 7 6 4
be the winning play. This is simply
—
another way of expressing the oftAnswer to No. 1: Ruff the heart quoted adage"eightever,nine never."
with the four and overruff it with
However,as noted above,the theodummy's five. Then trump a club retical advantage of playing to drop
with your six and play the foils of the queen rather than finesse is only
spades.
very slight. Almost any clue that
West's remaining three cards are indicates that West is somewhat
the J-10-8 oftrumps. If he ruffs with more likely to have been dealt a
the eight, you overruffwith the nine. singleton than a doubleton should
If he ruffs with the ten, you discard induce you to finesse rather than
dummy's last club and again have play for the queen to fall.
Tomorrow: Just what the doctor ordered.
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PEANUTS
AND NOW YOU.
SAY YOU OON'T
KNOW WHERE IT

NOT
YOUR
SWEET
8ABOO
r
09

1 Breakfast
item
4 Golfer Sam
9 Extinct bird
12 A Stooge
13 Ice cream
holders
14 Boring tool
15 Depot (abbr.)
16 "The King
— —"
17 — china
18 Actor's
desires
20 Compass
point
21 Columbia's
St.
23 Submarine
appendage
24 Bovine
animals
28 Seabird
30 Weanng
away
32 Ponce de —
34 Anger
35 "Born Free"
lioness
36 Indispen-

-•

• Or

or- •

•

.

7B

sable
39 Room to —
40 — Dan
(music)
41 Mire
43 Concerning
44 Phys
45 Item of
properly
47 Water
barriers
50 Conspiracy
51 Large bird
54 — Peron
55 Stage
whisper
56 Shade tree
57 Out of the —
(done)
58 Essence
59 Actress
Farrow

DOWN
1 Printer's
measures
2 Obtained
3 Paraphernalia
4 Actor Jack

graduating from high school this
year W, mother died six years ago,
and fay father married a woman
who has a personality that's very dif-

ficult for me to like.(We don't know
anyone who really likes her.
We have them over, and as far as
she knows. eyerything is fine. But
she not only comes between Dad and
his family, she also creates an atmosphere where none of us can be
ourselves.
We would love to see Dad by himself sometimes when she comes over
she takes over the conversation).

We don't want another happy occasion spoiled, as has happened so

many times in the past.
Abby, when there is a second marriage, is it unreasonable to ask the
parent not to include the new spouse
in some family get-togethers? .
.•

STUCK IN OKLAHOMA
DEAR STUCK: I wouldn't recommend it. Play it safe, bite your
tongue and invite her.
r 4*

DEAR ABBY: My dear friend has
a habit that is driving me crazy. She
conies to my house often, which is not
the problem. But when she is there,
she checks out any invitations, notices
or upcoming events I've circled and
put on my refrigerator or clipped to a
magnet. She then asks who, what,
when and why. I've become so uncomfortable I put everything away when
she comes to visit.
It's not
DEAR C.Y.: Thank you for a "jokingly funny anymore when.she
" says, "Oh, you're doing
super letter. I'll bet this goes up this
your other friends." We
on a couple of hundred bulletin spendwith
a great deal of time together,
boards in umpteen hospitals.
but I do have other friends and I
don't always want to include her. Do
r
you have any suggestions?
DEAR ABBY: I am a 48-year-old
HATE TO BE RUDE
happily married woman with three
adult children. The youngest one is
DEAR HATE TO BE

CONTRACT BRIDGE

iily

kes
ant
up-

and Hammerstein musical "The Sound of Music," died in Morrisville, Vt., at age 82.
Five years ago: Democrats Bill Clinton and Jerry Brown clashed
over Brown's flat-tax proposal, with Clinton charging the plan would
hurt the poor, and Brown accusing Clinton of inventing "another big
lie."
One year ago: Congress passed the line-item veto, giving the president power to cut government spending by scrapping specific programs. The space shuttle Atlantis astronauts said goodbye to the crew
of Russia's space station Mir and then flew away, leaving Shannon
Lucid behind for a five-month stay in orbit.
Today's ,Birthdays: Actor Dirk Bogarde is 76.

DEAR ABBY: During a recent
hospital stay, I shared a room with a
younger woman I am 41, she is about
25). We both had surgery I was quite
miserable and groggy . lying in rny.
bed, and I remember %hen they
wheeled her into the room and pulled
the curtain Her "fiance' follov.ed
them into the room after her surgery,
and immediately started to make
telephone calls - one after the other
— telling them all the sordid details
of her appendectomy. He would hang
up, then call somebody else and tell
them the same thing.
The woman never said anything
— I think she was still out from the
anesthesia. I was happy to hear that
he was going home to change
clothes. Finally he left, and I drifted
back off to sleep. A few hours later.
he returned with a ton of aftershave
on. Again he picked up the phone
and proceeded to hog it.
I finally requested a room transfer, and I'm sure they didn't have a
clue as to why I had to get away.
from him
If he recognizes himself in this
letter, please give a little consideration to the other person in the room.
It is a curtain that separates us -not the Berlin Wall! And don't overkill on the perfume. We are in the
hospital because we are sick, and the
smell cart make it worse. Also, do not
hog the telephone to call everyone
you know to tell them that so-and-so
is in the hospital. Go home, to do it!
CHAFFEE, MO.

BLONDIE

fa

ng.
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Good Friday, March 28, the 87th day of 1997. There are
278 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 28, 1979, America's worst commercial nuclear accident
occurred inside the Unit Two reactor at the Three Mile Island plant
near Middletown, Pa.
On this date:
In 1797, Nathaniel Briggs of New Hampshire patented a washing
machine.
In 1834, the U.S. Senate voted to censure President Jackson for the
removal of federal deposits from the Bank of the United States.
In 1854, during the Crimean War, Britain and France declared war
on Russia.
In 1896, the opera "Andrea Chenier," by Umberto Giordano, premiered in Milan, Italy.
In 1930, the names of the Turkish cities of Constantinople and Angora were changed to Istanbul and Ankara.
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War ended as Madrid fell to the forces of
Francisco Franco.
In 1941, novelist and critic Virginia Woolf died in Lewes, England.
In 1942, during World War II, British naval forces raided the Nazioccupied French port of St. Nazaire.
In 1943, composer Sergei Rachmaninoff died in Beverly Hills,
Calif.
In 1969, the 34th president of the United States, Dwight D. Eisenhower, died in Washington at age 78.
In 1982, voters in El Salvador went to the polls for a constituent
assembly election that resulted in victory for the Christian Democrats,
led by President Jose Napoleon Duarte.
Ten years ago: Maria von Trapp, whose life inspired the Rodgers

DAILY COMICS

I l•
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TODAY IN HISTORY

president of Murray Chamber of
Commerce. New directors are
Robert Moyer, Henry Fulton,
Gene Landolt, Robert Carpenter
and Guy Billington.
At the Kentucky Music Festival at Murray State University,
the Calloway County High
School Freshman Chorus and
Laker Choir, directed by Lucinda
C. Darnall, and the Murray High
School Girls Chorus and Mixed
Chorus and Murray Junior High
Chorus, directed by Joan Bowker,
received superior ratings.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. David Parker and
a girl to Johnny and Margie Jo
Graham, March 20.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Judge WayIon Rayburn was named as Head
Consul for the state of Kentucky
at the Head Camp meeting of
Woodmen of the World held at
Paducah.
Mrs. Cloteel Butterworth was
honored at a dinner for her 30
years of service with Southern
Bell Telephone Company here at
the Triangle Inn.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James Klapp, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Burdin, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Wyatt, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Headley
Thweau, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Clell Evans.
Piano students of Mrs. D.F.
McConnell presented a program
at a luncheon meeting of Home
Department of Murray Woman's
Club.

•

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ALEC ASOR SAL
PERO LUAU HUE
PENCIL FC ARA
ONES KODAK
MONOTYPE PO
ARENA
AER MIG
ME SKI
REN GE
ALF ENC GETON
IM DYNAMITE
CANWN DOLE
IDI
IR BESTOM
NIT GIRM IONA
ETE HALE STAN
3-28 C 1997 United Feature Syndicate
5 Unimportant
person
6 Terminates
7 Vowel

sequence
8 Susskind ID
9 — tse-Tung
10 Possess
11 Ginger —

MEM EMMEN MOM
MEM MINI= MOM
El= ME= NOM
MEM= dE
MN
WIMEMMil
WIIMINIMMEM
MEM MEM WM=
MEMIIMMEMM di=
WM= MN
ME MIMI!
MIAMI MEM ddd
MAI MEM Will
MINI MEM= MOM

17 "All About
Eve" actress
19 "— Mice and
Men"
20 Capuchin
monkey
21 Monica of
tennis
22 "Falcon -24 Type of soft
drink (2 wds.)
25 Cash drawer
26 One who is
defeated
27 Related on
mother's side
29 Smelling
organ
31 Three (pref.)
33 Requires
37 Natl. Labor
Relations
38 Polish

42 Down (pref.)
45 Landed
48 Abound
47 MC1fAirtg
moisture
48 Ms. Gardner
49 — Day
50 Ore. Urn*
52 Roman 1,051
53 Thurman of
-.Senna( ft55 Cooled lava

RUDE:
Your friend is trying to put you
on the spot, but you are under
no obligation to justify your
other activities to her. The neat
time she comments, say, "Yes,
I'm looking forward to that."
Then turn the conversation to
another topic.

,• •
CONFIDENTIAL TO MY
READERS: Easter is nearly here,
so if you plan to surprise a child
with a live rabbit, baby duck or
chick, please consider this: Living creatures need proper care.
Unless you are absolutely certain that the little pet will
receive the care it needs to survive, please give a stuffed bird or
animal instead. Baby animals,
regardless of how cute they are,
should not be given to young
children on impulse.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: My 68-year-old
husband has been diagnosed with
Barrett's esophagus from a hiatal hernia. Despite Prilosec and antacids, he
continues to experience heartburn,
gas and diarrhea. Testing reveals continuing ulcerations in his esophagus.
Is this condition dangerous? What can
he do?
DEAR READER: In the presence of
reflux, irritating stomach acid enters
the lower esophagus, causing the
symptoms that your husband has.
Over several months, this continuing 41(
irritation may, in some patients, affect
the cells of the esophageal lining,
leading first to chronic ulcerations,
then to Barrett's esophagus (a premalignant condition).
If the over-abundance of gastric
acid is not controlled, the affliction
can progress to cancer. Therefore,
your husband needs two things:
First, a revision in his medicine.
Ideally, this should be made by a gastroenterologist. If the Prilosec is not
controlling the symptoms, your husband needs other drugs, such as
Prevacid and Propulsid, that may be
more effective. The specialist can help
your husband gauge their effectiveness.
Second, close follow-up. Your husband needs to have periodic
endoscopy, during which the specialist examines the lower esophagus for
malignant changes. Biopsies may be
necessary.
As a last resort, your husband may
have to consider surgery to correct
the reflux and remove the risk of cancer. There are several common procedures used for this purpose; the gastroenterologist can advise him.
In summary, your husband has a
potentially serious but treatable condition that should be addressed by a
specialist.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is a Pap test
necessary for a woman after hysterectomy?
DEAR READER: A Pap test is a
method to detect cancer of the uterus
or cervix (uterine opening). Because
a hysterectomy removes the uterus
and cervix, there is — in my opinion
— no purpose to be served by performing a Pap test on a woman after
hysterectomy.
This view is not shared by most
gynecologists, who point out that
other conditions of the lower reproductive tract, such as vaginal malignancies, can be diagnosed during a
Pap test in post-hysterectomy
patients.
I agree that if such g woman develops vaginal bleeding or an unusual
discharge, she should be examined.
But I do not see any point in obtaining
routine Pap tests kill post hysterectomy women. ThisIs simply not cost-

effective.
Moreover, my position was recently
strengthened by a study in the New
England Journal of Medicine, showing
that Pap tests in post-hysterectomy
worrren serve no useful purpose

81111111110101011110,....41-
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TVA to resell emission credits
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
was the biggest buyer of air pollution emission credits at annual
auctions this week. But the federal utility says it intends to resell them.
Environnientalists• worry that
TVA, whose 11 coal-fired plants
are the region's largest source of
acid rain-causing sulfur dioxide,
will use the credits to forestall
meeting clean air standards.
"If TVA intends to use these
pollution credits to increase the
loading of sulfur dioxide, it will
be disastrous to the health of the
Great Smoky Mountains National
Park," said Don Barger of the
National Parks and Conservation
Association.
But TVA spokesman Frank Cason said Thursday the federal
utility, which primed the market
for emission credit trading in
1992, plans to se
its
under a previou contract and
hold on to the rest.
TVA bought 87,000 tons of
sulfur dioxide emission allowances at the Chicago Board of
Trade's annual auction on Wednesday. TVA spent $9.7 million,
snapping up more than half of the
150,000 tons offered.

We can provide information and coverage for your

LIFE
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelter's
HOME,CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too
Harold "Jeck" Romaine
Licensed in KY t IN •
754-1033 or 7534873
401 S 12th St • Murray e

.
e
We'll always be there for you.
Shaker Lie !nuance Co Harm QPIc• Cokmbla. MO

TVA has purchased a total of
122.000 tons since 1992 but has
never used the credits to offset its
own emissions. Instead, it has
been selling them under contract
to Illinois Power Co. at a rate of
25,000 tons a year through 1999
— for a total of 125,000 tons.
"For the near future, we plan
to continue with this approach,"
Cason said.
"Now that doesn't mean we
won't modify it in the future. BO
right now we are in full compliance with the Clean Air Act,
and another utility needs our credits. We've come up with an advantageous contractual
arrangement."
Cason said TVA expects to
make a profit from the resale,
though he refused to say how
much for competitive reasons.
The Environmental Protection
Agency set up the program,as a
free-market approach to curbing
air pollution starting in 1995.
The allowances are offered by
utilities that don't need their full
allocation because they have reduced pollution. Other companies
can buy the credits, giving them

the right to exceed federal pollution limits.
The price at Wednesday's auction rose to $110.36 for each ton
dis•charged, up . 38 percent from
the year-ago figure of $68.14,
which was an all-time low. In
1992, ttioarst year of trading, allowances were about $300 a ton.
"We expect as time goes by as
we reach into the year 2000 that
the price of these allowances will
just continue to go up," Cason
said. "So it is a prudent business
decision to buy them now, to at
least maintain a bank."
TVA has spent nearly $1 billion in recent years to reduce
emissions at its 59 coal-fired units in Tennessee, Alabama and
Kentucky, primarily by installing
scrubbers at its Cumberland plant
near Nashville and converting its
Gallatin steam plant to low-sulfur
coal.
The result: TVA cut emissions
from 1.1 million tons of sulfur
dioxide in 1991 to 873,885 tons
last year — more than 200,000
tons below TVA's Clean Air Act
requirements for 1995. But
further reductions will be required by 2000. ,

McVeigh's bid
to delay trial
earns ridicule

• -DENVER (AP) — Prosecutors have refused to formally respond to defense attempts to delay the trial of Oklahoma City
bombing suspect Timothy
McVeigh, saying the appeal
"reads like a bad Hollywood
script."
The appeal filed Tuesday by
attorney Stephen Jones accuses
prosecutors of covering up evidence that the bombing was earl_
dad out by white supremacistsworking with foreign terrorists.
By not responding, prosecutors cleared the way for a federal appeals court to rule an the
appeal. But in notifying the 10th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals
that there would be no formal
response, prosecutors were not
shy in criticizing the defense's
cue.
"According to McVeigh's
hypothesis, white Supremacists
worked in harmony with ThirdWorld minorities; Irish Catholics embraced fundamentalist
Muslims; neo-Nazis joined
ranks with Filipinos," Special
U.S. Attorney Joseph Hutzler
wrote Thursday
"We are prepared to rebut
, gieVeigh's pulp fiction with
provable facts — to prove that
:there was no international terthe call for a trial for Ray, saying
rorist coalition behind the murthat's the only way they'll know
der in Oklahoma City, no prior
the truth about King's death. But
warning, and no mastermind
this was the first time a family
other than McVeigh and his comember publicly backed Ray's
defendant," Hartzler wrote.
claim of innocence.
The government's statement
"I believe you and my family
riled Jones.
believes you," said King. "Wc—____11.The..ndett_ef the loth Circuit
are going to do everything in our
do not permit the government to
power to try and make sure that
respond unless requested. The
justice will prevail."
government's response is a
press release, which is a nonKing said he came to Nashville
believing that Ray was an innodenial denial," he said.
cent patsy in the slaying, but he
needed the personal contact for
his own proof.

King's son believes Ray

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Meeting the man convicted of
killing the Rev. Martin Luther
King was a spiritual experience
for his son, who now believes
James Earl Ray is innocent.
"I felt a sense of completing
the circle, the spiritual circle,"
said Dexter King after meeting
face to face with Ray at a prison
hospital for nearly an hour.
King was 7 when his father
was assassinated April 4, 1968,
on the balcony of a Memphis
hotel.
Ray pleaded guilty to the slaying, avoiding a possible death
sentence and earning a 99-year
King was almost apologetic,
prison sentence. He recanted a calling Ray and himself both vicfew days later and has been pro- tims whose destinies were intertclaiming his innocence ever wined by the assassination, but
since.
he asked point-blank: "Did you
The King family now believes kill my father."
him.
"No, no. I didn't. No," Ray
The Kings already had joined responded.

Coffee and tea are best when
brewed with cold, not warm water.

Gore discusses peace
talks with South Korea
By JOHN KING
AP Political Writer
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
Vice President Al Gore ended a
five-day visit to China today and
flew to Seoul to brief South Korean leaders on talks that included efforts to launch Korean
peninsula peace negotiations.
Immediately after arriving in
_ the South Korean capital, Gore
and his wife, Tipper, participated
in a wreath-laying ceremony at a
monument to soldiers killed in
the Korean War.
The Gores walked past a military honor guard and, wearing
white gloves, sprinkled intense
into a kettle-shaped charcoal burner that burns constantly in the
shadow of the memorial. There
are. 160,000 Korean War dead
buried in a cemetery at the site,
their names etched in wall tiles.
After briefings from U.S. embassy officials, Gore met briefly
with South Korea's prime minister, Koh Kun, who then held a
dinner for the vice president.
President Kim Young Sam was
meei
with Gore on Saturday
before the ice president headed
back to the nited States.

Last April, the United States
and South Korea proposed that
North Korea and China join fourway peace talks designed to
broker a formal peace agreement
between North and South Korea.
Forty-four years after the war ended, a cease-fire remains in effect
but the two countries never have
negotiated a formal peace.
North Korea attended a meeting in New York earlier this
month to consider the four-party
talks proposal and said it would
study the idea. Under it, the United States and China would sit in
as mediators while North and
South Korea discuss a permanent
peace treaty. In his talks in Beijing, Gore urged Chinese leaders
to encourage North Korea to embrace the proposal and begin
negotiations.
Another major concern on the
peninsula are reports of severe
food shortages in communist
North Korea. The United States
has expressed a willingness to assist humanitarian efforts as long
it as it assured that the Pyongyang government does not channel the assistance to the military.

Sigm Pi will hold
con rt celebration
On Apnl 5 at the Murray Fairgrotlhlas, Sigma Pi fraternity will be
holding a Centennial Concert
Celebration. Two Louisville bands
will be performing, the first will be
Atomic and the other will be Inhale.
Atomic plays the latest in dance
and techno music, while Inhale
captures the '90s alternative sound.
The concert is open to the public
(adults 18 and over). The concert
will begin at 10 p.m. All the
proceeds will be donated to the
American Red Cross to aid in flood
relief.
Peggy Billington, local director
of the Calloway County chapter of

the American Red Cross said,"The
spring time is a very tough time for
us because of floods, tornadoes,and
other natural disasters. Our
emergency response teams are being sent all over the region to help
with disaster relief,'so we have been
spread pretty thin lately."
Sigma Pi Fraternity was founded
on Feb. 26, 1897 at Vincennes
University in Vincennes, Ind. The
Murray State chapter of Sigma Pi
fraternity was founded on May 4,
1968,since then approximately 500
men have become initiated members of Sigma Pi.

SPRING SAVINGS
All 1997
Oldsmobile 88

oe'
1997
Cadillac Deville
Stock
#97303

*3.9% APR

#ell

1997 Chevrolet

C1500 Extended Cab
Premier Conversion
3 to
Choose
From

Up to 60 Mos.

22.995
5700 V-8
Running Boards
Bed Rails

00

1997 Metro

Speed Control
Leather Seats
Dual Chrome
Exhaust

Power Windows
Power Locks
Air Conditioning

tog1 1997 Tacoma
0 APR Available
*2.9/

Stock
#97297

Up to 48 Mos.

Available

Floor Malts
Dual Mirrors

Up To 48 Mo. on All
Tercels, Corollas,
Tacomas and T-100's
Special APR Ends
April 2nd, 1997

4 to
Choose
From

Air Conditioning
142 H.P.
Chrome Packa

Power Steering
Floor Mats

Cassette
Carpeting

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.
"
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1-800-325-3229
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